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SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION

4.MINING MACHINERY . .. .. ..

4. DUPLEX AIR COMPRESSORS .
+ STRAIGHT LINE COMPRESSORS

* Canadian Rand Drili Company

IANCRSOLLS

For ... .
Tunnels, Mines RO K D IL
and Quarries.

STRAIGHT LINE, DUPLEX AND COMPOUND

AIR COMPRESSORS
Stone Channelting Machines, Coal Mining Machines, and Complete

Plants of Mining Tunnielling and Quarrying Machinery.

JAMES COOPER MAN'F'G 00. Limited
299 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

BRANCH OFFICES: ROSSLAND, B.C. RAT PORTAGE, ON HALIFAX, N.S.



THE WM. HAMILTON MANUFACTURING CO. Limited
ENGINEERS AND BUILDERS
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e.MODERN MINING AND
e.
e...MILLING MACHINERY....

~~~0~~~~~~

GYRATING
VANNER

SHAKES LIKE A PAN.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULAR.

Peterborough, Ont. OR

CONTRACTORS FOR THE DESIGN
AND CONSTRUCTION ÔF COMPLETE
STAMP MILLS, CONCENTRATION,
CHLORINATION, CYANIDE and
SMELTER EQUIPMENTS.

aEote C.

VanCouver. B C.
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Nova Scotia Steel Co. Ltd.
1bammered andg Rolled Steel for mIning Purposes.",

Pit RaIls, Tee Rails, Edge Rails, Fish Plates, Bcvelled Steel
Scree Bats, Forged Steel Stamper Shocs and Dies, Blued
Iacbinny Steel *W' to 3Y'" Diameter, Steel Tub Axes Cut to
Length, Crow Bar Steel, Wedge Steel, Hammer Steel, Pick
Steel, Draw Bar Steel, Forgings of ail kinds, Bright Compressed
Shafting ' to 5" truc to ,... part of One Inche0.4AAA

A FULL STOCK OF MILD FLAT, RIVET-
ROUND and ANGLE STEELS ALWAYS ON
HAND.&OSPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO
MINERS' REQUIREMENTS..AAAAsAAAAs.
A.AA.*CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED..,s..A

Works and Office: NEW GLASGOW, N. S.

THOS. FIRTH & SONS, Ltd., Sheffield,
Tool Steel and Rock Drili Steel

ALWAYS CARRIED IN STOCK.

SHOES AND DIES.
THOMAS ,F1RTH &, SON S DRI LL STEEL

JAMES HU-TTON & Cc- AgU.MONTREAL.

CAMS, TAPPEIS, BOSSES, HULL
SHELIS, CROSQER PLAIES.

JAMES HUTTON
Agents for Canada.

& co-
ri-r~- AI~.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies and Chrome Cast Steel,
CAMS, TAPPETS, BOSSES, ROLL SHELL and CRUSHER PLATES.

Also Rolled Parts for Huntington and Other Mills.
These castings are extensively used in ail the Mining States and Temrtories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove

better and cheaper than any others. Orders solicited subject to above conditions. When ordering send sketch with exact dimensions.
SraUP . Send for Illustrated Catalogue to

CHROME STEEL WORKS,
KENT NUE. KERTRET.. BROOKLYN, N. Y., U. S. A.
CP. HAUHAUN, PnaleatF. P. CANDA, Vice-PrsaIdGt. C J. CANDA, Vce-Proklieat. P. MORA CANDA, S.cneary. T. L JONBS, n71urm

MINING WIRE CLOTH
DOUBLE CRIMPED.

liners' Canlestioks Coal Soreen Wobs

ARE SPECIALTIES WITH US.

THE LUDLOW-SAYLOR WIRE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
... nt.,... ePapes.. W""e"stge"Clogue.

n'ala Min-n'a a en

a Wm,ýM - ý - 1
m eilàM IILBIBu mugi

a- m-a a M'au a
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THE "DAW" ROCK
Righest Award International Exhibition Mining and Metallurgy, London, 1890.

Highest Award and Medal, World's Fair, Chicago, 1893.

Patent Quarry Bars and Tripods. Improved Tunnel Columns. Steam and Air Roseo.

Estimates for
Rock Boring

and

A.

r General Mining
Machinery on
Application.

&
FPATENTEES AN O iV4ANU FACTJ

Z. DAW, 11, Queen Victoria St.,
London, E.C.

Registered Telegraphie Address: "GULDNES, LONDON."
A 1, A B C, and Moreing and Neil's Codes used.

ALSO SOLE MAKERS OF THE

"DAW " AIR COMPRESSING ENGINES.

FRIED. KWIUPP,
GRUSONWERK,

M1AGOEEURG-SUCK<AU, (GERMIANY.)

ENGINEERING WORKS,_IRON AND STEEL FOUNDRY,
MINING and MILLING MACHINERY.

Gruson Rock and Ore Crushers of
specially strong construction.

ROLLER MILLS, STAMP BATTERIES,
CHROME STEEL SHOES AND DIES.

Ball Mills, with a continuous feed
and discharge, improved system for
relucing ores to any degree of fineness

MORE THAN 1,100 AT WORK.
Amalgamating Apparatus, Hydraulic
Classifiers, Jig Machines, Round
Buddles, Improved Rotary Tables,
Improved Percussion Tables, Sweep-
ing Ta->ies; Amalgam Cleaners,
Amalgam-Distilling and Gold Smelt-
ing Furnaces, etc.

COMPLETE CONCENTRATION PLANTS,.....
CYANIDE PLANT.

Sixteen Awards at the Columbian Exposition.

CJAS. W. DYI'E & COMPANV',CANADA: rSt. Frroo C ANYavrSt.,

For the United States: TWOS. PROSSR & SON 'x5Gold Street, New York.
For exico sOlcina Te ca de las Fabricacode.artad o4 g rSoutiAfrica: lUnited ]Cnglfneering Company, Ztd., P. OBX399, Johannesburg, S. X. R.

Chemical and
Assay Apparatus -

ZINC, CYANIDE and SULPHURIC ACID
FOR CYANIDE PROCESS.

COMPLETE ASSAY OUTFITS.
THE HArlILTON-MERRIT' PROSPECTOR'S OUTFITS.....

Becker's Balances and Weights.
Battersea Crucibles and Muffles.

Hoskins' Gasoline Furnaces.
Kavaher's Bohemian Glassware.

Munktell's Swedish Filters.

OUR 1897 CATALOCUE ON APPLICATION

e.....

380, 382, 384, and 386 ST. PAU L STR E ET,

MONTREAL.

D)RILL.
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KI <G BROTH ERS,
15 BELLS LANE, QUEBEC.

Lumber, Asbestos,1
Chromic Iron.

tlills at River Ouelle, Lyster, Kingsburg, Pabos, Cedar Hall.

Asbestos,-Crude, Fibreized and Paper Stock Hampden
Mine, Thetford.

Chromic Iron nine,-Black Lake.

REDDAWAY'S PATENT

Specially Adapted for Heavy Drives in Damp or
Exposed Places, in Mines, Saw Mills,

Paper and Pulp Mills, Etc.

CHEAPER, LIGHTER, MORE PLIABLE and

MORE DURABLE THAN DOUBLE LEATHER

W. A. FLEMING,Sole Agent for Canada
27 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal

Victoria Chambers, Ottawa.

WATER WHEELS
SA 10N and AOAPTED TO ALL HEAOS FROM
CASCADE 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

MININGIRRIGATINGl ELECTRIC
Power purposes. Seeurlng a high guaranteed percentage
and great steadineesurofmotion, under variable loads. An

inequaled concentration of power and an unprecedented
high velocity. Their quickly operatlng baianced gates,
affords prompt and fine reguilation by governor. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed where others fail. Write for pamphlet
of either wheel, stating your Head pressure and your wants.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A,

SADLER & HAWORTH
MANUFACTURERS OF

OAK TANNED
LEATHER BELTING...

MONTREAL and
TORONTO.

THE ROYAL
ELECTRIC cou

MONTREAL
TORONTO

MANUFACTURERS
OF

HIGH CLASS

ELECTRICAL

APPARATUS

LIOHI
· .a FOR ...

HEAT POWER

1000 K.W.8.K.C. Two-phase Direct Conneoted Conerator
installed for CATARACT POWER 00., Hamilton.

OOAST AGENTS:

GEO. C. HINTON & CO.
VANCOUVER.VICTORIA.
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DIAM O O"RLS ORPROSPECTING MINERAL LANDS
Most Accurate and Most Economical Prospecting Drill Made.

The Government of the Province of Ontario purchased in August, 1894, a Sullivan Diamond Drill, Capacity 15oo ft.
The Government of the Province of New Brunswick in February, 1897, purchased a duplicate of the Ontario Drill.

Drills of all capacities, operated by hand or horse power, steam, compressed air or electricity, for sale by

KNIGHT & STONE, N. W. Agents. SULLIVAN MACH INERY COfIPANY,ROSSLAND, B. C.
SPOKANE, WASH. 54 North Clinton Street,

CoITRUTms FOR PmOSPECTIN MIIERAL LIDS vIT TUE DIAuoNDIDRILL. CHICAGO, ILL.

E. Leonard & Sons,
MONTREAL, QUE

London, Ontario
ST. JOHN, N.B

NVANJUFAC"rURERS OP.

ENGINES AND BOILERS IN LARGE
WSend for Quotations on any sixe from 3 H.P. to 250 H .P. Send for new Catalogue mentioning this Paper.

DOWN E R PATTERN WO R K S
33 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO.

Patterns and Models made for Engines, Pumps and Furnaces
Agricultural amd Architectural Work and Machines of every description.

Telephone 2672. ... J. M. DOWNER, Prcprietor

EXHAUST and
PRESS__ BLOWERS

WRITE FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS.

McEACHREN HEATINf AND VENTILATIM aO.
Steel Plate Exhauster for Steel Preure Blower forRemoval of Refuse, Foui Air, etc. G a t O n ., a ac a blowing Cupola and Forge Pire

Ottawa Powder Company, £td. ESTABLISHED 1891.

MANUFACTURERS OF DYNAMITE AND TRIOLINE.
De pers in Safety Fuse, Platinum Fuses, Detonators, and a tl BlastingCENTRAL OFFICE.Supplies. Ail Orders Promptly Attended t Under Guarantee ofC

Excellence. CENTRAL CHAMBERS, OTTAWA, ONT.
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RICE LEWIS &SON Limited
ARTHUR B. LEE, President.

Picks, Shovels
TORONTO

Wire Rope and Cables
Chain

Dynamit
Powder
Detonatc

A. BURDETT LEE, Vice-Pres. and Treas.

e Fuse
Bar Iron

ors Steel
STEEL in long and short lengths.

HARDWARE, STEAM AND COMPRESSED AIR HOSE,
VALVES, PIPE, FITTINGS, ETC.

THE BUCYRUS COMPANY
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Dredges, Steam Shovels, Excavating Machinery. Steam, Electric and
Locomotive Cranes. Centrifugal Pumps, with Simple, Compound or

Triple Expansion Engines. Pile Drivers, Wrecking Cars, Placer Mining Machines,

South Milwaukee, Wisonsin.

Iroi and Steel Structures for Collieries,

Metal Mines and Smelting WorkCs.a...

Steel ridges for Railayis nOd Hiyns. Steel Piers d Trestles. Steel Water

Towers a ind nk. Steel Roofs, (iirders, lieams, Colns, fr

RPLLED STEEL BEMS, J0STS, GIRDERS, CHANNELS, ANGLESEES, Z BARS AND PLATES

ALWAYS ON HAND, IN LENGTHS TO THIRTY-FIVE FEET

Tables, gi ping ses and cStrength of Rolled i an s, on application. Post Office Address, MONTHEAL.

D om inion B riRdgekeo.,Ltd.,tchn'cks .0.

THE HALLIDIE ROPEWAY
SI NA=LICIYNFO R the economical transportation of

aterial over rugged Countries. ore,

IDUF L r St Coal, Sand, Fuel, SugarLCane,Etc., Etc.
Satisfaction and Economy Guaranteed. 200 Lines in operation.
Spans 200 to 2000 feet. Send for Illustrated Pamphlet.

Mechanical loader by which one man can load 25 tonà of ore
per hour.

P^017°OR^" THE COLHOUN EXCAVATOR
Acon bined powe -shove1 and cableway, for handling

&END FOR DESCRIIIPTIVE CIRCU".R.

CALIFORNIA WIRE WORKS,
ESTABL-lHD 1852.

.330 Market Street, SAN FR ANCISCO,, CA L., U. S. A.

DRILL
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OVERFLOW
FOR PRICES OF

T.i . C. INJECTORS
-- AND-

SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS
Write

to

... .A& the

st.W.'

MILL AND MINING MAeIINERY.
Shafting, Pulleys, Gearing, Hangers, Boilers, Engines, Steam Pumps, Chilled Car Wheels and
Car Castings. Brass and Iron Castings of Every Description. Light and Heavy Forgings.

ALEX. FLEeKI, -Vulcan Iron Works, -OTTAWA.

HAMILTON POWDER COMPANY.
Manufacturera of Sporting, Military and Blasting

GUNPOWDER, DUALIN, DYNAMITE and ECLIPSE.
Dominion Agents for Safety Fuse, Electric Blasting Apparatus, Etc.

Office: 103 St. Francois Xavier St.,, Moritreal.
Branch Offices and Magazines et all Chief Distributing Pointu in Canada.

MACHINERY DEPOT.

A. R. WILLIAMS & eO.
Write for Quotations on Mining and Quarrying Machinery, Engines, Boilers,

Pumps, Ore Breakers and Machinery Supplies of all Kinds-Immense Stock.

345-347 St. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL, QUE.
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HERCULES
CYLINDER, and

.. MAJESTIC
ENCINE,

Are not the Lowest Priced, but they are Incomparably the BEST VALUE.
Petrolea, London, Toronto, Hamilton, Brantford,Peterborough, Windsor, Quebec, Kingston, Montreal,
Moncton, N.B., Halifax, N.S., St. John, N.B., Win-IMPIRAL OL CORLti nipeg, Vancouver.

GATES ROCK CRUSHER
Neyer has been equalled by any

other. Neyer will be.

200 TONS PER HOUR.
Made in 10 sizes down to a

Laboratory machine.

SSpecial Fine Crushers
GATES CRUSHING
GATES GRAVITY 81

IMPROVED MINING MACHIN
F EVERY CLASS FOR ..

CYANIDE, CHLORINATION, SMELTING.
Sales Agent, GEORGE O.

AMS A
ERY GA

48-onsit

S plates only $1,250.00 f. o. b. Ch icage. z

ndCatalogue-oE- an

pi mSole Wan-

Agents for Canada:t Canadian Rani DrIII Co.,
MONTREALW

TES IRON WNORKS
Depots, 650 Elston Avenue.

BRADLEY, Atlas BI., Salt Lake City, Utah.
CHICACO, ILL.

NEW STYLE CRUSHER...
MAXIMUM CAPACITY
SAFETY DEVICE
SECTIONAL FRAME
REDUCED WEIGHT

SPECIAL CIROULAR .. a

Modern Mining, Milling, Smelting and oncentrating Plants.
DENVER ENGINEERING WORKS

DENVER, COLORADO, U. S. A.

.. M

m
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CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANYILtd,
Head Office: 65 FRONT ST. WEST, TORONTO, ONT.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS:

1802 Notre Dame St.

138 Hollis Street

- - - MONTREAL

- - - HALIFAX

Main Street - - - - -

Granvili Street - - - -

- WINNIPEG

- VANCOUVER

NELSON, B.C.

F'ACTORIES: PETEREBOROUGH, ONT.

I

10 H.P. INDUCTION MOTrORe

INDUCTION
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR DRIVING

PUMPS,
COMPRESSORS,

HOISTS,

VENTILATORS,
STAMPS,

COAL CUTTERS, Etc.
IWSend for lllustrated Catalogues of Eleotric Mining Apparatus.

MOTORS

viii
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SCHOOL OF MINING,
KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

The Following Çourses are offeref-.

*6~ ~q ~

£~& 59~ 5~ ~ b~ 6~

The School is provided with well equipped Laboratories for the study of Chemical Analysis, Assaying, Blowpiping,
Mineralogy, Petrography and Drawing. In the Mining Laboratory the operations of Crushing, Amalgamating, Concentrat-
ing, Chlorinating, Cyaniding, etc., can be studied on a large scale.

FOR CALENDAR OF THE SCHOOL AND FURTHER INFORMATION APPLY TO-'à

WM. MASON Bursar,
SCHOOL OF MINING, KINGSTON, ONTARIO

i-Three Years' Course for a Diploma in
A) Mining Engineering.
É) Analytical Chemistry and Assaying.

S a- our Years' Course for a Degree in
(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Chemistry and Mineralogy.
(C) Mineralogy and Geology.

3-Post-Graduate Course for the Degree of
Doctor of Science (D.Sc.)
For further information see the calendar of Queen's University.

4-Prospectors' Course.
The School offers to Mine Foremen, Assayers, Prospectors and
Mining Men generally, Special Courses of In"truction beginuing
January roth, 1899, and continuing eight weeks.

5-Extramural Classes for Prospectors and Mining Men.
Lecturers are sent to Mining Centres - to conduct Classes in
Elementary Chemistry, Mineralogy and Geology as applied to the
discovery and winning of valuable minerals.
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&
PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Loases for !lnos of old, Silvor, Coal, fr01, Copper, Lead, Ti1

PRECIOUS STONES.

TITLES GIVEN DIRECT FRO1 THE CBOWN, ROYALTIES AND RENTALS IODERATE.

GOLD AND SILVER.
Sesoveio s f Chap. 1, At " f s90, dM1m. ad Minerals, Ucen es

m sd fr prospecting Gold and Silver for a term of twelve month. Mines of
God aMd Silver are aofin areas of150 by 250 feet, any number of which up to one
hundred can be includéd in one License, provided that the length of the block does
mot exceed twice its width. The cost is 50 cents per area. Lesses of any number of
aream are granted for a term of 40 yearsat $2.oo per ares. These leses are forfeitable
if mot worked, but advantage can be taken of a recent Act by which on payment of 50
cents annually for each are& contained in the lusse it becomes non-forfeitable if the
labor be not performed.

Ucunsus are isued to owners of quarts crushing mills who are required to pay

Royaty on a the Gold they extract at the rate of two put cent. on smelted Gol
valued at $xg au ounce, and on smelted gold valued at $i8 an ounce.

Applications for Licenses or Leases are receivable at the office of the Commlulmu
of Public Works and Mines each week day fromo ca.m. to 4 p.m., except Saturday.
when the hours are from xo to i. Licenses are issued in the order of application
according to priority. If a person discovers Gold in any part of the Province, he may
stake out the boundaries of the areas he desires to obtain, and this gives him one week
and twenty-four hours for every x5 miles frocm Halifain Whh te make application ai
the Department for his ground.

MINES OTHER THAN GOLD AND SILVER.
Licemmes to earch for eighteen months are issued, at a cost of thirty dollars, for

mimerais other thon Gold and Silver, out of which area cau be selected for mining
under lease. These leases are for four renewable terus of twenty yes each. The
est for the first year is Lfty dollars, and an annual rentai of thirty dollars menres
«ach lease from liability to forfeiture for non-working.

All rentals are refunded if afterwards the aresa are worked and pay royatie.
A titles, transfers, etc., of minerals are registered by the Mines Department for a
nominal feu, and provision is made for lessees and licensees whereby they cau acquit
geomptly either by arrangement with the owner or by arbitration al land required for

* h iming works.
The Goverment as s uecrity for the payment of< ryalties, makes the royalties

§M 3 &n the plant am fxture. 0f ihe mine.

The unusually generous conditions under which the Government of Nova Scotia
gpants its minerais have introduced many outside capitalists, who have always stated
that the Mining laws of the Province were the best they had had experience of.

The royalties on the remaining minerals are : Copper, four cents on every unit;
Lsd, two cents upon every unit; Ion, ive cents on every ton; Tin and Precious
Stones; ive per cent.; Coal, 1o cents on every ton sold.

The Gold district of the Province extends along its entire Atlantic coast, and
varies in width from zo to 40 miles, and embraces an are sof over three thousand
miles, and is traversed by good roads and accessible at al points by water. Coal is
known in the Couaties of Cumbeland, Coiester, Picto ad Antigonish, and at
sumerons points in the Isand of Cape Breton. The ores of Ion, Copper, etc., are
met at numutons pointa, snd are being rapidly secured by miners and investors.

Cpi d the M g I Md any informao can be had on application to

THE HON. C. E. OHUROH,
Commissioner Public Works and Mines,

HALIFAX. NOVA SCOTIA.
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OLD SYDNEY COAL.
00000.

5. CUNARD & CO., Halifax, N. S.

Shipping, Commission and Coal Merchants, Agents for

Allan, Cunard, White Star, American, Red Star, Hill,
Atlantic Transport, Compagnie Generale Trans-

Atlantique Lines of Steamers; also

General Mining Association, Ltd.
COLLIERY, SYDNEY MINES, C. B.

Liverpool, Glasgow, French and Alstrian Underwriters.
CONSULAR AGENCY OF FRANCE.

BU KERI G STEAMERS ATTE E D TO WITH DESPATCH.

SPRINGHILL COAL.

TUE CUMBERLAND RAILWAY & COAL COMPANY
Are prepared to deliver this well known Steam

Coal at all points on the lines of G.T.R.,
C. P. R. and I. C. Railways.

HEAD OFFICE: 107 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.
Address: P. O. BOX 396.

DRUM MOND OAL.

THE INTERCOLONIAL COAL MINING CO. LIMIIFO,
HENRY A. BUDDEN, Vice-Pres. and Man. Dir.

WM. J. NELSON, Secretary-Treasurer.

Drummond Colliery, Westville, Nova Scotia.
CHAS. FERGIE, M.E., Manager.

MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF

BITUMINOUS COAL AND COKE
At Pictou Harbour and Intercolonial Ry.

HEAD OFFICE: 11ONTREAL.

DOMINION
COAL

COMPANY
OWNERS OF THE

Victoria, International,
Dominion, Bridgeport,

Gowrie, Caledonia,
and Reserve Collieries,

OFFERS FOR SALE

STEAM, GAS and DOMESTIC

0HIGHEST
à-m

g -

OUALITIES
Carefully prepared for Market by Improved Appliances, either

F.O.B. or Delivered.

It is also prepared to enter into Contracts with

Consumers covering a term of years.

Its facilities for supplying Bunker Coal with

promptness is unequalled.

APPLICATION FOR PRICES, ETC., TO BE MADE TO

J. S. McLENNAN, Treasurer,
95 MILK ST., BOSTON, MASS.

HIRAM DONKIN, Resident Manager, Glace Bay, Cape Breton,

M. R. MORROW, - - - - 50 Bedford Row, Halifax.

KINGMAN & CO., - Custom House Square, Montreal.

HARVEY & OUTERBRIDGE, Produce Exchange Building, New
York, Sole Agents for New York and for Export.

COALS
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ESTABLISHED 1864. THE BEST EQUIPPED SHOP IN CANADA.

HOISTING and HAULAGE ENGINES
Of Improved Design and Construction. Strong and Efficient. Best in the Market.

MIN1NG MACHINERY
OCK AND ORE BREAKERS, CRUSHING ROLLS, ORE

WASHERS, MINE CARS, SCREWS AND ELEVATORS.

Every Kind and Size of Engines and Boilers. Pumping Engines of aL
Types. Rotary Saw Mill Machinery. Best Builders in Canada of Dredges,
Derricks, Steam Shovels and other Contractor and Quarrymen's Machinery.

STOVE.S OF ALL KINDS.

Ship Builders, Marine Engines and Boilers.

MrIf you want any New Machinery or something Special send us your specification-
then rely to get what you want. We employ 4oo Hands. Write us for Prices.

Carrier Laine &
LEVIS, QUEBIe.

213 St. Josepb treet, Qwtet.-BRANCH OFFICES-As $t. lames Street, montreai.

HIGH CLASS TOOLS
Miners, Contractort, Quarrymen and Agriculturalists

OF ALL PATTERNS AND FOR ALL MARKETS.

*

*

*
*

*
II

Picks, Shovels, Forks, Hoes, Axes, Hammers, Wedges, Files, Crow-
bars, Etc. Hand and Power Bori g rMachines for &Il kinds of

Rock and Coal. Special Tough Drill Steel.

DISINTEORATINS AND SCREENING MACHINERY for aIl materials.

TiE EÂnRPT I~ÂTZN? G '?, LtL.
8i-IEFFIELD, ENOLAND.

J. Bertram & Sons
Canada Tool Works,

DUNDAS, ONT.
Builders of Iron

. . Q .WORKING MACHINERY

REPAIR SHOP, MACHINE SHOP, SHIF

BOILER SHOPS, ENGINE WO
CAR SHOPS, FORGE WORKS.

P YARDS
RKS,

OUR EQUIPMENT AND WORKS ARE THE LARGEST lu CAMAOA.

OUR 4INit or

Mp\CHINE ToOLS
WILL SUPPLY A SHOP COMPLETE.

MONTREAL
.. STORE: .L2v St. JAMES STREET.

B.C. Agency: The Wm. Hamilton Mfg. Co., Vancotver, B.C.

Pull Informadon obtaied t the Ahoe Addwaes. Write for Prices,

Co.



CALEDONIAN IRON WORKS
JOHN McDOUGALL, - MONTREAL,

BOl LERS
OUE.

TANKS AN D
WROUGHT IRON
WORKS.-

HYDRAULIC AND MILL MAOHINERY

GEARS, PULLEYS, HANGERS

IRON CASTINGS

GENERAL AÙ°NTS
UN CANADA FOR

Meters,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

WORTHINGTON
Etc., Rife Hydraulic

PUMPS
Engines and The New York

Manufacturing Company.

PUMPSandPUMPING
MACHINERY

CABLEGRANS: "EVANS, WOLVERHAMPTON."

THE LARGEST MAKERS OF

PUMPS
TRADE MARK

IN THE
WORLD

PLEASE APPLY FOR CATALOGUE No.IOA.!

LONDON OFFICE:
16, Union Court,

Old Broad Street, E.C.

Fig. 598-«& Cornsh " St.amn Pump
fer Ssii., Foodtag, etc.

CULWELL
WORKS

OVER

12,OOO
PUMPS

UN STOCK
AND

PROGRESS

EVANS

fi
M
fi

8

L
n
e

k.Fig. 400-"1Coraish IlStea. umi
for ;oemeroi Purposes.

& SONS

Filter

ImkIhg P ump.

JOSEPH
WOLVERHAM PTON ENGLAND
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John E.HardmanS.B.
CONSULTING
MINING ENGINEER,

oom 2.
Windsor Hotel. ploutreaid7 (tut.

20 Teara' Experienee in the Minin and Redue-
tion of Gold, Silver, Lead and Copper.

13 Years as a Specialist in Gold Mining and

Ililling.

ERNST A SJOSTEOT, MiE
Metallurgical Engineer and Assayer.

Graduate School of Mines, Stockholm.

Wl. HAMILTON MERRITT, FGS.
Associate Royal School of Mines, &c.

Mining Engineer and Metaflurgist
Will report on Mines and Mineral Properties.

ADDRESS:

15 TORONTO ST., TORONTO, ONT.

EDWARD C. HALL, Jr., S.B.
Graduate of Mass. Institute of Technology.

Mechanicaland MiningEngineer
REPORTS ON
MINING PROPERTIES

Twenty-une years experience as Chemist and Manager of Iron and
Steel Works. Contracter for ail kinds cf Mining and Development

1 Work.1
Assaylng of ores, metals, fuels and furnace products.
Consultation re furnace charges and cupola mixtures.
DesIgning and constn. of roastng kilns and gas producers, etc.
Reports on mines and processes.

210 or 214 St. James St., MONTREAL.
Cable and Telegraph address:-" Sjostedt, Montreal"

MONTREAL TESTING LABORATORY.

MILTON La HERSEY, B.A.Sc. McOiI
CONSULTING CHEMisT Or THE

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

16 ST. SACRAMENT ST., MONTREAL.

ASSAYS OFORES
ANA LYSES of al materials made with greatest accuracy.

SAM PLES BY MAI L-1 cent per 4 ozs.; limit 24 Ozs.
INSTRUCTION IN ASSAYING, Etc., to Prospectors

and others.

MINERAL PROPERTIES EXAMINED.
IJ. T. DONALD,

Assayer and Mining Geologist,
112 St. Francols-Xavier St., MONTREAL.

Analyses and Assays of Ores, Fuels, Furnace Pro-
ducts, Waters, etc. Mines and Mining Properties
examined and valued.

ZIN c MATTE
LEAD DROSS

SILVER ASHES
IRON SKIMMINGS

COPPERDUSTEtcORES Etc.
Sellera of above are apecially requested to

communicate wfth

L. Le PERSONNE & CO.
99 Cannon St. London, E.C. (ALso IN ANTwERP.)

Telegraphie Address: "LEPE ,oNNiF, LoDoN.'
Telephone No. 5,144, Bank.

IINERL and !ETAL BROnRS.
Contracta Negotiatged. Sening 'nd Bu , encies

undertaken. Conignments R*eceive,Wmeighued,
Sampled, Assayed, and Advances made.

Orders executed and Buying Agencies undertaken for
Colonial Firms of good standing for

Maohinery, Tools, Steel for Miners' Drills.
RALS, JOISTS BARS.IRON & STEEL RAý ROD°PLTHS

1SH1E" HOOPS. WIRE. NAILS.
BOLTI A*D NqUT.

Galvanised Sheets snd Hoopa, Tin Plates, Zinc
Sheets snd Dises, Speiter, White Le"d

WINDOW AND PLATE GLASS.
Bole Agents for the Sale of STEEL JOISTS, RAILS,

BILLETS from the Micheville Steel Worka Co.
CAST IRON PIPES and CASINGS from the

Aubrivesand Villerupt Metallurgi co.
Sole Agents for FIRE ARoMs Mesa raGUSTE

asi me of FIEARMS FRAinCOTTE (JO.
Jstablshed 1810. otractors to the British

sail othor 9ovrerumeute.
Patenteesand Manufacturera of the "Martlni.Francotte"

Detachable Rifle Action ftted with IlFrancotte
" Indicators," showing when the rifle le ready for
firing and, aIpQ when a loaded cartridge is ln the
ohamber. This action can be eaally removed without
the aidcf a tool, givng grester facility t eceanthe
berrel, etc. than ln the ordinary Martni-Henry rifles

MINE CENTRE, SEINE RIVER, ONT., CAN.

GWILLItI & JOHNSON
[NVIC GLi..L-]

Mining Engineers and Assayers
Examinations. Mining Surveys.

Draughting and Analyses.

SLOCAN CI-TY. B. C.

F. HILLE,
MINsINGa ENINEE~E

Mines and Mineral Lands examined and re-
ported on. Plans and Estimates on Concen-
trating Mills after the Krupp-Bilharz system.

PORT ARTHUR, ONT. CANADA.1

E. E. BURLINGAME & CO.,
S EFICS A OCHEMICALASSAY OFFICENLA RAORY

EstablishedinColorado,1866. Samplesbymailor
express will receive prompt and careful attent ion

B flhh fi~ nedMoIted anti AssayedSold &Silver BuillonORU''-aS'''
gbga. or car load lots.Concentration Tests-'O'rt ortrs

1736-1738 Lawrenec St., Denver. Colo.

J. BURLEY SMITH
Civil and Mining Engineer.

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE.

R AT PORTAGE ONTARIO
Und.rtakes the Prospeeting of

Mines and Mineral Lande . . .

Diamond Drill Borings made by contract for all min-
erals (earthy and metalliferous), Artesian Wells and
Oil Springs, also Deep Soundings for Harbors, Rivers,
Canals, Tunnels and Bridge Foundations.

Quarry Sites and Clay Fields tested.
Plans and Sections made showing result of Borings

-Gold Drifts tested to Ledge by the new Pneumatic
and Hydraulic Tube System and the yield ascertained
-Flumes, Ditches, Monitors and Placer Mining Plant
generally designed sud constructed.

PropertiessExamined nsd Reported on and Assays
made.

JOHN IoAREE, B. A# Se,
Graduate Shool of Practical Science,
Toronto Univeruty.

MININC ENCINEER AND ASSAYER.
Ontario sud Dominion Land Surveyor.
Surveys, Reports, Prospetting, Development.
Three years experience in the Rainy River District

JOHN B. HOBSON,
Min. Eng. and Metallurgist.

J. B. TYRRELL, M.A., B.Sc.,F.G.S.
CONSULTING
MINING ENGINEER

Fifteen Years Geologist to the Geological Survey
of Canada.

DAWSON CITY, YUKON,
CANADA.

IS PREPARED TO EXAMINE AND REPORT
ON MINING PROPERTIES.

L. F. WARNER, JR.
Hydraulic and Min. Eng.

HOBSON &WARNER
Mining Engineers.

Twenty Years Practical Experience ln California

Will examine and report on mining properties
in Canada and the United States.

The Equipment and Opening of Deep Gravel
Drift, Hydraulie and Gold Qnarts

Mines a Specialty.

QUESNELLE FORKS, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Agents for the Joshua Hendy Machine Works,
Hydraulic and Mining Machinery, and the Well's
Lights, for use in Hydraulic Mines.

REPRESENTED AT VAcOUVER BY

J. M. BROWNING.•
Corner Granville and George Streets,

Vancouver, British Columbia.

A. H. HOLDJCH
NELSON, B.C.

ANALYTICAL CHEMIST AND ASSAYER,
FRO ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES, LONDON.

Seven years at Morfa Works, Swansea; seventeen

years Chief Chemist to Wigan Coal and Iron Company,

England, is now prepared to undertake every descrip-

tion of Analyses or Assays.

HOWARD WEST
(Associate of Royal School of Mines, London)

Minini Fngincee, Anailtical Chemist and Assayer
THREE YEARS IN THE KOOTENAY.

Properties Examined and Reported on for intending
Purchasers.

BELLVUE AVE., NEW DENVER, B.C.
A EBC CODE.

lold inoes of Nova Sootia
INFORMATION CENERAL ANDO DETAILED

SURVEYS, REPORTS, MAPS,
ESTIMATES, ORE SAMPLES.

Experience in Practical Mining and Geological
Survey Work.

W. H. PREST
MetPopole Bunilding

RAT PORTAGE, ONT. Hollis Street HALIFAX, N.Se
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Central Office

Broad St. PIouse
London, Eng.

Branch Offices
Rue du Faubourg

Paris, France.

W. AUSTRALIA:

Perth
Coolgardie
Cue
Lawlers
Auckland, New

Zeaiand

Vancouver, B. C.

Codes :
Moreing & Neal.
Moreing & McCutcheon.

Bewick Moreing & Co,
MININC ENCINEERS '
AND MINE MANAGERS

512 Cordova St.

VANCOUVER, B. O.

Resident Partner
in Canada

(35 years practical experience
in mining.)

W. Pellew Harvey, F.C.S.
Member Can. M. Inst.;
Member N. Eng. Inst. M.E.

Mining Engineer and Metallurgist
ESTABLISHED IN B.C. IN i8go.

VANCOUVER, B.C.
Vivian & Boue, Swansea, Wsles.
The Elliotte Nota Co., Burry Port, Wales.
The Cassel Gold Extracting Co., Ltd., Glagow.

Assay Office and Ore Testing Works.

DIVIDEND PAYING
Mining Stocks and

Other Inuestments.

ALL REPRESENTATIONS GUARANTEED.

J. M. HARRIS, SANDON.

HENRY BATH & SON,
London, Liverpool and Swansea,

BROKERS.
Al Description of

Metals, Mattes, Etc.
Warehouses, Liverpool and Swansea.

Warranta Issuednder their Specal Act of
ParliTment.

NITRATE 0F SODA@
Cable Addremss - BATHOTA, LONDON.

I

J.H.CHEWETT,B.A.Sc.
(Honor Graduate in Applied Science,Toronto Univeruity)

Assoe. Mem. Can. Soc. V.B.

Mining Engineer
Consultation. Repiorte. Development.

87 YORK ST., ROSSIN BLOCK, TORONTO.

R. T. Hopper & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO IRWINR HOPPER AND CO.

ESTABLISHED 1878.

MIners and Shippers of Minerals, &c.
31 Board of irad Building, Montml, Ca.

Asbestos, Crude and Manufsotured, Mios,
Plumbago, Soapet@re, Eto.

NICKEL . . .À

BEST QUALITY FOR ANODES

GERMAN SILVER
AND

NICKEL STEEL

TheOANAlBIAN COPPER 00.
-2 Wade Building

OLEVELAND, O10, U.SeA.
Oablo Adlress: "C*9UNICKLE."

Use Lieber's or London 4th Edition
A B C Code.

BAKER& GO.
PLATINUM

REFIN ERS.
Material of all kinds containiag Gold,

Silver or Platinum either refined
or purchased.

Manufacturers of Platinum Apparatus
of all kinde for Laboratory and

Chemical purposes.
oooooo

NEWARK, N.J.
New York Office: 121 LIBERTY STREET.

Send for Pamphlet-PLATINUM--oontaining
notes of Interest to miners and prospeotors

LICENSES TO PROSPECT
or work Minerals on any of their Lands and Reserva-
tions covering nearly a quarter of a million acres in
Eastern Ontario, and principally within the belts con-
taining Iron, Phosphate, Gold, Galena, Plumbago,
Mica, Marble, Building Stone, and other valuable
minerals, are issued by

The Canada Company
For list of lands and terms apply to the Company's

Mining Inspector and Agent

ANDREW BELL, C.E., D.L.S., Etc.,
ALMONTE, ONT.

MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF MINES
A State Technical School. 'Practical work.

Special facilities for men of age and experience.
Elective system. College year, 45 weeks. Tuition
for residents of the State, $25 yearly ; for non-
residents, $150. Instruction in Mathematics, Phy-
sics, Mechanics, Chemistry, Assaying, Metallurgy,
Drawing, Designing, Metal and Wood Working,
Surveying, Mining, Orq Dressing, Mineralogy, Pet-
rography, Geology, Mechanical, Electrical, Civil
and Mining Engineering, etc. Suinmer work in
Metal and Wood Working, Stamp Mill, Surveying,
Testing of Materials, Field Geology, etc. For cata-
logues, address : FRANCES H. SCoTT, Secretary,
Houghton, Michigan.

i
BALBACH

Smelting and Refining
COMPANY

BDWARD BALBACH, Jr. - - Prosidens
J. LANGBLOTH, - - - Vic.-P•esident

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY.

Smelters and Refiners of Gold, Silver,
Lead and Copper Ors.

Buillon and Argentiferous Copper Matte
reelved on Consigument or Purchase.

Smelsing and Relning Works s
Electrolytie Copper Works

Buena Fe Sampling Works.

Ageney, SABINAS COAHULLA.

ASENT FOR

LABORATORY
OF

The Ottawa Oold MiIIing and Mining Co,
K vEEWAT-tIN, ONT".

Sampling, Assaying and Analysis
Of ORES, MATTES and

MINERAL PRODUCTS
In lots from hand samples to one thousand tons.
Any size-laboratory working tests or mill runs

-any process.

High Accuracy Determinations a Specialty

LEDOUX & Co.
98 JOHN ST., NEW YORK. &

Engineors, Metallurgists and Assayers
Public Ore Sampling and Storage Works.

io the prinelpsi buyers of furnaco matertala de the
=,ldpure,,,,se sd psy cash afeànàt our certillostes of

asssy thogh Neor anks
e auga prisio of the Scretary of the Tresurynf th lJlc tts asof Ore or Oo?=r matte pssing

thughIn bond oen be opened n amped tOur
works.

Consignments received and sold to highest bidder.
Bond for circular giving full particulars.

MINES EXAMINED AND SAMPLED.
ASSAYS AND ANALYSES OF ALL KINDS.

ORFORD COPPER CO.
ROBERT M. THOMPSON, President.

37 WALL ST., NEW YORK.

Copper and Nickel Smelters
WORKS AT CONSTABLE'S HOOK, N. J.

Opp. New Brighton, Staten Island.

Copper Ore, Mattes, o. Builion Purchased. Advances
inade cn Consignments for Refining and Sale.

Specialty made of Silver-bearin 1 Ores and matte.-.Coppeizr IngotsWre ra akes-Ferro-Niokel
r el Oides for use lu prepariug Nickel

Steel for Armour Plates.

NICKEL AND NICKEL OXIDES.
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MINING PLANTS
Complete with Power Equipment.

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY
Stamp Mills, any number of Stamps,
Vanners, Feedors, Clean-up Pans,
Sizers, Etc.

SMELTING PLANTS
Convertors, Rotary Roasters, Slag
Pots, Pressure Blowers, Etc.

ORE HANDLING MACHINERY
Miller Suspension Cableways, Tramways,
Cars, Skips, Cages, Wire Rope, Etc.

W:te f TrCatalogues T eJnksM coeCl
27 LANSDOWNE ST.

SH ERBROOKE, QUE.

O O O(LIMITED)
WIlR'-..MANUFACT P RS a

M.- ETAL PERFORATORS

HAMILTON
eme.6*& MONTREAL. , o @la

Braneh Offices
la the

Principal

les.

M. BEATTY & SONS,
Welland, Ontario.

14m

MANUFACTUnEnS oF

Dredges, Ditchers, Derricks and Steam Shovels
for Dredging, Dykeing, Ditching, GOLD

MINING, Etc., of varions Styles and
Sizes to Suit any Work.

MINE HOISTS, HOISTING ENGINES,
HORSE POWER HOISTERS,

SUSPENSION CABLEWAYS,
STONE DERRICKS, GANG STONE SAWS.

Submprine Rock Drilling Machinery.

CentrifugaliPumps for Drainage Works,
Pumplng $and, Goli Minng,

Contraotor's Use, Ao.

WIR ROPE AT XARKET PRICES.

AGENTS:

E. LEONARD & SONS
ONmBE..m, QUE. sT. JOHN, N.B.

Wire Screens
FOR EVERY OLASS
OF MATERIAL.

Perforatod metal of Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc, for all purposes. Special attention
given to

MINERS' REQUIREMENTS.

STOCK SIZES ALWAYS ON HAND.
Drawings and Estimates Promptly Furnishei.

THE NORTHEY CO. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

and
Prices.
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THE OLDEST AND ONLY OFFICIAL MINING AND ENGINEERING JOURNAL PUBLISHED IN
THE DOMÝIINION OF CANADA.

r. A. BELL, Editor and Proprietor. Published Monthly. OFFICES
VO.tVIar. an.an Ming Iute e

VOL. XVIII., No. 2. FEBRUARY, i899. VOL. XVIII., No. 2.

The Smeiting of Ore in the Kootenays.

It is now announced that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
will commence, during the coming spring, the construction of a large
reduction.plant in the Boundary region. This scheme is in the line of
the general policy of the company, as already outlined, namely, to
give to the miners in this section of British Columbia the benefit of
the lowest possible smelting charges on all classes of ores, thus
placing them, as regards the cost of reduction, upon the same footing
with the miners of the older camps in the United States. At Trail,
this bas been already accomplished by the establishment of charges

of $. pet ton (and, in some cases, even less) for the treatment of
refractory ores, requiring roasting, and containing a high percentage
of silica and alumina, while running very low in copper. It may be
doubted whether more favorable rates are offered to miners of such
ores even in Colorado or Montana.

The policy of building large smelters, which seems to have been
adopted and to be in process of energetic execution by the Canadian
Pacific Railway Co., with the aid of first-class metallurgical ability in
the details of design and operation, has been sometimes criticized as
detrimental to the general development of the smelting industry, and
thus, indirectly, of the mining industry as well, in the Dominion. It
is argued, sometimes, that the entrance into this field of a large
corporation, controlling the business and rates of transportation,
discourages private smelting enterprises, and thus deprives the
miner of the advantages of free competition, such as is sup-
posed to be prevalent in the United States. This is a plausible
theory; and it is conceivable that, under certain circurnstances, it
might be confirmed in practice. For instance, if a large railway
corporation, having excluded rivals from the field, should proceed to
extort unreasonable profits from an industry at its mercy, there might
bt reason for complaint. But the remedy of such an evil lies in
the nature of the case, even apart from legislative interference
as to rates. A simple consideration of the amnount of capital invested
in a great railroad, as compared with that invested in a smelting
works, efa dozen smelting works, will show that the transportation
business isvfar more important than the contributory smelting business,
and that no great railroad company can afford to restrict its trans-
portation of ores, bullion and supplies by imposing high rates upon its
customers in the comparatively subordinate business of smelting. If
the smelting business should be owned by a favored "ring," which
sacrificed to its special interest the interest of the railway company,
the case, it must be confessed, would present a different aspect. But

that evil has its own appropriate remedies; and, as it is notindicated in
the situation now under consideration, it need not be considered here.

* The general proposition, as to the comparative benefit to the
mining industry of a few large smelting works, located at suitable
commercial centres, and numerous small works, located close to the
mines, has been abundantly illustrated in the United States. All
through Colorado, Montana and Utah are scattered the ruins of.
abandoned smelting works, which have been operated from a day to
a year, it being only a question of time, how long they could survive.
Not one of them ever reduced ores cheaply. Without exception,
they have failed, in spite of high smelting charges, because such small
concerns, located with r1ference to an adjacent ore.supply only,
without regard to the larger controlling conditions of success, could
not possibly succeed. Only in a very few instances, such as the
United Verde, the Anaconda, and the Calumet and Hecla copper
mines, or the great New Jersey zinc mines near New York city, can a
single deposit or locality support its own reduction works, and
furnish them with ore-mixtures adapted to economical reduction.

There is a stage in the development of every new mmning region,
in which the local rivalry of competing camps. demands that each
shall have its own "smelter." as an evidence of its permanent
progress, and often goes so far as to offer " inducements " to capital,
on the strength of which it may, perhaps, undertake the perilous
venture, The (usually both ill-advised and inadequate) investment. of
capital on such conditions speedily comes to grief ; and at last it is
generally recognized that large smelting works, located at points
where fuel, fluxes and ores can be economically assembled and
scientifically mixed for the best metallurgical results, and able (by
means of their size) to employ the best metallurgical talent, offer to
the miner the highest rewards for his labor. Even in instances where
small local establishments profess to offer better terms, there is the
not uncommon risk that they may "get even " by various tricks of the
trade, to which large concerns cannot afford to descend.

In short, the so.called " competition " of small local smelters is a
matter which larger concerns in the United States have learned to
despise and disregard, knowing that it must die from its own inherent
impotence.

Meanwhile, it is a pertinent question: What is the effect of such
temporary competition upon the mining industry itself ? A small
local concern may, for a while, by virtue of the ignorance of. its
management and the credulity or optimism of its shareholders, .go on,
in competitiion with larger, better located and better managed
establishments, offering rates which it cannot afford to pay, and losing
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money without knowing it. There is scarcely any other business in
which so great losses can ie unconsciously incurred as in that of
smelting. The periodical balance sheet is largely an estimate on
paper. Values supposed to be contained in ores and by-products on
band are credited as assets; and nothing but an absolute and
complete clean.up will demonstrate the actual situation. 'l'ie uan-
agement may go on, using up its working capital, for many months
after real business failure lias been experienced. During such a
period, individual ore.sellers tuay receive, on individual lots often,
prices higher than could fairly be paid; but the permanent interest of
the mining industry has been really injured; and when the collapse
cones, the reaction is likely to more than outweigh the temporary
gain.

In a word, the waste incurred by the crude and unskilful smelting
of ores in small local works is absolute waste, which does no good to
anybody. The saving effected by skilful treatment, uider favorable
conditions, in properly located large works, is an absolute saving,
which involves no loss to anybody, and is large enougi to give both
higher prices to the miner and fair profits to the smelter. Conse-
quently, the latter systém is the more advantageous to both parties,
and anything which hinders or delays its adoption is injurious to both.

The Canadian Mining Institute.

If we may judge from the elaborate and handsomely printed
programme, which has been issued this month, the meetings of the
Canadian Mining Institute, to be held, in Montreai, on ist, and and

3 rd prox, promises to be of an unusually interesting and attractive
character to Canadian mining men. No; only does the long list of
papers, some thirty-four in number, embrace a wide variety of
subjects dealing with mining and metallurgical practice, but quite
a large number are to be presented by men who have earned a
continental reputation in the mining engineering profession. Ve
understand that the attendance will be in keeping with the high
quality of the proceedings, many initie managers and minrng eng-
neers fron a distance having intimated thtir intention to take
advantage of the single fare rates to Montreal granted by the various
railways in connection with the meetings. The circumstances leading
up to the organization of the Institute and the excellent work it has
accomplished during the first year of its existence, are very well set
out in the Report of Council from which we print the following
extracts :-

" In subnitting this report to the Institute, the Couincil
has deemed it advisable to briefly advert to the circumri-

stances leading to the organization of the Institute out
of the Federation of Provincial Societies tien in existence.
Briefly, this Federation in its two years' existence found
that the revenues at its commnrand vere inadequate for the pay-
mient of its expenses, and the recurrence of a yearly deficit led
to the appointment of a Conmrittee by the Council of the
Federation to consider iow suclr deficit could be remiedied.
The report of this Comnittee was subnitted at the neeting
held on the 3rd March, 1898, and ias been printed and dis-
tributed in Volume 3 of the Journal of the Federation.

The result of the thorougi discussion which followed
the report during that meeting was the organization of the
present Institute, and the dissolution of the then existing

'Federation. The organization of the present Institute is on
-the saine f-ee lines which characterized the Federation, en-

bracinrg in its nemrbership any and all persons engaged in the

direction or operation of miines and mretallurgical works, or
interested in the developmiient of the Doinîrrion's inirreral
wcalth ; and by a decisive vote at the first nectiug it was
deened inexpedient to attenpt to regulate the practice of
the ininirrg enrginieerinrg profession. It was also deemned best
for the Inîstituite, as a body, to refrain front expressing ar
official opinion on natters purely connected with trade or
legislation, as the different provincial organizations still
retained tieir identity, and were best fitted to deal witi suci
questions.

By Section V rnemrbers in good standing in any provincial

association are entitled to mrrenbership on paymrrent of 75
per cent. ($7.50) of the regular fee of the Institute, unrrder
whici arrangemnent 72 miiemrbers of the General Mining Asso-
ciation of the Province of Quebec, and 14 umenbers of the
Mininrg Society of Nova Scotia, iave joined the Inîstitute.
The Ontario Mining Institurte ias dissolved, but the renain-
ing provincial organizations have retainned threir identity.

It affords the Couincil pleasure to congratulate the
mrernbers of the Inîstitute upon the success which lias tius far
attended its formation, and to ainouince that the nunber of
rmembers in good standing bas grown fron 63 in Marci, 1898,

to 190 at 31st January. The residence of the membeship is
distributed as follows:

Nova Scotia - - - - - 16
New Brunswick - - - 2
Quebec - - - - - - 66

Ontario - - - - - - . 44
British Columbia - - - 42
N. W. Territories, including the Yukon 5
Great Britain - - - - - 4
United States - - - - II

Out of this nembership it is to be regretted that but two
applications have been received for student nembership,
and your Council lias endeavored to obtain the. co-operation
of the miining schools of the Dominion towards increasing
this numiber. It nray not be generally understood by the
class of persons eligible for student menbership, that the
Institute offers advantages to such persons in giving then
the privilege of attending the neetings, and taking part in
the discussions which nay arise; by offering inducements
for the contribution of papers; and also the not inconsider-
able educational influence obtainable by intercourse witi
menbers at the meetings, witi the advantages arising there-
fron in the opportumnities for inrspectinrg imrinres and inetal-
lurgical works.

The Council regrets to record the first loss of a muember
by death since its organization. The circumustances attendinrg
the deati of Mr. G. R. Coates while pursuing professional
work in the Rainy River district were peculiarly sad. Mr.
Coates was a very pronising young member, recently gradu-
ated fronm the Sciool of Mines at Kingston, and was possessed
of a character w'hich won iimi the respect and affection of all
-with whromn he carne in contact. Many of our miembers will
remember hiii as contributing with his effective songs to our
entertainmrent at the last dinner of the Federated Canadian
Mining Institute.
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i The Council also regrets allusion to a feature which lias

occupied its attention at the close of the year, and that is the
numnber of members who are in arrears for subscription. At
the last regular Coincil meeting a--Tesolution was adopted to
drop the nanes- of all meimbers in arrears on the 1st day of
February, and the membership which lias been quoted to you
is that only of inemubers in good standing. While recognizing
the inequality of the distribution of this world's goods, and
equally recognizing the advisability of leniency in certain
cases, it lias nevertheless been thouglit best to establisi the
precedent that only menibers in good standing shall be
counted as on the nemîbership list of the Institute.

The experience of the Council during the year just
closed lias been that there are several clauses in the Constitu-
tion which, in practice, work witi friction, or fail to -work at
all, and the amendnents which will be subnitted to you
and upon which decision is asked to-day, are those which, in
the opinion of the Council, are necessary, to facilitate business
and to niake the nachinery of the organization work more
snoothly. It will be noted that none of these amendnents
are of a serions character.

During the year tiere have been no meetings of the
Institute, but there have been five meetings of the Council,
the Minutes of which have been printed for distribution.
The work which lias been accomnplished may be briefly sumn-
marized as follows:

(r) Through the representations of a committee which
vent to Ottawa last March, and were granted an interview by

representatives of the Cabinet, the Dominion Goveriinent
made us a grant for the year of the suni of one thousand
dollars, to assist the Institute in its work and publications.

(2) An Act of Incorporation was obtained froin the Par-
lianient of Canada, chiefly througi the energetic efforts of
our Secretary, to whon special thanks are due. We are now
a legally incorporated body witi a Dominion charter, and the
advantages of this incorporation will be more apparent cach
year as our nenbership, funds and organization increase.

(3) We have been enabled to open and equip Roon 4
in the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, as a Library and Reading
Roon, and general headquarters of the Institute. By purchase,
donation and exchange, the Library now includes 268 bound
and 161 unbound volumes, besides nuinerous comnpleted fyles
of excianges and divers pamphlets; also 7 mnounted naps of
portions of Quebec, Ontario and B.C., with a fyle of the
excellent Geological Survey maps of Nova Scotia made by
Messrs. Fletcher and Faribault. The details under this head,
with list of current excianges, and a catalogue of the Library,
will be found in volume I of our Transactions.

Many members of the Institute have visited and made
use of the headquarters as a reading roomu during thieir stay
in Montreal, and the Council has reason to regard the estab-
lishnent of this Library with great satisfaction. Thcy take
this opportunity of suggesting to mienbers of the Institute
the propriety of donating to the Library any duplicate copies
of volumes, pamphlets, mnaps, blue prints or photographs
which they mnay have or obtain, as the funds of the Institute

REciîrprs.
Subseriptions, 99 at $to.oo........................$9W oo

do 87 " 7.50- -.-.............................. 652 50
do Students, 2 at $2.oo .... ................ 40o

Sales Transactions, 1897........................... 2 0
Interest on Bank Account ......................... 6 17

Grant fron Dominion Governnent.................

Ii:car/'ora.ion-
Genmil &'May, costs........... ............. 176 o
Motreal Star, advertising......................20 25
Canadian Mining Review, advertising........ mo0oo
Secretar's expenses........................... 2 20

Library ans! Reailing Rû.'r-
Purciase of Books. ........................... 259 oo
Simpson & Peel, Book Case . . .... 5 05
Hawthîorne, Mnps and MoUintiig .................. 21 50
Wilson & Co., franing Photos................... .7 1

Library Cx4eptes-
Rent toi st Mari, 'c99 ............................ 300 o
Salary, Librarand...... ...................... 40 2
Sundry eipenses, casing boos, cx. charges, postage 16 oo

Insurance Accouni-
Hartford Insurance Co. ($,ooo.oo)............

ranting and Engravimng-
The Mortimer Co., Prontfk- .............- ...... 442 27

H Io EngravMing ................... 86 25
Ottawa Printing do ......C m..................... 7 0o
Charges on lectros.. ......................... 2 10

Sécrelary's Ofee-
Salary Account ................................. 400 00
Travelling and Hotei expenses .................. 153 00
Books, Stationery, Postage and Telegrans...........14 21
Typewriting C. ................................ 00
Staford, reprting Meeting....................... . ..

Treasurer's Ofre-
Services..........................................
Books, Stationery and Printing....................
Postage and Telegrams............................
Bank Commission................................
Cabinet File ......................................

Cash Balance on hand ................ .......

30 93
29 26
2088
3000

$1,654 67
1,000 00

$2,654 67

235 05

346 65

356 oo

14 25

539 62

732 21

211 07

2,434 8;

$219.82

are as yet insufficient to permit of acquiring mnuch of such
material by purchase.-

(4) The Institute, under the arrangement adopted at its
organization, has published Volume 3 of the Journal of the
Federated Canadian Mining Institute, embodying soIme 220
pages, and containing 23 papers, a copy of which lias been
sent to each iember in good standing; also Volume i of the
Transactions of the Canadian Mining Institute. In addition
Certificates of Memnbership and iooo copies of the Constitution
and By-laws have been printed and distributed.

(5) Information and assistance have been given during
the year to 23 persons who have souglit our headquarters
with inquiries, whiclh have embraced the coal and iron
deposits of Newfoundland, the gold and nanganese deposits
of Nova Scotia, the gold, mica and chromite deposits of
Quebec, the gold and mica deposits of Ontario, the oil fields
of Alberta, and have had reference to the mineral wealth and
maps of Britisi Columbia' and the gold fields of the Yukon.
To these persons, and to others, have been given pamphlet
copies of special papers whenever it lias been practicable.

Herewith submitted, duly audited, is the financial state-
ment of income and expenditure for the year ended ist
February, 1899.

.3.
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1he meeting whichx it was proposed to hold in Britisli

Colunbia last Septemibel vas postponed on the advice of

members of the Council residel< in t'mt Province, but as will

be secn by the circular which you< have already reccived,

vour Council is muaking every effort for a snccessful British

Colunbia meeting, to be held duiring the nionth of Septemuber

next. A further circular will be issuied containing full details

as to the places to be visited, the probable expense, etc., etc.

hie Council desires to remind the imembers generally

that the success of the Institute, as au organiz.ati6ln, is

dependent upon the individual effort of its members; enrolled

as incîxîbers we have a large iumuber of mien well able to fur-

nisi niatter worthy of being printed and distributed. The

success of organizations like our ovn lies chiefly in the

value of their literature. Subjects of a practical character,
dealing with inatters of every day occurrence in the routine

of mine, mil or furnace Vork, are of special value, inasniuch

as the discussions provoked are often of greater value than

the paper itself."

Unexpected Resuit of a Shot.

By 31. J. G. RUTIIRl'ORI), Stellarton, N.S.*

A shift consisting of two miners and a helper are driving one of a

pair of levels in a seam of coal at the Albion mines. The levels tre

9 feet wide by 8 feet high, in coal of superior quality though of a

strong nature. A brattice of Y-inch boards nailed to props is carried

at about 3 feet fron the high wall to within i z feet of the face.

Props are also set against the high wall at intervals of 4 feet, with the

twofold purpose of supporting the roof timber and by the intervention

of slabs preventing the sides from spawling. 'T'lie seam at this par-

ticular spot dips at an angle of about 22 degrees.

The explosive used in getting the coal is called flameless powder;

is made up in stout paper cartridges of specified capacity, and is

manufactured by the Acadia Powder Company, Halifax.

Ail shots are fired by electricity.
A few days ago the men went to work as usual, but before going

to the face disposed of their superfluous clothing in manner following.

The helper or loader hung his solitary coat to a nail in a prop.

Brown, one of the miners, wore in addition to his ordinary jacket an

overcoat and divested himself of both garments at the same time. In

the righthand bottom pocket of the overcoat there were three detona.

tors, or caps, as the men call them, with 48 inch wires, and in the

outside breast pocket on the leit side there was a 9 oz. cartridge of

F. P. The coats thus taken off were folded inwardly and placed over

a slab immediately in front of a prop and quite close to the helpers

coat.
It is not clear that Brown laid his garments over the slab with

the cartridge projecting from the breast pocket uppermost, but the

most natural assumption would be that in order to avoid damage to it

by the weight of the coats, it would be placed in that position.

Jones, the other miner, hung bis coat with 18 ozs. of F. P. in the

pockets over the handle of a pick leaning against the high wall, and

sheltered by a prop just four feet out bye of Brown's clothes.

Thus we have the whole of the men's garments on supports

against the high wall separated by intervals of about 4 feet, and from

2 to 3 feet from the pavement. Ail are on the return side of the

brattice and a little over 30 feet from the face.

*Paper read before the Decen,ber mceting of the Miniug Society of Nova scotin.

A high side bench shot close to the pavement and pointing

alnost directly towards the men's clothing was fired by the proper

Plian of Level 5hewing the þosition of
the clothiing before the shot was fired

SBench
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Jones'coa çti, 1 c-ad c________

official, after the men had withdrawn to a place of safety. The result

of the shot was perfectly normal. No double report was heard, nor

the clatter which a heavy discharge of small coal would create, in fact,

nothing out of the common occurred to arrest their attention.

Subsequently, say three hours afterward, Brown, the miner, with

the two coats and the 9 oz. cartridge in the breast pocket, retired in

pursuit of refreshment and on seeking his outer garments discovered

to bis amazement that they were in shreds. It is reported that his

remarks were not in accordance with parliamentary usage.

Closer investigation revealed the following facts : After the shot

had been fired, Jones returned to the face along the rise side of the

brattrice, and in so doing stumbled over what he at the time supposed

was a piece of old brattice cloth, but was in reality Brown's coats.

That would tend to indicate their disturbance simultaneous with the

firing of the shot. Neither the loader's coat on the nail four feet

nearer the origin of the shot, nor Jones' coat on the pick handle further

out bye were interfered with. The three detonators originally in the

right hand pocket of Brown's top-coat were found on the pavement

uninjured, but the 9 oz. cartridge in the left breast pocke. id di..

appeared. The paper end of a cartridge was fo"nd clo:e to the spot

and together with the damaged coats is herewith presented for

exhibition.
The questions that naturally arise are what destroyed Brown's

coats ? Was the cartridge in the pocket detonated by a violent blow

from a fragment of coal or pyrites which is present in the seam, or

was the damage inflicted solely by a discharge of small coal from the

bench shot ?
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In the former case one should expect to find some injury to the
support upon which the coats rested, and in the latter an accumulation
of small coal might be looked for. Besides, how could the loader's
coat escape injury from violently impelled fragments of coal ?

The writer personally examined the locality and failed to find
indications of either one or the other, but indentations such as could
be made by impact with sinail coal and on a level with the coats,
were discernible upon the prop against which they rested.

On examination the coats show that the left side received most
injury and there is no indication of burning.

An experiment was carried out on the surface by exploding a 9
oz. cartridge in the breast pocket of a coat piaced to represent the

Miger's Clothing after Sitot.

conditions prevailing at the time of the actual occurrence, except that
a smail book was placed in the right hand pocket in lieu of detonators.
After the explosion, the appearance of the coat did not differ materially
from that observed in- the case of Brown; the left side sustained most
damage and the book was in the pocket unharmed.

The facts are presented for what they are worth, and the writer
white leaning to the opinion that the cartridge was by some means
exploded, leaves it to the better judgment of his fellow members to

say what what became of the mysterious nine ounces.

On the Proposed Revision of the Mines Act of Nova Scotia.*

By Mr. ALEx. McNEILT., Halifax.

There is in this country a strange craze for more law With
mac.' persons, not merely a single industry-such, for instance, as
mining--is dependent upon what our- Legislature may do, but the
general welfare and prosperity of the whole coutry is by them made
to turn upon the action of a handful of law-makers. This false
notion is carried to such a degree that there are many earnest and
sincere men who believe that more than three-quarters of the evils of
this country could be removed by prohibitory law.

But while this is an extreme view, it is difficult to over-estimate
the importance of the true relation existing between the laws and the

• Proceedings December meeting Mining Society of Nova Scotia.

industrial development of the country. In Nova Scotia we have a

Mining Law which has both its admirers and its critics. In the letter

of " Working Miner," in the October number of the Canadian Mining
Review, and the spirited paper on a " New Gold Mines Act," read at

your last meeting, you have an instance of the favorable comments of

the one and the adverse criticism of the other.
The intimate relation existing between the Government and

those engaged in the mineral industry in this Province makes it

imperative that the laws governing all parties should be stable,
equitable and impartial. But it is difficult, it is impossible, to devise a

revolutionary change in the law that would not materially affect
existing rights. And who is familiar vith the legislation and litigation

of the past that will seek changes in the law except when absolutely
necessary ? Let us look at this matter in relation to the important

subject of "Surface Rights." You will find Sections 18 to 43
inclusive, of the proposed Act deal with this subject. You may urge
that this law is cunibersome, that it it too favorable to the owner of

the surface, that it does not give the lessee entry or possession, and

many other objections. But against these is the complete, sufficient
and satisfactory answer - IT IS SETTLED. It has been tried and

interpreted by the highest Court of Appeal. We now know what it

means. Leave it there. The well known case of Palgrave vs. Mc-

Millan, besides settling the law on surface rights has a valuable
lesson for those who seek changes in the law, for à must be remem-
bered that the Palgrave Mining Company suffered, not on account of
the law as it appeared in the Act, but because the Supreme Court of
Nova Scotia persisted in reading into it things which were not there.
We know now, for the Privy Council has said so, that our Supreme
Court was wrong in regarding the Warden in this matter as a Judicial
Officer, or his appointment of an arbitrator as a judicial proceeding,
or that a notice that was not mentioned in the Act should be given.
We know that they were wrong in setting aside the award for un-
certainty because it could not in the nature of things be made gertain.
Do we want more capitalists disgusted ? Do we want another good,
substantial mining company to spend years of time and thousands of
dollars to find out what the law is ? Do we want another fine
property such as Hurricane Point to lie idle while the spooks of
litigation enjoy a witches' dance with investors' hopes? If we do,
get a new law on surface rights, a stubborn surface owner, a valuable
property and a wealthy company. Given this combination, we can
expect a repetition of Palgrave vs. McMillan.

What miner would exchange a well tried machinery pronounced
satisfactory by the best experts, for something new, even if besought
by the dulcet tones of a rival agent or the discordant notes of a
professional grumbler ?

There is another lesson in Palgrave vs. McMillan for those who
are forever denouncing our law as unskilfully drawn. Lord Hob-
house, who deliveied the judgment of the Privy Council, dealing with
one phase of the objection of undert'ainty made against the award,
said: " It is only important as showing how clearly the framers of the
statute saw the uncertainty of the subject they were dealing with "

Turn again to the much controverted question of forfeiture. A
careful reading of the cases Attorney-General vs. Reynolds, Attorney-
Gênerai vs. Sheraton and Attorney-General vs. Temple may put us in a
Fundy fog as to what the law really means; but one thing is clear
enough-the courts are struggling to read sense and consistency into
a rapidly changing law. The Legislature, in its evident desire to rid
fcrfeiture of some of its terrors, had made numerous changes. The
result was a period of protracted and expensive litigation. The
general result of these decisions was, however, beneficial, and as a.
consequence we hear little lately of forfeitures.

9
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Let us look at the proposed law to see by what ways a man may
lose his lease by forfeiture. The matter is covered by sections 47, 57,
62, 141 tO 143, 174, 177, 202, 203, 206, 216 to 218. It will be
found that forfeiture is the penalty for failure to--

(a) File for a year from the time of application.
(b) Pay stipulated royalties except gold and. silver bearing ma-

terial from a licensed mine.
(c) To comply with stipulations in the lease.
(d) To pay annual rental thirty days after notice mailed.
(e) In case of mines other than gold or gold and silver, abandon-

ment for a year.
(f) Non-working in certain cases.
(ç) Fraud and misrepresentation.

Surely, someone exclaims, here are as many pitfalls as were to le
seen on the bridge in the Valley of Bagdad. They should ail, with
possibly one exception, be included in section (c), namely, the stipula-
tions in the lease.

This leads us to an examination of what is by far the most
important matter for our consideration, namely, the lease. If it is not
expedient to have a new Gold Mines Act, it is both necessary an
expedient to have a new Gold Mines Lease. rn this connection, lk
us consider what a lease of mines of gold and gold and silver now
contains, and what, from the lessee's standpoint, it should contain.
A glance at the lease in Appendix A shows that it embodies a series
of stipulations on the part of the lessee, but there are no convenants
on the part of the lessor. This is not the kind of lease drawn when
the lessor and lessee meet and agree upon terms. Look, for example,
at the lease between the Government and the Dominion Coal Com-
pany, as ratified by Act I. of the Acts of 1893 Here men prepared
to go into the business of coal mining upon such an extensive scale as
to yield largely increased royalties to the Government, souglit for and
obtained important changes and provisions in their lease. 'he most
important of these was that the lease should be construed as declaring
the respective rights of the parties thereto. And the next most
important provision was that the Government promised, and the
Legislature ratified the promise, that this relationship should not be
disturbed by subsequent legislation. Then there are the important
convenants on the part of the lessor ensuring possession and quiet
enjoyment, freedom from additional burdens of taxation, guarantees
of ownership of the leeses in the coal, and the consequent freedom
from city. town and municipal taxation, that the Government will
assent to transfers. And in section 6 of the lease is the following:-

" The said lessor further convenants and agrees to, and with the
said lessee, its successors and assigns, that the lessor will not during
the pendency of this lease, give or grant to any other person, firm or
corporation any license to search or work, or any lease to mine any
mineral in, over or under the areas hereby demised, except upon the
condition that the said person, firm or corporation shall not interfere
with any of the powers hereby conferred or the premises hereby
demised."

More than this the lesseee could not reasonably require, and less
protection than this it were a disgrace to the lessor to afford.

Section 7 provides for arbitration in case of dispute between the
parties thereto. Sections 8 and 9 deal with forfeiture. These are all
reasonable and desirable provisions and should be, with necessary
changes, inserted in the form of lease in Appendix A. Then there
should be a provision that existing leaseholders might surrender the
old and take out the new lease.

Especially should every lease contain a promise on the part of
the lessor that the rights secured to the lessee thereunder should not

be taken away by subsequent enactnents. An instance of this kind
of legislation may be found in section 148 of the proposed Act.

In the Attorney-General vs. Temple, Sedgwick, J., delivering the
judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada, gives as his second
ground for holding the declaration of forfeiture invalid in that case,
that lessees prior to z7th April, 1889, were in a different position from
those holding subsequent to that date as regards forfeiture. Section

148 seeks to remove this distinction, thus taking away a right which,
according to the judgment referred to, would have been sufficient to
save the lease in Attorney-General vs. Temple. This is manifestly
unfair and should be provided against.

It is, however, not very profitable to closely criticise the printed
pamphlet before us. It is iot the present law, although it is for the
most part a copy of it. Nor is it a copy of the Bill that the revisors
of the statutes will present to the Legislature. It is only a part of it.
And of that- part of it the provisions respecting appeal and registration
are to be considerably changed. Sub-heads are to be inserted and
such other changes as the revisors may deem desirable. But the
pamphlet printed by this Society is merely the preliminary draft of one
of the revisors. Doubtless when the matter is brought before the
" Commissioners for Revising the Statutes of Nova Scotia " many
verbal changes and corrections will be made and misplaced sections
put where they belong and ambiguous portions made clear. This is
the duty of the revisors and they are well qualified to perform that
duty.

But if substantial changes are desired by this Society they should
be forn.ulated at this meeting..

Does our Society as a body believe that the dual systen of
location by metes and bounds or by staking is unfair and prejudicial
to the best interests of mining in this Province ? That a larger gold
area should be adopted ? That the rental and royalty claims are
over-burdensome ? That the life of the lease should be still further
extended ? That protection should be afforded the holders of lease
and licenses against other or subsequent holders ? That better
provision should be made for surveys and inspection ?

These are some of the practical questions that should be discussed
by men in the business. it cannot be expected that the men in the
Department of Mines or the Government, much less the Revisors of
the Statutes will undertake to make changes in the law affecting such
matters. But if the practical men in this Society see the need for
such changes or have learned by experience that provisions in the
present law work hardships to the mining industry, this is an oppor-
tune time for them to have' such changes made. Let those changes
be made now and then let agitation for amendments cease. The
Canadian Mining Manual at page 203 says :--" The Mining Law of

Nova Scotia is exceedingly fair and easy to interpret." But still there
is a persistent agitation for change. And in the minds of many our
Mining Law is wholly inadequate.

Therefore every effort of every friend of the industry in this Pro-
vince should be directed towards having the law settled once and for
all. There is perhaps nothing so important about the Law of Mines
as to get clear of the notion that upon it wil! depend the future of the
mining industry of the Province. This mineral industry of this
Province must depend for its successful development upon the faith
of our own people. Let our people once make up their minds that
their prosperity depends upon their efforts to develop the marvellous
mineral wealth of the Province and then may we expect Government
interest and aid, the assistance of the foreign investor, in a word, %e
may expect Nova Scotia to continue to hold the proud position sl-e
indisputably holds to-day, of being the leading minerai Province sa
this great Dominion.
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DISCUSSION.

TIHE PRESIDENT.--YOU will agrce with me that the paper is a
v y valuable one and contains many hints which vill bc useful to us
in carrying on our discussion. Ve could not Io better than combine
our discussion of the paper with the general discussion of the proposed
revision. Those interested in gold will perhaps give us their views.
Unfortunately we have not a copy of the revised Coal Regulation
Act.

MR. WILsoN.-I was appointed a meinber of the Committec to
recommend changes desirable from a miner's standpoint. The Com-
nittec unfortunately was too large. I conmunicated with all the

inembers, but I regret to say I only got a reply fron one. I got some
very good suggestions from one of the gentlemen interested in coal in
regard to our gold mines. Practically nothing was done, and there is
really no report to put before the meeting. I have looked over the
part of the proposed law which refers to gold minning. It is badly
mixed up, and perhaps not ve:y carefully drawn. Perhaps after all
we should not judge it too severely wherein it does not meet with our
views. One thing that struck me was in regard te the size of the
area. The Mines Act provides that it shall be 250 by 150 feet. That
I think bas been considered entirely too small. Of course, the matter
has been remedied to a certain extent by the provision which compels
an applicant to take up six areas at a time. Why not make the size
of an area equal to six of the present ones ?

There is another thing to which I would like to call the attention
of the Society. Section 161 makes not only the mill owner but every
employee as well liable, in case the regulations in regard to mills are
are not carried out. It is rather severe that every workman should
be obliged to ascertain whether or not the mill has a license. If he
sought that information from his employer he might be discharged for
impertinence. Whilst the owner or agent should be made responsible,
I think the portions of the section affecting any others should be
struck out.

I would also call attention to clause r55. It does not state that
bondsmen are necessary. If there are to be bondsmen they should
have some protection in the way of notice that the'proper returns have
not been made. The law provides that returns shall be made monthly,
but instances are known where persons have been called upon to pay
royalties accruing over three years, which were not demanded by the
Governmer.t until some change such as disposal of the mill had
occurred.

MR. FERGIE.-They are casier on the gold miners than on the
coal men.

MR. WVLSON.-I can state that there was a mill running and
crushing quartz in this county for five years without paying royalty,
and they did not come down on the bondsmen because the bondsmen
had gone to Africa I consider that a bondsman has certain rights as
well as the Government, and that if the Government fail to report to
him after three months that the royalties have not been paid he should
then be in a position te take action which would relieve him from his
responsibility. At all events he should not be liable for any claim
over three months standing.

MR. AUSTEN.-I have a case in point. I have received notice
from the office that I am a bondsman and that they look te me for
$2,ooo.oo. They say I am liable under the bond for the penalty, and
I have not the means of knowing whether the owner should have
made returns or not.

MR. McNEIL.-You are only liable for the amount due.
MR. AUSTIN.-I cannot determine the amount due.
MR. WVso4.-Last year they got out an alluvial lease. I see

that a person can take up 5oo acres and then after his experimental

term bas expired lie can make an application by payment of $250.00,
which seems to be a pretty good fee. There is something to be said
as to whether these leases are forfeitable for non-working. From
section i So one would infer that they were forfeitable for non work-
ing.

There are a good many things in the law that from my standpoint
I think could be improved, but still when you get one thing improved
perhaps you are intrenching on another. The points I refer to I think
are important.

MR. AUSTEN.-With regard to forfeitures, I think that persons
entering into a bond for others should have some little show. I had
no -neans of knowing whether at this particular mill the returns had
been made for the last month, the last year, or the last ten years, but
I find that they have not been made for a considerable timè, I have
no doubt I will get out all right, as my man is a very good one and a
member of this Society.

MR. ARcHIBALD.-I must confess to not having examined this

new law with great attention. I have been much pleased with the
paper read, and I would move a vote of thanks to Mr. McNeil. It is
regrettable that there are not more members present. There are some
absent who always take a great interest in the laws relating to mining,
and they should be here this morning to discuss the subject. It is a
question whether it would not be as well to have this discussion
adjourned. The best way would be te make an outline of the different
points for discussion and take them up one by one. Then the dis.
cussion would be more intelligible. I move a vote of thanks te Mr.
McNeil for the able paper read.

MR. WILLIS seconded the motion which was put and carried.
MR. WILLI.-There are two matters about which I would like

to say something. One is in regard to the size of the area. I think
the time has come in Nova Scotia for the size to be increased. If you
look at the mining map of any district you will find that it is cut up
into a nunber of leases of one area each. Under this law a man takes
a prospecting license say for fifty areas. At the end of the year he
takes up six areas under lease, and up to a short time ago he could
take up one. If a man wants to buy a property he has to buy up a
large number of these areas. Six areas are too few to allow anyone
to take up at one time. In other countries the areas are î,ooo by
r,Soo feet along the vein, and no man should have an opportunity to
take up these small blocks.

The other remark I wished to make was in regard to the rental.
Before the law was changed, which was I think in x892, a man who
was working a mine actively could commute his labor. So many days
work in each year was required to be done per area, and if this pro.
vision was complied with for ten years that was sufficient to make the
lease non-forfeitable for the balance of the tern. At the Oxford mine
fifty time: the amount of labor required was done in the first five
years, and Mr. Reid took the lease to the Commissioner who put a
clause in it making it non-iorfeitable for the remainder of the tern.
Could we not have a provision under the present system of rentals by
which a man by paying a large sum in advance could have his lease
made non.forfeitable ?

MR. FERGIE.--Would they not say that you were locking up that
property ?

MR. WILt.s.-If a man paid a lump sum in advance they would
have the use of the money for twenty or forty years, as the case might
be. They have changed the days of payment and we do not know
when our rental is due.

MR. FERGtE.-If you are paying royalty that pays you rental.
MR. WILLIS..-You have to pay your rent in advance.and you

get it back if you pay your royalty.
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MR. FERGtE.-Our lease says it shall bc forfeited if the rent is
not paid. We pay our royalty every thrce months.

The Act speaks of the magnetic ineridian. I think the base lines
should be the truc meridian.

MR. Wiu.is.-The reason of that is because they cannot lay out

true the meridian. An amendmhent was passed some five years ago sub-
stituting the true meridian. Thcy tried it for one year, but not having
a man competent to lay it they repealed the ainendinent the following
year.

One word more in regard to the size of the areas. There is no

reason why these areas should be laid i50 feet east and west, and 250
feet north and south. The longest way should bc on the lead. In

Cow Bay all the leads run north and south and they have the long
way there. In the United States the areas arc z,5oo by r,ooo feet,

and the: have to remain that way. The sections between areas can
be taken up.

MR. WLSoN.-In section 158 the royalty is placed at two per
cent. on silver at one dollar per ounce, which makes it about four per
cent.

MR. POOLE.-One difficulty I sec in the way of changing the
b.... of the areas is this. There are so many taken up under the
present arrangement that a change would lead to confusion.

The magnetic meridan of twenty years ago will not be the

same as to-day, so that the standard line will have to be implied.
Section 193 speaks of " other materials" and yet there are only

six or eight minerais retained by the Government and they are ail

mentioned there. It seems to bc the idea in this Province that if we

only have legislation everything will run itself, and that no official

need be appointed to carry it out.
On motion the following gentlemen were appointed a Committee

to wait on the Committee of the House, when the proposed Mining

Act came up for consideration, and present the views of the Society:
Messrs. Poole, McNeil, Wilson, Willis, McInnes and Graham Fraser.

MR. FERGIE.-There have been two or three opinions as to the
size of the areas. Mr. Willis thought they should bc increased to

i,ooo by 1,5oo feet.
MR. HAYWAR.-I agree with Mr. Willis that it would not be

too large, and it would bc of more benefit to those taking up claims

for the sole purpose of working.
MR. WILso.-I concur in that view, but the question will arise

how the Government will appreciate that. It might cut off their

revenue. When a man has to take such a large amount and has to

pay a proportionate price for the large area it is going to cut out a

great many small investors. They are a kind of milch cow for the

Government and it is a question whether they would receive the
thing very kindly or not. The principle, however, is undoubtedly

sound.
MR. POOLE.-My view is that although I think the areas too

small, owing to the trouble of making the change and the slowness
with which the change could be inaugurated, we should rather work
for the maintenance of established rights.

MR. HAIGaH -By blocking smaller areas into the larger the
areas might be limited.

MR. FERGIE.-Mr. Andrews intended to advocate bondship in
some company instead of individual securities. I would like to call
the attention of the Society to Section 184.

MR. McNEIL.-The provision I mentioned in the Dominion
Coal Company's lease would limit that.

MR. FERGIE.-Mr. Willis has suggested that by paying a sum
down your property should bc non.forfeitable.

MR. McNEIL.-There should be no such thing as forfeiture out-
side the terms of the lease.

MR. FERGIE.-We seem to bc unanimous about the base line,
that it should be the truc meridian. Mr. Andrews called my attention
to the fact that the section as to the division of property is not in the
draft If there was any intention of altering it lie said he did not
think it should be altered.

MNR. CARRUTHERS asked what provision there was for the filing
of plans and workings of mines

MR. Foo;E.--There was a provision for the filing of plans
showing the depth and extent of the workings of all gold mines but it
entailed too much trouble on the Mines Department and it was struck
out of the Act. It would bc well to ask the Government to restore
that clause of the Acts of 1895 which compelled maps of the extent
and depth of the workings to bc furnished to the Government. 1
move that the committee ask the Government to restore clause 5 of
the Acts of 1885. This motion was seconded by Mr. McNeil and
passed.

MR. FERGIE.-Are Government officials allowed to act as con.
sulting experts and use information they get as officials ?

MR. AUSTEN.-That is a new clause which was put in a few
years ago, in view of the case of Mr. Fairbanks.

MnR. McNEI.-They were held to bc entitled at that time, but
made a mistake in taking out the lease, and this clause was inserted
to make it clear that they could not take up areas.

MR. FERGtE.-I think it should be distinctly understood that
they bc not allowed to take fees or give information of any such
kind.

hIR. PooLE.-The following should be inserted: "Nor shall they
receive any fee or consideration of any sort for services or information
relating to mines or mining properties in the Province."

The latter part of section 17 should be modified to readi "as
between the Government and the lessee himself only."

MR. McNEIL.-There is no provision in section 1oS for re.
newing.

MR. FERGIE.-Would it not be better to add I "with the option
of renewing.". ,

MR. FERGIE.-What is the general opinion as to interferring
with the size of the area ?

MR. AusTE.-I do not think it should bc interferred with.
MR. FERGIE.-I take it that this clause should not be interferred

with. I think it is a mistake to make recommendations unless they
are absolutely necessary.

MR McNEIL.-I think it would be well if there is time before
the revision for the Society to obtain the report of the Commissioners
of Queensland in regard to this matter.

MR. WILIs.-With regard to a gold mining lease covering ail
the minerais contained in that block of ground, it seems to me that is
a matter demanding attention. A man may take up gold areas and
thert may bc next to his quartz a vein of platinum, or copper. There
is nothing to prevent somebody covering his area " for other
minerais." On page 23 Of the Act of 1896 there is a new feature in
regard to taking up alluvial ground. It seems to me that the only
way to settle it is to enact that if a man takes up areas for gold his
lease should cover al] minerais.

MR. MASON.-As a matter of fact the Government would not
give a license to search for other minerais over a lease.

MR. McNEIL.-The clause I referred to in the lease of the
Dominion Coal Company would cover that and should be embodied
in ail leases.

MR. POOLE.-I am of the opinion that the " working " clause
should bc reinserted in the Act.

MR. FERGIE.-I take it that is the voice of the meeting.
MR. McNEILL.-If you have that provision you must have

regular inspection.
MR. PooLE.-We suggested inspection to the Government a ycar

ago. They did really mean to appoint an inspector but there was
such a host of political friends after the position that they couldi not
give it.
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Metallurgic Standards.

lIy FREI)RRIcK T. SNyD.R, Vancouver, II.C.

(To be read before Cattadian Mining Institute, Marci ist, 2nd( and 3rd.)

It is perhaps because of its great antiquity and the force of
established custoni that modern scientific methods have been so slowly
adopted in metallurgic work. The other industrial branches that have
to do with the transformation of power into useful results are found to
have standards of comparison complete in proportion, as the industry
is young; perhaps the most complete being the youngest of all, the
commercial utilization of electricity. There is available in the trans-
actions of various associations of mining interests, a mass of records
covering the operation of many plants under a wide variety of condi-
tions; records that just miss being of great value, because they are
expressed in units that arc not standard, making the utilization of the
experience they record impracticable. Speaking for my own depart-
ment of the metallurgy of the precious metals, the great need is a
group of standard units by which the results of one establishment may
be utilized in planning and operating another inder soniewhat different
circumstances. The most pressing of these are:-

ist. A unit of weight.
2nd A scale of sizes for crushed ore.
3rd. A coefficient that shall represent the mechanical cond-tion of

the ore.
Of these, the second has to do with milling work alone ; the first

and third underlie the operations of both milling and smelting.
The unit of -èeight is in much the most satisfactory condition.

To the extent of which it is individually a factor, results can be
exprcssed in terms whose accuracy lies within the limits of error of the
ordinary observation. Its usage and ·form leave much to he desired.
The common unit of weight in metallurgic work is the ton. The
question at once arises in considering a record, which of the four tons
in extended use is it ? Especially as their variation is too small to
admit of the question being answered by a direct consideration of the
records themselves. Fortunately, one of them, the metric ton is
rapidly driving the others out of use. It is desirable that forethought
should be used in aiding its introduction, that multiple standards of
weight may end as soon as practicable. Of the value of its decimal
notation little need be said. Its close correspondence with the present
English long ton (2,205 lbs. in place of 2,240 lbs.) involves in its
introduction the minimum change in one's standards of experience.
An additional feature, of distinct value from our present point of view,
is the correspondence it brings about between laboratory and mill
calculations. It is desirable that all weights in metallurgic practice
should be '"dry weights," and that a definite statement of the determi-
nation of moisture should form part of each record. It should be
mnderstood that competent assays and analysis are always made on

dried pulp, and that they are of value only as applied to ' dry weights "
of ore. The practice of obtaining the weight of ore by calculation
froni volume is to be condemned. Estimates made in this way are
practically worthless as records. Fallacious values that lcad to dis-
appointing investments can frequently be traced to this practice. A
scale can so readily be introduced at some point in any process on
which the pulp can be actually weighed, that a desire to avoid com-
plication can hardly be urged in extenuation.

When we turn to a consideration of units of size, for crushed ore,
we are at once in contact with the illusive question of "lmesh."

These concentrates were crushed through a thirty mesh screen.
What does it mean ? That it was a screen having thirty wires each
way per lineal inch? Possibly that was originally what it meant, but
the screen that thes'e concentrates came through had no wire at al]. It
was an indented slot screen. Even if it had been a wire screen, who
is going to tell how much of each thirtieth of an inch was wire and how
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much hole. rhen, was.it a woven scrcen or a sewed one? If woven,
was it double crimped or single? But grant that these are all known
and made matters of record; that the available free a.ea of the !bo'es
has been ascertained by a Round taper needle, will this tell what sized
tetrahedron of quartz will go through that same hole. The accompany-
ing enlarged photograph of a forty mesh screen, taken it an angle of
sixty degrees to the surface of the screen, will illustrate the point. It
also illustrates the point that the maximum area of the hole is not at
right angles to the surface of a woven wire sc men, esp.-cially so in the

Forty-tnesh Sereen-,Augle of 6o'.

case of a double crimped screen. It is the almost universal use of this
type of screen in laboratory check work that makes its consideration of
importance.

The angle at wàich the material strikes a screen is a factor in
determining the size of the particles that go through. This has been
taken advantage of in that meritorious device, the Bertelett screen, by
which forty mesh pulp (whatever that may mean) is produced by a
tweave mesh screen by throwing the material against h at a smahl angle;
a feature of great importance to leaching plants, where the possibility
of dry crushing and screening often means the difference between
success and failure. It serves to illustrate most pertinently, how wide
a range of ratios the mesh of a screen bas to the maximum size of the
product passing througli.

In stamp mil work another indefinite factor is the height of
discharge. Wth the samne screen the average size of the issuing pulp
can be halved by doubing the height of the discharge. How are we
to compare results ? Because one battery with a thirty mesh screen
and a four inch discharge, saves sixty per cent. of the gold in an ore on
the amalgamated plates below, is it an inferior machine, because the
next battery with the sae thirty mesh screens, but ahown eight inch
discharge saves seventy per cent. of the contained gold ? A proper
screen analysis of the pulp would explain the difference, and again
illuçtrate what an indefinite standard Ilmesh " is, when taken alone.

The necessity for definite data in my own work has led me te
abandon screens entrely as primary standards of size, and to measure
the minimum diameter of the ore particles directly, by a specially
constructed micometer. As shown in the accompanying photographs,
the special features consist in tipping the calipering points with disks
one centimeter in diameter, the surface of which are parallel within one
thousandth of a millimnter (one thirty thousandth of an inch and in
making the lower disk movable. In use, the micrometer is beld
verticalry, the lower disk slid down and the ore particles, wet or dry, put
upon it. is then raised until the stop on the handle comes in
contact with the adjustable shoulder S. The lower disk A is then
locked in position, by the. screw C. A series of tests bas shown that
this lower disk can be repeatedly replaced in the saine position within
one five hundreths of a fillimeter, when working rapidly and without
espeial care. The upoe disk B is then uniocked, by the scriw D and
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by the handle E is screwed down upon the ore particles. When the
pressure on the ore particles reaches a predetermined and uniform
pressure a ratchet in the handle E slips and the rotation of the barrel F
and advance of the disk B stops. The amount of disks are separated
and then read in hundreths of a millimeter on the scale at G. The
upper disk is retracted by rotating the barrel F and the lower disk
withdrawn and the ore particles removed. The range of the instru-
ment is from one hundreth of a millimeter to about four centimeters,
the precision being uniform over the entire scale, at about one five
hundreths of a millimeter for groups of ten observations. It has been
used so far entirely in the calibration of laboratory screens. A given
material, to be examined, is screened and the minimum diameter of
the maximum sized particles passed by the screen is determined by the
micrometer. This is then marked on the screen and used in records
where the mesh of the screen was formerly recorded. It should be
noted that the screen will not calibrate the sanie for different materials,
having different systems of cleavage, such as coal and quartz. Inde-
pendent constants should bc determined for each. The following
screen analysis of tailings from the Belmont Mine, Ontario, stamped
through smooth slot screens, called 50 mesh, taken September 27th,
x89S, will illustrate its use:-

Maximum Through
Milligrams. Icr cent. Sie correspondling mcsh

Millimeters. ,tamped on screen.

5,640 100 .83 (on 40

636 11.3 .50 40

432 7 7 .23 60

4,570 S .: .17 So

5,638 1 oo.1 ... -

Concentrates crushed on a mortar through a one hundred mesh
Greenng wire screen gave an average of fifteen hundreths of a milli-
meter. It should be noted that from the construction of the micro-
meter and its method of use, that it is the size of the largest particle or
the actual free area of the screen that is determined.

A definite unit of size once available, it becomes of interest to
determine whether some coefficient cannot be arranged that will
permit of legitimate comparisons being made between the work of
different mills under different conditions.

Other conditions being the same, it is evident that the amount of
gold that will amalgamate from any given ore will be proportionate to
the total area of surface exposed by crushing. In a given weight of ore
thç number of particle-s is inversely proportional to the cube of the
diameter of each particle.

N=C' 'herc C' is a constant.

The area of each particle is proportional to the square of the
diameter.

A=C" d2 C" heing a constant.

Therefore the total surace area of the particles in any given
weight of ore is inversely proportionate to the average diameter of the
ore particles.

S=A N=C' x C* d a
d13

= C
ci

In a leaching proposition the metal dissolvei is proportionate to
the area exposed, other conditions being equal, so that in this case also

S=C
d 1
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Where S may be called the coemicient of surface, C is an arbitary
co",tant, and d the average diameter of the ore particles. It is evident
that the work done in crushing ore is proportionate to the surfaces
separated, so that in this case also

S=C
d

The ratio between (W) the work done and (S) the surface pro-
duced will represent the efficiency (E) of any crushing appliance.

E=W
u-

Heretofore there has been no way of definitely stating such a
figure.

If the ore particles graded umfornly in amount from the smallest
to the maximum size, it would be simply necessary to divide the sum
of the diameters of the largest and smallest by two. Such a condition
would be plotted by a straight line as Curve I.
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The custonary condition
curve being as in Curve II.
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In this case it is necessary
a series of sections and obtain
weighting the diameter so obta
the amount of that particular

The calculation from the
tailings is as follows

.2

7
Si

Coefficient of

By taking percentages in
neglected and a figure obtaine
proportionate to the actual su

constant, under equal conditions from which the efficiency of any
crushing, amalgamating or leaching processes or appliances can be
definitely determined.

In this connection, attention should be called to the present
indefinite methods of plotting screen analysis. The sane data in the
hands of different plotters would show very different results.

The difliculty is usually a failure to clearly state what the per-
centage units represent, whether it is the amount that passed through
the screen, the amount that stayed on it, or the total amount that was
larger than the given mesh.

In conclusion, it is desirable to emphasise the need of having the
Institute by resolution warrant with its authorization, the use of such
metallurgic standards as are sufliciently determined.

On the Establishment ot Science Classes, &c.
__ j _ 

1 y A. H. HoLDi)cB, Nelson, B.C.
<To be riad before Canadian thinieg Institute, Mardist, 2nd and 3rd.)

It is right ta state at the commencement of these few remarks,
that the ideas therein contained are not intended to apply to large and

- - - -- - tT well populated chties, where far superior arrangements can readiiy be
1' made, but rather to the small and scattered towns that help to make up

or 1 1 1 this vast Domninion.

The inestinable value of, amounting really t a necessity for,
dTechnical Education will hardly be disputed, and the question now12Z seenis ta be, by what means can it be best suppiied. In the larger

s cties of the Dominion this offers no difficulty, as the varous well known
-~ a~e J '3 ~ '~" ~ universities can amply supply ail needs; but in the less populated

* *p ~~/Lg~o~Sj4.districts.-British Columbia perhaps especially, no city is yet powerful

is more complicated, the characteristicecnough to support a properly constituted and equipped School of Mines,
or College fov Tecbnical Education, nor could students be nioving
about froni one town ta another cxcept at a prohibitive loss of time and

- - --- --- - -'- money. But the fact remains that this special education ought ta be
- -- - -- - - -- - afforded, so that ail whose tastes or occupation incline them, to take

00 -- --- advantage of it should have no difficulty in so doing at the minimum of
- -inconvenience andexpense.

- - -- - - I- - - - If, as the writcr ventures to thînk, these statements will flot-v -- ---- - - -- - be disputed, it may not be time wastcd if some of it is spent in
- .1- - .- - -- - - - considering the matter scriously, always of course înaking use of ex-
- f ---f-i- - - - perience that bas becn gained in other countries. In England for

-'-i -l- z " z - instance, science classes are held in every town of any preten-
~ J- -I-r- - sion, and pretty well ail branches of sciences are taught besides
b ~ ~ * , , ~*,~ , ,~ Technical Education in the chief industries of the district, e.g. dyeing,
NufOftoTg .' ~tanning, carpentery, weaving, and many otherailied subjects. In many

ta divide the crea under the curvc into or these - -hools, well fitted laboratories are to be found, where the
the average diameter in each, afterwards students can carry out practically what they have learnt in theory, and
ined to correspond with thc influence of alsa make experiments in their own particular branch under the guidance

size.of the teacher; and nothing is so productive of permanent knowledge

screen analysis given above for Belmont as carcfully and thoughtfully pcrformed experiment. In some of the
larger institutions there are in addition, fully equippcd workshops for
making enigincs, electrical apparatus, and such like macbinery, a thorough

>+ .2 .365knowledge of whicb wiIl ensure a decent living to any ordinarily clever
2

3+.17=. 20 man. It is fot ny purpose here to refer to the stili larger educational
2

7+. 0=.085
2 College (Manchester) or the Liverpool University, ai of which are far

.3 + .365= 3r.o beyond our means, if not our wants, (and indeed it has been forcibly

.7 . 20= 38.5 brought home to me that fine work is fot wanted, or at least not
.0 + .085=953.0 appreciated in British Columbia-the rougher the better, usually), but

surface......1022 5 rerely ta sce what can be donc with the limited means at our disposa],
place of weights, the constant C can be and à seems to nie that the establishment of Science classes in aIl towns
d, that will for all screen analysis bc where there appears to be a desire for them wili prove a coniparativély

aace of the tre particles. And aIs t a easy task.

W

tu fr>
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l'le beginning nust of course be on a very Iimited scale; there is
no need to bumild a huge structure tilI the enterprise is able to afford it;
but moet towns cati find a large room furnished vith ail that is
necessary in which lectures could be given on various .cientific subjects,
and possibly somne practical instruction as well. A " rougt outline " so
to speak of a chenical laboratory can be easily and cheaply fitted tp, a
vast array of uniformily sized boules with comnplicated glass apparatus,
and any amount of paint and varnislh while unquestionably pleasing to
the ordinary eye, being totally unnecesary. It is not the bottles and
appratus that do the work, but the man who knows liow to use then.
The difficulty is that not miiuch experinienting cati be donc at nght-in
the 3 hours usumally assigmied to such work-it is mnot at all easy to sce
just what you are doing, and what lias actually happened as the recult
of your experimient, by artificial light. But lectures cai casily be given
at that tinie, and possibly a few hours of dayliglht camn bu spared during
the week as well, for experinienting only. The study of minerals
indeed, whicl is a miost important branch, cai only lie carried on
properly by daylight-unless at least sonie forni of electric liglt can be
introduced that is in all respects equal to daylight. lHowever, these and
niany other points which are liable to crop up at any moment, nust be
left to be dealt witl after the suggested classes are forned and in work-
ing order-tlie first thing is to have sucli classes organized for the
benefit of those who are unable to attend the larger universities and
colleges, in the more out of the way towns in this Dominion. The
question naturally arises, "who is going to pay for this teaching"?
And it is a question that nust be amswered, as it is the lot of very few
of us to be out hure exclusively for the benefit of our lealth.

H ow then cati the expenses be met i? Well, let us hope that our pro-
vincial governments will be able to see tlieirway to assist; and let the pupils
theniselves pay a certain fee, more of course wliere laboratory practice
is included, and let there be regular exanminations (perhaps annually or
even twice ycarly) upon the results of whichî the teacher. shall receive
soie grant froum Governient. Tlie fees to be paid by the pupil
probaby might have to be varied in different localities. cost of living,
&c., being an important factor in the calculation, but the Goverinmit
grant should be at least equal to sucli fees, dependent on the condition
that the ptupil passes a satisfactory examination. The grant imighit very
reasonably lie graded, so nimch per head first class; and so much less
for second class; then the teacher would have a very strong incentive
to teach the subject thoroughly.

It is very mîîuclh casier for one mai to travel (if ho mnust) to or 5o
miles once a week so as to teach his particular subject at different
centres, thian it is for pupils to travel that distance ; and it is quite
possible that in every town sone one man cati be found who can teach
at least one special subject and do it thorouglily ; the samie being truc
of more than one man and more than one subject. In any case, the
niatter appears to me to be well wortlh attention, and there are some
grounds for lioping that the British Coimibia Legislature will take the
scheme into consideration at ain carly date.

Perhaps some mienibers of the Institute will offer tlcir own opinions
and suggestions as to the feasibility of starting up even on a small scale
some such classes as I have attemipted to outline.

In close connection with this subject is the urgent ieed of some
kind of association of analytical cliemiists and assayers. to prevent the
too cominionly utterly incapable mai froi misleading those who
innocently come to hini for advice. It lias fallen to me more than once
in British Columbia to find a man professing to do assays (and even
anialytical work) wli was ignorant of the first principles-and often had
quite unsuitable balances. While the assay for gold and silver is not
very difficul' (hut it wants to be performed correctly), yet copper is not
quite so easily estimated and requires decidedly more skill and
experience, and I have met assayers ont liere who candidly acknow-

ledged that they could not assay a sample for copper. Can we not
join together and insist on a man proving hiimself capable, before allow.
ing hin to practice? or would it be "interfering with the liberty of the
subject "? Some action ouglht to be taken, and it is my sincere hope
that these rather random notes iay be considered and discussed ami
that the hoped for good results will follow.

An Improved Method of Introducing Feedwater to the
Stamp MillI Mortar

lIy jtEkxAm MAcDoNaI,, M.E., Montreal.

(To be read before Canadian Miining Institute, maarcli ist, 2nd and 3rd.)

The vertical cross-section and plat of the mortar shown in Figs i
and 2 illustrates the nethod used by the writer in feeding the water
supply to the mîortars of the stimp nill batteries at the Dufferin Mine
in Nova Seotia. This method lias proved so satisfactory and effective
that it is thouglht a detailed description of it would be founid interesting
to the tiiembeis of the Inistitute.

The points of superiority of this over the custoniary methods may
be seen best when viewed in contrast with the latter, a brief description
of which will be given first.

In considering this question it should be understood that a con.
tinuous and uniform stream of water is required in the nortars of the
stamp muill to mix with and formn a thin ,ju/p of the ore as it beconies
pulverized beneath the blows of the falling stamps and in this condition
(thin pulp) ·to carry it in suspension until discharged through the
screen meshes.

It is custoniary to introduce the water requirred for this purpose
over the top of the mortar in iron pipes or rubber hose. Thfus intro.
duced the water falls about threc feet before it reaches the top level of
the pulp miass in the niortar vhere it is still about seven inches above
the crushing surfaces of the shoes and dies. On reaching this position
it will be seen that a large portion of it must of necessity be discharged
froni the niortar before it can be mixed with the ore as it is pulverized.
Therefore such portion fails to effect the purpose for whicli it was
introduced. But perhaps the greatest defect in this systen is the fact
that the feedwater falling on the pull mass has a tendency tQ settle the
fine sands and shmes below the discharge level which not .only lessens
the discharging capacity of the iortar, but subjects the fine sands to
further pulverization after having reached the proper degree-of fmieiess
to pass througli the screens, thus producing loss by sliming the pulp
and unnecessary abrasion of the free gold particles.

'hie points of superiority claimed for the " improved " method are
that the water being introduced below or on a level with the crushng
surfaces of the shocs and dies under a static lead sweeps off at once
from the dies and between them such portion of the ore as lias been
reduced to a sufficient degrce of fineness and carries it upward into the
pulp mass, where it is iminiediately presented with the most favorable
opportunity of being "sIplashed " through the battery screens. This
removes to a very considerable degree the cause of sliming the pulp for
which the staiip mill lias been noted, and, as will readily be scen,
increases the discharging capacity of the mortar and lience its crushmng
capacity. In ilits washing away the fine sands and sliies from
arouid the dies leaving only the coarser particles of ore to occupy
these spaces a favorable receptacle is provided into which the coarse
gold niay settle and lie protected fropi unnecessary abrasion. Were
the water introduced in the customary way the spaces around the (tte
would bc packed with an impenctrable mass of sit which would offer
no hiding place for the coarse gold whichi would be lashed hither .ind
thither through the mortar losing by abrasion with cvery conact
between the stamps and dies or with the sharp quartz. Summed up
the points of advantage in this nethod are:

a
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(1) Increase of crushing capacity.
(2) Decrcase of sliming.

(3) Preparation of the bottom of the mortar to retain and protect
the coarse gold from abrasion.

Details of fîxtures for the Method Shown in Fis. Nos. r and 2.-
(a) The main feed water pipe 3" in diameter fitted on end with a blow-
off plug as shown, and connected with B.

(b) The i Y2" connecting pipe fitted with globe valve to admit or
shut off the feedwater. This valve vould reduce pressure of feedwater
entering the mortar, if required. Between it and A is a 34" pipe
connection to which is.attached the hose for washing the plates.

(e) The 3" distributing pipe to which is connected by tapping the
six 3/ feed pipes. This pipe is fitted, as shown, with a blow.off plug
on end.

(d) The six 4" feed pipes connected to holes tapped on mortar,
as shown, and each fitted wvith a globe valve to regulate the amount of
feedwater and also with a piece of hose to prevent the vibrations of the
mortar from being communicated to the piping.

(e) The holes tapped in mortar feed steel liner to admit the feed-
wVater.

(f) The top level of the pulp mass at rest.
(g) Level of discharge from mortar.

(h) Shortest line from entry of feedwater to discharge of pulp.
(i) Shortest line from entry of feedwater to discharge of pulp if

introduced over top of mortar.
It was feared at first that the holes for admitting the feedwater to

the mortar might become choked up with pulp inside the mortar, but
one month's continued operations without any symiptons of trouble
from this source, has proved the.c fears groundless.

The blow.off plugs in pipes A and C provide facilities for cleaning
out grass, leaves or mud that might be deposited fron the feedwater.

The si regulating valves on pipe when once opened to admit a
sufiiciency of water are never touched afterwards, the feedwater being
admitted and shut off by the i 34" valve on B, which is turned wide
open or shut off as desired, whether shut off or otherwise the water for
washing the plates coming from between this valve and A is not
interrupted.

The hcad under which the water flowed to the mortars in the case
under consideration was 30 feet.

Across the Pitch versus Up the Pitch.

By O. E. S. Wizun Esui, Anthracite, N.W.T.

(To be read before Canadian Miuing Institute, March Ist, 2n2d and 3rd.)

The above title, tersely, directs your attention to a comparison of
the getting of coal fron breasts driven across the pitch, nearly in the
direction of the strike, and parallel witlh the gangway, with the sanie
operation in breasts at right angles to the strike, or straight up the
pitch, under a few of the conditions that obtain in pitching sea is.

In the Cretaceous neasures at Anthracite and Canmore, the
pitch may be said to vary fron 30° to 50', although at some parts
worked, the seam is flat, and at others, pitches go« from the· horizontal,
while, anticlinals and synclinals of coal are no uncommon thing.

Slopes are sunk to the depth desired on the seani, and in most
cases it is necessary to do considerable grading to obtain a three
hundred foot slope without a knuckle, or roof roller. Gangways are
tien started to the right and left, their course being directed by the
proper gradient, and, the varying strike of the seani. The method

dopted, for lowering the coal to the gangway, is in the main, by
means of chutes, although back-balances or self.acting planes are, in
special cases, resorted to. On the upper levels, wherc the 'lup the
pitch," system of work had been adopted, gangways werc driven

twelve feet vide, and chutes eight feet in width were started up the
pitch, leaving gangway stumps thirty-two feet along the gangway, by
twenty feet up the pitch.' These chutes were then widened to twenty
feet, for the remainder of the way up, leaving pillars twenty feet wide,
through which crosscuts eight feet wide were driven at intervals for
ventilation. In this manner the coal was worked towards the boundary,
the pillars being left to pull on the way back.

After working this system for some time, it was deemed necessary,
if possible, to adopt some other which would lend itsvlf more readijy
to the cleaning of the coal within the mine, and thereby.lessen the.
cost of landling and transportation.

In a. paper on "Subsidence Caused by Colliery Workings," by
Joseph Dickinson, F.G.S., in the Transactions of the Mppchester
Geological Society, and reprinted in "The Science and Art of blining,"
the author, in speaking of pillars left for support, says "Pillars for
horizontal seans may be either square or oblong ; but for inclined
seams, oblong pillars lengthways between rise and dip are preferred,
especially where well defined cleavage or slips run level course."

This " up the pitch " system then, left the preferred supports, the
pillars were not so liable to be over-ridden and run out on a steep
pitch as oblong pillars with their length across the pitch, especic.lly
where the coal is full of slips, and more especially if there is a well.
defined cleavage in the direction of the strike. Breast cars were not
needed, the coal fell to the chute without handling, and if the chutes
were kept full, neglecting the sizes in which it wai mined, and the first
ought to have been delivered to the gangway, with a minimum of fall,
breakage for chute delivery.

The other systein which made it a easy matter to separate the
rock and other refuse from the coal at the working face, with ample
rooni to gob the sanie, made it necessary that the length of the oblong
pillars should be in the direction of the strike. Working the coal in
this manner across the pitch, requires less labor and lumber for chutes,
and as it is necessary to have a wall to separate the gob from the road-
way, the ventilation of the face is accomplished by the' sa'me process,
and the Ordinance requires the air to be kept within twelve feet of the
face. This method reduces the work more nearly to that necessary on
a flat seam and consequently docs not require the skilled labor
necessary for "up the pitch » work. This matter of skilled labor
probably counts for more with us than in some older districts, because
laborers fron the ranching country are always plentiful, while miners
are very often scarce, especially those skilled at working up a steep
pitch.

With regard to the strength of the pillars, a defined cleavage was
not a marked feature of any of the scams we have worked, consequently
thé change of system did not effect us as it might have some of the
pitching seams of Pennsylvania.

In the "across the pitch" system adopted, narrow work was in
some cases, where the seams were not close together and the coal
without a well detined cleavage, dispensed with. Here the gangways
were driven twenty feet wide, chutes twenty feet in width werc started
up the pitch, with pillars one hundred and fifty feet long between them,
and every thirty or forty feet up the pitch breasts twenty feet wide
were worked acrdss the pitch to the inside chute. In this way oblong
pillars vere blocked out with their length across the pitch, çne
hundred and fifty feet long and thirty or forty feet wide. In all breasts
across the pitch and most gangways, the road is carried on the low
side and the gob and return air on the high side.

The seams worked are from five to ten feet in thickness and a
row of props is carried close above the track. These props are lagged,
the coal shovelled into the cars, and the refuse and rock stored above,
and in nost cases there is enough to conpletely cover the props
and make a good air courpe.
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Two seams lying rather close together gave some trouble, partly
on account of the measures between thinning out locally. Before
starting work on these seams, the rule was laid down that all breasts
up the pitch on the lower seam should be driven by siglts directly
under those on the seam above, and those across the pitch directly
under those above, in the direction in which a prop should be placed.
It was aiso decided that these places should first be driven on the
overlaying sean, and followed later by those on the lower one. This
latter rule was not strictly lived up to, owing to the intervention of
faults and the demands of the market for some few months after the
commencement of this work, but no trouble was experienced for a
considerable time after the pillars had been blocked. Finally the
floor of the upper seam commenced heaving, and the pillars started to
run, so we slowed up work on the lower sean and started pulling the
pillars of the one above before they had timte to run out. In a great
many cases where one breast had broken through into another, we
found the thickness of the mensure between to be only six feet and in
one case they actually run together, whereas, the thickness we had
previously was fourteen to twenty feet.

From now on we intend to push the solid work of the overlying
seams, and immediately follow up by pulling the pillars, and then
after the removal of everything except the stumps, to mine the lower
seam by a similar process

Considerable might be said as regards the waste in mining and
handling the coal in these two systems, also concerning the pulling of
pillars, but the writer will leave this for the discussion of members,
or for future consideration.

Metallurgical Machinery.

A. C. MlcCALI.u, M.E., Peterborough, Ont.
(To be read before Catadian 31ining Institute, March ist, 211 and 3rd.)

The matter contained in the following monograph, is presented
with the hope that it may prove of interest to the members of the
'-Canadian Mining Institute," provoke healthy criticisi and be of
more than a passing benefit; further, that it may result in some effort
to specify a standard of dimensions, that will harmonize with the
demands of service, and conform to some canon of style for appear-
ance.

In the matter of the design of Metallurgical Machinery it must be
admitted, with reference to Rolls, Crushers, Stamps and other machines
employed in the reduction of ores, one is almost led to believe that
they are not suceptible of as exact an analysis as a Bridge for example.
In the following izmarks it is purposed to deal with the mnost faniitar
machines employed by mining engineers, such for instance as Crushers,
Rolls, Stamps, and Feeders. To deal with them froni the designer's
point of is my purpose.

Considering in the first place Crushers, the introductory remarks
anent them are applicable to most all of the other machines meritioned.

It will readily be admitted that many designs of Crushers, show
by the distribution of the material within them, that the designer
neglected to take advantage of a method of analysis, commonly
employed by designers of bridges, and other large structures, a system
of analyzing quite applicable to mining machinery, namely by that of
graphics.

The construction of a graphic diagram of stresses within any
machine under design is most essential; as upon it the designer
elat irates his working drawing.

The benefits to be derived from suc, a process of designing can-
not be overestimated, it impresses upon the designer an intimate and
exact knowledge of the acting forces and their distribution throughout
the parts of the machine in the process of design ; there may be many

problems which are extremely complex and frequently unsolvable; it
is necessary however, to possess definite knowledge of the resistance cf
the materials employed in the construction of the machine to those
complex forces.

Knowledge of this kind can only be used as a guide by the
designer, and in all probability he will be mainly influenced chiefly by
experience and precedent, rather than altogether by calculation.

The usual resource of the merely practical man is precedent, but
the truc way of benefitting by the experience ofothers, is not by blindly
following their practice, but by avoiding their errors, as well as extend-
ing and improving vhat time and experience have proven successful.
A continual effort should be made to advance mining machinery design
to th:t of a science, not merely executing or copying what has already
been donc. Ve must look for marked improvement, as new applica-
tions of scientific principles for the reduction of valuable ores are
brought forth, bringing with them change and simplification of design
in the machinery required to perform the work needed to be donc.

It has been sometimes remarked that skill and good workmanship
are not essential features in the make.up of mining machinery, but the
idea is false, more plants built for the purpose of ore reduction, have
been failures ; due in large measure to the fact that the enterprise was
handicapped by machinery ill adapted for the purpose.

It is to be nuch regretted that many engineers in the purchase of
mining machinery estimate the superiority of the machines to be pur.
chased, by the dead weight, regardless of how the material is utilized
and distributed.

Discussion will not alone settle the question finally in all cases
without elaborate and unprejudiced experimental work.

Most careful investigation is necessary in many instances to dis-
criminate betwecn real improvement and the impiactical.

Logical theory is confirmed by correct intelligent practice.
"We who write at this late day are too much indebted to our

predecessors, whether we know it or not, to complain of those who
borrow from us," and each of us is only able to make his relay, taking
up the work where others left off.

The sine guo non of -ood machine design, from a structural point
of view is the presence of sufficient material of the proper kind, in the
right place.

There are many types of Crushers upon the market, and there is
no doubt that the majority of them were originally intended for break-
ing road ballast. The demand within recent ycars for crushing
machinery in mining regions is primarily the cause of their being
advanced to the front as crushing and pulerizing machines.

There is no doubt that the " Plake " type of Crusher stands pre.
eminently for service and has been generally adjudged the most
efficient and economical in use ; perhaps the reasons most ieadily
advanced for such, lies in the fact that for a given capacity the first
cost is less, the cost for repairs is also less, ard they are idie for repairs
much less of the time.

The "Blake" type of Crusher lias developed fev changes fron
the original design. The first type of " Blake " Crushers had the
crushing jaw pivoted at the bottom, as at prescrit in general use the
jaw is pivoted at the upper end. It is a matter of choice, to do a given
amount of work by either of the types of machine; one wiih the work
ing jaw pivoted above, the other below. For the jaw pivoted at the
botton, the plea is used that a mont uniform product is obtained, and
that finer crushing, when that is desirable can be secured. The con.
currence of preference however if guaged by use, is in favour of the
modern "Blake " design with over hungjaws, when that type of crusher
is chosen. Experience upon this point from the members present
would prove of interest and value to the Canadian Mining Institute.

The presentation of the graphic strain, diagram Fig. i, discloses
many interesting points to the student ofStatics. The graphie method
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of analyzing strains recommends itself at once. It is hoped that the
sketches vill appeal for thenselves and become easy of elucidation to
the read .r. I cannot hope to enter at any length into a dis:ussion of

Sthe diagrani, suffice it to say the composition of the forces may be
jeasily calculated throughout any machine, given forces may be fully
represented by straight lines, if the threc following conditions are con-

iplied with .
ist. Magnitude, which can be measured by scale of equal parts.
2nd. Location. The hnes representing a force being citherparallel

to or coinciding with the hUne of action of that force.
3rd. Sense, being the direction in which the force tends to .- ove

the body affected, and being indicated in some one way.
A general sunimary of Crushers upon the market if analyzed by

the method shown, would reveal the important fact of a want of har-
mÇony amongst the various types of similar dimensions. The dimen-
sions of the openings are not called in question, but like pieces within

i different makes of Crushers. So far as the openings of the jaws are
concerned, those dimensions are not by any meanz arbitrary, but have

ebeen fixed by experience. Quartz generally breaking in sizes which
can be suitably crushed by ore breakers of such standard dimensions

:as 10 x 7 in., 15 x 9 in., 20 x lo in.
Mining engineers in charge of plants are well acquainted with the

ýmany faults developed in Crushers, under their care, broken frames,
ý>pitmans, jaws and other parts are known.

What then are requirements of a good Crusher ?
In order tha. the Crusher shall run easily, cool, and prove service-

able, it is requisite that ail of the journals be in correct alignment one
with the other. Rigidity, strength, and suflicient weight must be found
in the frame, so that the vibrations created while crushing may become
absobed. This must be advanced as the reason for the failure of the
nany types of steel plate frames, they easily yield to the strains within

the machin'e, thus causing the working parts to become out of proper
relation one with the other, and resulthig in heating, and running hard.

According to the nature of the product to be crushed, we must
ave a certain direction of stroke, length of stroke, and relative angle
n the position of the jaws, and to procure these conditions various
e* .is are employed, which methods are well known to mining men.
ut it has appeared to the writer that simplicity of construction may
e secured by abolishing from the type of Crasher under consideration,
ig. II, the wedge block so common, and employing other means of
djustment, for instance by means of the Toggles. Change of Toggles
an be effected as readily as by means of the adjustable wedge. The
ovement required can then be made by rearrangement of the Toggles.
he machine being provided with a set of Toggles giving the requisite
aximum and minimum openngs.

It is necessary that the shaft supporting the jaw should be securely
stened to the jaw, not by means of set screws, a preferable method

f fastening is that of the Gib and Key. The jaw shaft is then
quired to move in the bearings of the machine. This overcomes the

ounding and jumping due to lost motion, which readily developes
hen the jaw moves upon the shaft. The caps of the bearings can

hen be tightened whenever wear renders it necessary.
Within the pitntin much trouble is often created, perhaps no other

eature within the make up of the pitman creates more trouble than the
diustable devices provided to take up wear, when the eccentric shaft
as worn out of round, due to the strain upon it being constantly in
ne direction. In the cut of Crusher, Fig. II, it will be noticed that no
rovision is made to take up the wear, simply an eccentric babbitted
earing within the pitman has been provided for the shaft. It requires
man of good judgment to set up the Gib usually provided, and

rouble once experienced within this bearing from heating cannot be
cadily cured, without stopping down the machine. By the applica-
ion of a first class lubricant, and employment of a high grade babbitt,

the life of the bearing hele should compare favourably with any other
within the machine.

The use of heavy wrought iron bolts through the machine taking
the entire st.ain when crushing is a desirable feature, but care must be
exercised to so employ thein within the frame, that their value as
tension members, cannot be called in question as in Fig. III.

Fly wheels as conimonly fastened to Crushers are at fault.
By employing them as a means to prevent serious injury to the

working parts of the machine, owing to sledge hammer heads falling
into the jaws, or other causes, we may so farten the fly wheel upon the
shaft that in case of accident the belt may slip and the Crusher stop
while the fly wiheels exhaust their motion. Ve may use taper keys
roI'n 1 to suit the shaft, but a better method may be suggested,
namely, that of splitting the hub as shown in Figure IV.

The mrt.'er of the application of Lubricants is an important one.
Professor Thurston of Cornell University, says:-

" The art of economical employment of lubricants consists mainly
in the determination of their adaption to specific purpores, and in the
application to each machine-or to each part of a machine in which
pressure on lubricated surfaces of widely differing aroiunt is found-of
precisely that quality of unguent which is best adapted to that par-
tic'lar place, and, above al], applying to it in the best poseible way."

The employment of oil does not appear to be profitable. Grease
is more eccnomical, but a feature worth knowing in using grease is the
matter of a proper kind of cup to hold the lubricant. The type of
grease cup found most suitable is one in which the whole shell can be
removed or unscrewed from the base, filled with the lubricant, then
placed back in position. This does not necessitate the unscrewing of
the entire cup fron off the machine. the replacing of which is oftimes
an annoying matter, where machines are placed in badly lighted
places.

As to the nature of cast steel jav plates being superior to those of
chilled cast iro.i, I arm led to decide in favour of chilled cast iron; the
first cost is less; the length of life of the chilled cast iron jaw plate
compares favourably with that of cast steel; they can be procured
almost upon order; with cast steel plates it is often a matter of many
weeks before they can be procured. Foundry men experienced in the
art of making chilled castings, can produce an article that will give the
utmost satisfaction, not ail foundries throughout the country can do so
as chilling cast iron is certainly an art.

CRUSHING ROLLS.

The reduction or granulation of coarse particles of ore by means
of Rolls, has been given much consideration during the past few
years.

The variety of Crushing Rolls are many and various in type and
construction.

Machines for this class of work have largely been envolved by
American engineers, and proof of their superiority is to be found.in
the fact of their having gained admission tc almost every large metal-
lurgical work throughout the world.

Notwithstanding the many changes that have been made during
pasi. years in ail the various designs known to us, no special one has
met with general approval.

The most potent change has been in the adoption of steel as the
material for use in the construction r': he shells.

The construction of the frame in one piece, having sufficient
weight and strength to absorb the vibrations set up within ·the
machine, and closer study has been given to the matter of the strains
with the structure.

Marked improvement over the older forms of Crushing Rolls has
been made in the design of Journal bearings, methods of hibrication,
and the facilities for dismantling the machine if required.
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Considerable ingenuity lias been displayed to obtain complete and
satisfactory methods for keeping the lateral adjustment of the rolls
correct.

'l'lie adoption of springs for that of levers and dead weiglhts with.
in the machine, to give crushing power to the rolls is an important
improvenient, affording as it does, a much more uniform product.

'T'le adoption of some forni of housing obviates tie wasteful and
disagrecable nuisance of dust, usually found around rolls employed in
dry crushing, and length of life to the machine is ensured.

'he most marked change within recent years lias beci along the
line of increased peripheral speed, by the employnent of roils of larger
diaieters, and narrower faces. The results being decrease of journal
friction, increase of crushing surface, and reduction of spring pres-
sures. Those cl-anges are undoubtedly the direction in which modern
practice is tending.

Peripheral speeds of 6oo to xooo feet per minute are now found
to be practicable, but this change in speed lias also brought about
many of the improvements already mentioned.

The aggregate spring pressure is now greater, ranging from 2 tO 3
tons per inch width of face of roll sliells.

Change bas also been made from gears to belts, proving a much
more preferable method of driving.

In «the earlier form of rolls, the spring pressure was carried along
the main tension bolts, making it a matter of considerable labor to
adjust the rolls. The method now in use consists of enclosing the whole
nest of springs between two washers, and constructing them so that
each nest forms a complete washer, of an inelastic nature, until such
time when the maximum nressure is reached, further compression
taking place, relief is afforded to the rols, by the deflection of the
springs.

Chilled iron shells in all probability will be displaced by steel
shells.

In the design of rolls presented all the above mentioned improve-
ments have been embodied simplicity of construction, fewness of parts,
and interchange ability is to be found

The hopper underneath the rolls is constructed in such a manner
that no pockets are permitted, all four sides declining towards the
bottom at an angle of 45 degrees, thus affording cleanliness at all
times within the machine.

The matter of sliding versus swing bearings for the removable
roll, was decided in favor of swinging roll bearings. The wearing
surfaces become reduced by means of their adoption. Any wear
about the bearing surfaces of sliding roll bearings is an evil, which
may result in damage to the frame of the machine; it is easier to
maintain the alignment of the swinging bearing than in the sliding
type of bearing.

In design for rolls, a feature worthy of consideration is thât of the
disposition of the bolts employed for the purpose of bolting the
machine together, it is a desirable feature to have as few as possible,
and so arranged that should they by any means become loose, they
may not fall within the machine. The use of common nuts is not
desirable, and recourse must be made to lock nuts or elastic nuts ; this
provision prevents the bolts becoming loose, and may help to preserve
the machine from .injury.

MORTARS.

The construction of mortars will always prove interesting to
mining men. It is not necessary to describe at any length the two
mortais herewith presented. .

The sectional mortar contains a feature new to the writer. It is
usual in the construction of sectional mortars to make the ends in two

-ýieces. In this particular mortar. to overcome making the ends in the
above way, they were carefully designed (not to exceed 350 lbs. in

weight) and in making the ends of cast steel the joint usually fouind
was eliminated, and considerable strength has been thus added. The
drawing shows the construction clearly. This type of mortar was
designed for the Ben D'Or Mine, Bridge River, B.C.

Fig. O. shows a 3-stamp double discharge mortar. The lower
guides of the battery are to bc found in the upper part of the mortar,
water supply is carried to and around to each of the heads. The p"lp
fron back scrcen running through a c.ianiel cored in base of mortar
and joining to that of the channel froni front screen is then carried by
a pipe and distributed over the analgam table. This type of mortar
was designed for the Oro Fino Mill of Fairview district, B.C. Fig.
O. delineates the battery framing for above mortar.

Amongst designers of mining nachinery the ore feeder has becn
taken in hand, and it doubtless has becn observed in recent desigus
presented for public favor that of the suspended type, shows nany
marks of improvement in design, utility and simplicity of construction.
Fig. O. shows a type of ore feeder recently constructed, and calcu.
lated to handie the hcaviest class of ores. By its use considerable
rom is now' afforded around the back of mortar, and it can be readily'
placed away fron mortar when desirable. The action is similar to
that of the well known " Challenge " type.

The marked changes in this feeder are to be seen in the abolition
of the adjustable mechanism to the féee! lever, the lever adjustment
being made by means of a collaron thestamp stem, or by the bumping
rod. Gears are not employed at all, thus resulting in quiet running.

One could, perhaps, make extended remarks with regard to other
machines in process of design and manufacture.

I feel I have not done justice to the subject, it is much too wide
for a single paper. Papers on metallurgical machines to be of real
benefit to the Institute should be divided into sections, treating of the
design and dynamics of each machine in separate papers. Should it
be the pleasure of the Institute I would willingly contribute my smalli
quota. Publication of data thus collected may not be considered of,
much moment by the busy outer world, but it clarifies the writers'
ideas, and brings into compact form and small bulk, a large amount
of knowledge othervise unattainable. This information adds much toi
the making of the routine work of profession more productive and(

pleasuteable. The figures or cuts mentioned in the paper will be l
presented upon the screen, affording better opportunity for examina
tion of details.

A Notable Canadian Deposit of Chromite.

By J. T. DoNA LD, M.A., Montreal.

(To be read before Canadian Mining Institute, March îst, 2nd and 3rd.)

Chrome ore mining in Canada was begun in 1894. About 1o,oo

tons have been extracted up to the close of n898. Mining has beer,
carried on in the most primitive fashion, the only appliance in addino:
to hand labor being horse derricks. This is largely because th:
deposits thus far worked have seemed to be pockets of very liniteiiî
extent, and therefore, not warranting an outlay for labor saving plant

The object of this paper is to call attention to the most importa:
deposit of Chrome ore yet discovered in Canada, a deposit that h
already yielded about 3,ooo tons, and certainly yet contains at 1eas
several times as much as has been extracted, that is to say, a sig
deposit that alone contains as much Chrome ore as has thus far bee:
produced from all other sources during the five years since the inicep.
tion of the industry in Canada.

This remarkable deposit of Chrome ore is the property of Mi. H
Leonard, of D'Israeli, Que., and associates.

It occurs on Lot 26, Range II, Coleraine, Megantic County
which lies near Little Lake St. Francis, and about six miles eastward froc

M
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Chrome Siding on the Quebec Central Railway. betweenl Coleraine and
Black Lake Stations, i.e., about i6o miles from Montreal, and 86 from
Quebec.

The writer exaniined this property twice in October, 1898, aud
found the ore traceable as a belt in the Serpentine for a distance of

.-ding, the shipping point for the ore from this mine, and it is probable

that this Little Lake St. Francis ore will be largely mined and concen-
trated into high grade material in the future, since the higher prices
offered for the high grade minerai would seem to allow a reasonably
large margin of profit after cost of concentration is deducted.

CHROME SIDING-Piles Chrome Ore froin Little Lake St. Francis.

about 260 feet, in a general south.east and north-west direction and
outcroppings appear at intervals over a breadth of some sixty feet.

The ore occurs on the slope of a ridge that rises gently towards
the north-west The surface serpentine is much shattered and even at
the greatest depth lines of cleavage are numerous, so that mining is not
diflicuit.

Without entering into the question of the orgin of Chronite,
it may be said that the appearance of the deposit is that of a great mass
which, thrust up from below and followng hnes of least resistance, bas
spread itself out through fractures and fissures in the serpentine, form-
ing a network of pockets connected by bands of greater or less width.
What seems to be the main band is from six to ten feet wide in places,
and at one point reaches a width of nearly twelve feet on the surface.

A number of samples representing diflerent portions of the deposit,
have been analysed in the writer's laboratory,-the percentage of
Chrome oxide ranged from 37.93 per cent. to 44.93 per cent.

The ore is in excellent repute with and is constantly heing used by
makers of Chrome steel, both in Canada and the Unted States, the
arger quantity of course being used in the latter country.

Tests have been made to learn the extent to which this ore is
amîenable to concentration, and with most satisfactory resuits.

In one case ore, assayng 39.58 per cent., was found after concen-
ration to test 48.80 per cent. Chromic oxide.

In another case, crude ore assaying 4o.50 per cent., was experi.
nented with ; the concentrates amounted to 63 per cent. of the ore, and
ested 52.60 per cent. Chromic oxide

The latter test was obtained by A. R. Wilfley, of Denver, on his
'Wilfley Table," whilst the first nentioned one was made by ohalsk,
le Provincial Government Mining Engineer, on experimental plant
et up for the purpose by the E. P. Allis Co., of Milwaukee.

As a consequence of the good showing made in these tests, the
astern Townships Chrome Iron Mining and Milling Company,

ý.imited, have begun the erection of a concentrating plant at Chrome

Notes on the Occurrence of Quicksilver in Canada.

By A. 1. CoLQUGous, Savonas, B.C.

(To be read before Canadian Mining Institute, Marci ist, 2nd and 3rd.)

The principal quicksilver producing countries so far have been
Spain, Austria, Peru, California, China, Russia, Mexico and Tuscany.
These counîtries have ail added their quota to the world's production
and I predict that in the near future when Canada has the henefit of
the capital and brains required to nake a great .financial success of the
working and treatient of low grade cinnibar ores, which bas bi.:n the
case in Russia and California, she will take her rank among the fore-
iost in this important industry.

For the benefit of the prospector before procceding any further, it
will not be out of place.to describe the ores from which quicksilver is
produced.

Cinnalar.-This is the chiet ore froni which nearly aIl the quick-
silver of commerce is derived. In colour the minerai is of a cochneal
red with a lead grey and scarlet rcd tarnish, but has an unm:stakeable
qcarlet read etreak identifying it from the ochres or iron oxides, which,
althnugh brilliantly coloured, often give a dulush brown streak with the
penknife. The composition iS 86.2 per cent. of Mercury, and 13.8
per cent. Sulphur.

Native Ama/gam is of rare occurrence, but in the mining of
quicksilver ores is met with in Mexico.

AMercury Iodide is also rare and is met with in Mexico, having a
reddish brown colour.

Selenide of Mereury has been found by many of the searchers for
this metal and the writer has identified some crystals from the mer-
cury properties of Hardie Mountain, Copper Creek, B.C. The ores of
South America are dark steel grey in colour.

Cinna/'ar was first found about four years ago as float on the
north side of Kamloops Lake at Copper Creek, but owing to the
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ignorance of the original finder, the specimens lay around the Savonas Asi
Hotel until an enterprising and learned prospector identified the ore convincin
which resulted in the location of the group of claims now owned by At t
the " Cinnabar Mining Co." two chan

The formation in which the cinnabar occurs in this section of the tons eacl

country consists of casalic and dolomitic dykes traversed by veins of ton. Th

quartz and calcite in which the ore is found in some instances in a expenses
pure state, also finely disseminated through the gangue associated with
pyrites and other foreign elements.

These dykes and deposits have a general direction of N.N W. and
S.S.E. through what appears to be diabase porphyries, but it is TUS
impossible to determine the true nature owing to the surface decom- from 03
position. roasting

To the north of the company's properties cinnabar is also found in profit.
altered conglomerates on Hardy Mountain and in fine grained sand- In c
stone on the Caledonia, to the east it is found in fine scarlet spots. limestom
Associated with the cinnabar we also find copper sulphide and carbonates fissures f
and on the Hardie Mountain, as aforementioned, selenide of mercury they trea
which invariably carries a gold and silver assay. retorting

During my trips in the Kamloops district last summer I discovered to desulp
a deposit of cinnabar, some fifteen miles south, proving the southern pe7.
extension of the belt, so that considering the Criss Creek deposits to yield of
the north we can state that the belt has been traced for thirty miles. $10,587,

Notwithstanding the fact of the existence of large bodies of In
medium furnace ore 0.-56 per cent. to 2 per cent. and over, exposed grade ore

instances of successful treatment, the following data will be

ng.
he Almaden works in Spain during one season of 197 days,
nel furnaces were kept running continuously, treating 17,210
h in 24 hours or 3,103,102 tons in all, at a cost of 6o cents per
he quantity of quicksilver produced was 178. 25 tons. The
of calcination were as follows :

Labour about ....................... $881 oo
Coal ............................... 936.oo

$1817.00

cany-At Monte Amiata the cinnabar bearing tufta carries

5 per cent. to 30 per cent. and upward. The Carmak Spirck
oven is in use and is said to treat 0.4 per cent. ores at a

ther parts of Tuscany the ore occurs in bedded marts and
es in a very pure state also scattered through a network of
illed with calcite and averaging from 2 to 30 per cent. Here
Lt the ore by washing in rectangular boxes with rakes and
the resulting mineral with an admixture of 20 per cent. lime

phurize and liberate the mercury.

u -The famous Huancavelica cinnabar mine has given a
104,045,200 lbs. of mercury valued at $67,629,38o at a cost of
000.

conclusion it is evident from the data given that low
es, of even one half per cent. can be profitably worked, and
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by the development of the " Cinnabar Mining Co." and other de-
posits of high grade ore hitherto untouched, they have not made a
success.

It seems a pity that through the fault, ignorance and gross mis-
management of the concern the whole district should be held back in
its progress.

About $5o,ooo has been thrown away in work and the erection of
a Granza furnace, tramways, etc., and has only produced 128 flasks of
quicksilver ; of this amount 121 was produced by means of cast Iron
retorts and 7 flasks by the Granza furnace.

British Columbia only awaits the advent of a concern which can put
this latent industry on its feet again by the employment of competent
men who understand the business and are capable of overcoming the
many difficulties attendant on the treatment of the different grades and
classes of ore to obtain the best results.

The district surrounding Savona is of peculiar interest to the
geologist and miner, especially the occurrence of native copper and
other copper ores in the tertiaries of Copper Creek and I believe
another year will see both cinnabar and copper mines in full working
order.
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Swedish iron Metallurgy and its Application to Canada.

By DR. Jtrs DoUGL.%s, New York.

tTo be read before Canalian Mining Institute. ianrchî ist, 2nd anid 3rd.)
Iron, its production and its manufacture, is even more essential to

,tlic industrial progress of a nation than sulphuric acid. Thle former is
the bone and sinew of the inechanical arts, the latter of the chemical.
The vitality of the nations of the world may be guaged by the
iamout iof iron and sulphuric acid they cai absorbnid assimuilate. Tried
by this standard, Canada is certainlh not conspicuous for energy.

,Many reasons, soie valid and sonie futile, cati be educed as argu-
ments to account for lier backwardness. The miost cogent apology
for the inferior postion she occupies in the list of iron producers,
is found in the absence of coal in Quebec and Ontario. But as these
sections are supposed to contain iron ore of exceptional purity, to be
covered with alamost boundless forests, and to possess sulphur ores
rich enough for export, a comparison is irresistibly suggested with
Sweden, where exactly similar conditions exist and which is neverthe-
less one of the most notable iron producing and manufacturing centres
of the vorld. Climatalogically, and in many of its geological and
physical features, Sveden not only resembles, but is identical with
Canada.

iThe iron deposits of Sweden exist in two groups. The largest,
1 valling in size, though not in purity of ore, those of Michigan or
Minneseta, are in the extreme north, at Galliware, Luossavaara,
Swappavaara and Keranavaara. These ores, abundant in quantity,
* ich in iron, but highly phosphoretted, lie within the Arctic circle,
where tilI lately there have been no mieans of transportation and not

'open lorts in winter, where population is scanty, and where no
minerai fuel is available for their reduction. But a railroad, from the
Galliware mines to Lulea on the Baltic, now gives egress to the ores
oaf this mine. At that port some of the ores, richest in phosphortis
and poorer in iron, are subjected to concentration, with the view not
n-Sly of securing a product higher in iron, but a valuable bye-product
n the separated apatite. But these mines will rise into still greater

prominence vhen the railroad projr ted across the Scandinavian
Peninsila, to a winter port on the Ger in occan, has been btilt. At

1hat point iron furnaces will be erected to be fed with English coke,
a.1nd thence ore will be shipped at ail seasons to foreign inarkeus.
xlready over one million tons arc shipped fron these Nor:botten

* 4nines, which even in 1876, were treated by Akernian in his report " On
hie State of the Iron Manufactures in Swedci," as worthy of only

assing notice, for, as lie says, " These iron ores in consequence of the
iticulty ai transportation, and the extreme sparseness of the popula-
ion in these regions, have been uîtilized to a veiy inconsiderable

xent, or not. at all." Yet within twenty years they have become one
iîé the most important factors in Swedish industrial progress. Their

'normous reserves may be estimated by the size of four only of these
eposits, which reach the horizontal area at surface of 1,275,000 sq.
ards. As distances are being obiterated by ever ,ieapeiing ap-
liances for carriage. Suicli ore deposits on one side of the German

4. cean are as available for use in Britain as though they existed within
he bounds of the little island itself.

By all accounts Canada has large deposits of manganfterous iron
res on Hudson's Bay, and still larger deposits of higher grade ore on
ngava Bay. The Newfoundland iron ore beds are notable for size

nd accessability. If these ores from the hyperborean forests of
weden can be profitably procured to feed the furnaces of Europe,
hy not yours ? For to the modern sailor the Atlantic is no wider than
e Baltic or the German Occan.

It is not to these iron ores which Sweden exports, but to these
e treats at home, and to the methods she employs for overcoming lier
etallurgical deficiencies, that I want to draw your attention.

Through Central Sweden, with a gencral trend to southwest and
northcast, is a band of Azoic rocks, the equivalent of our Huronian,
about zoo miles in width and 200 in length. Forest covers most of
this tract Within it are the miner, vhich during the 17th and i8th
centuries, produced the ore that made Sweden one of the most
important factors in the iron and copper markets of the world. When
cheap coal and coke became the fuels of the iron and steel makers,
Sweden's prominence ivaned. For a time after Bessemer's great
invention ivas introduced, Sweden's pure manganiferous pig iron vas
almost the only material to which it could be successfully applied.
But improvements in the process and subsequently the adoption of
basic converter lining, deprived Sweden of the advantage which in this
respect lier pure ores afforded her. Yet nothing daunted Swedish
industry and metallurgical skill prevailed, and to-day she has resumed,
not her former commanding position as one of the largest producers
of that period of iron and steel, but lier former importance as the
manufacturers on a large scale of the purest grades of those metals in
the world.

The intelligence and the flexibility with which -Swedish iron
masters have adjusted themselves to new conditions and new require-
ments, is one of the most interesting phenomena of modern industrial
life, and one vell worth studying by Canadian metallurgists. Again
and again Sweden has led the way in certain directions, and been
deserted from that path by the invasion of her markets by more
favorably situated competitors, and yet she has as often found a new
outlet for her energies and lier wonderful products. To-day more than
e'er, qualitv, not quantity, is the aim of her iron masters.

The ore in the central zone oï Sweden is not all of exceptional
purity, or equally low in sulphur and phosphorous and high in iron.
Moreover the mines which yield the present ores, are not the largest,
and as the exceptional excellence of the product is secured, not only
througli the purity of the raw material, but also by dint of infinite care
in the manufacture. The mining and metallurgical operations of even
the large manuifacturing concerns are conducted on what would be
regarded on this side of the Atlantic as an insignificant scale. The
total oui put of Sweden in £879 was:

Pig iron..........-..-.. -.............. 533,800 metric tons
Charcoal iron blooms .................................. 189,500 "
Bessemer steel ingots ... ........... .................. 107,500 "
Siemeni-Martin ingots................................... i6o,8oo "

The furnaces and plants generally are on as comparatively dimi-
nutive a scale. Thle furnaces in blast in 1897 were:

Blast furnaces...............................................................
Charcoal hearths............................................................ 292
Bessemer converters............... ................................ ........ 27
Siemen-Martin steel furnaces ............................ 38

The charcoal furnaces are small, the height being from ii to i8
meters, or ; 6 to 59 feet. The average annual prodnct of each blast
furnace is 4,8oo tons, or only 13.1 tons a day, and that of the largest
at (Donnarfert) 40 to 45 tons daily. (Akerman Swedish Mineral
Industry. Iron and Steel Institute, Aug., '98.) Akerman gives the
production of wrought and ingot iron and steel as follows by decades
from 1833 to 1887, from whi:h I extract the extremes:

Qu.antity produced 'ercentage ofexportDate. in intnc tons. F.xportedl. to productiori.

1887............................ 463,147 209,756 45.29
1833 •......... .................. 67,795 60,039 88.56

It speaks well for the steady growth in production of the country.
that similar figures for every decade since 183o show not only a gain
in production, but a reduction in exports, and therefore a healthy
development of its internal resources.

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW. 1 43
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AIl the furnaces in Sweden make yearly only as much pig iron as
one of Carnegie's great Duquesne stacks pours forth iveekly. And yet
so intimately interwoven is the iron trade of Sweden with other of her
staple industries, that the wealth of that thrifty little land, with a
population (4,824,150 in Dec. 31st, '93) rather less than that of

Canada, depends in no small measure upon it.

Sweden's present prosperity is in great measure due to the associ-
ation of thrce great branches of industry under common management,
namely : I. Iron and steel making ; II. Lumbering, and III. Wood
pulp manufacturing. Dissimilar as tliese three pursuits seeni thcy are
in reality closely allied. The high character which the product of the
furnace possesses, is attributable to the use of wood fuel alone. Not a
breath of sulphur gas is allowed to taint the iron and steel during its
reduction or subsequent manufacture. The iron companies which
treat the purest ores find it more profitable to make a moderate out-

put of extraordinary quality with wood as fuel, than to treat large
quantities with mineral fuel. But in order to secure wood good
enough for metallurgical purposes at a permissable cost, the iron
companies own large forest reserves and convert the better grade and
larger sizes of timber into dimension Inmber and wood pulp. As an

example: The largest works in Sweden are those of the Kopparberg
Co. (the Stora Kopperberg Bergslags Aktiebolag) whose property is
situated in the Province of Dalicorlia. The company produces about
?q of the total output in iron and steel of Sweden. The forests cover
an area of 736,ooo acres. Its sawmills are on the Baltic at Skutskar.
There the highest grade of lumber goes to the pulp mills, the second
quality to the lumber milis, and only inferior and small lumber to the

charcoal kilns for use in the blast furnaces, while mill refuse and saw-
dust are converted into gas for other inetallurgical purposes. In 1896

the company's mills turned out 57,369 St. Petersburg standard=
r 13,59o,620 ft. broad measure and 5,5oo tons of pulp. The pulp is

made by both the sulphites and mechanical processes, the latter being

possible through the possession of water power of i5,ooo h p. capacity.
The sulphurous acid for the sulphite process, comes from the old
Falun copper mines, from whose ores, in addition to the suîlphurous
acid for the pulp mills, over 2,ooo tons of sulphuric acid are made
annually.*

But the lumber trade of the company's activities is insignificant
compared with its iron and steel operations. These are best described
in the company's own circular, prepared for the Stockholm Ex, in

1897:
In the year 1733 the company built their first iron works,

Svartnas, based on the then discovered iron mines at Vintj'rn ; one

iron work after the other was later on added, each intended for its own
particular specialty so that the company has manufactured iron at

some 20 places in all.

So many difficulties met, however, in economically carryng on

the manufacture at so many places on accouut of the expensivé com-
munications existing, that it was decided about 187o to concentrate
the iron manufacture and for that purpose build new works for which

place wvas selected at one of the big waterfalls of Data River. This

new works is Domnarfvet, which is the largest iron works in Scandi-

navia .,nd the largest in the world based on charcoal as fuel. To it

belong 16o iron mines and a number of waterfalls together capable of

developing about 5o,ooo horse-power, of which howevecr only a small

part at present is utilized. The works consist of the following depart-

me"ts:
Charroal making plant with 8 large kilns.

* 'rese Falun copper mines, wvhich have been worked for 700 years
continiuously, have yielded since opened soo,ooo tons of copper, and were
in the 17th century probably the largest producers of copper in the world.
They now yield only 400 tons of copper annually, with a large list of bye
products.

Blast furnace plant with 5 blast furnaces, 6 Westmans roasting
furnaces, regenerative blast heating stoves, etc.

Bessemer Works with 5 converters, etc.
Siemens-Martin works with 4 furnaces of 15 tons each, etc.
Rolling mill plant for sheet iron and plate, wire rods, rails, beams,

channels, angles and all kinds of merchant iron.
Forge for hammering tool steel and miscellaneous tools.
Plate pressing works for boiter hcads and similar articles.
Horse shoe nail factory, etc., etc.
The whole iron and steel manufacture is, as before said, exclus.

ively based on cliarcoal by the aid of which is produced from the
purest ores :

The highest grade of steel for cutting and other tools, for springs,
coining dies, etc.

''ie principal manufactures at Domnarfvet are:
Pig iron, extra pure.
Ingots, blooms, billets and slabs of Bessemer and Siemens-Martin

steel.
Billets specially made for seamless cold drawn tubes.

Projectile steel in large quantities for the English and other

armies and navies.
Bars in various shapes and nail rods, wire rods, rivet rods, of

Bessemer and Siemen-Martin steel and Swedish Lancashi.e iron.
Hammered bars of Swedish Lancashire iron.
Rails.
Boiler and ship plates.
Sheet iron, corrugated and smooth.
Pressed and flanged work of plate.
Machine straightened shafting.
Hammered steel (miners drill steel, tool steel, shear steel, spring

steel, file steel, pin steel, machine steel, file blanks, etc.)
Stone cutting tools, hammers, anvils, etc
Horse shoe nails, etc.
The products fron Domnarfvet are to a large extent exported to

the great countries of Europe, to America, to Australia, the East

Indies, China and Japan.
The company furthermore owns two other works, Korsa and Ag,

where especially soft Swedish charcoal wrought iron is made. The

annual production of iron and steel is:

55,ooo tons of pig iron.

35,000 tons of Bessemer ingots.

a6,ooo " Siemens-Martin ingots.

4,000 " charcoal iron blooms

47,000 " rolled and hammered iron and steel of all kinds.

1,000 " horse shoe nails, bolts and nuts, spikes, etc.

For the works are yearly used 450,000 cubic metres of charcoa,

(of these are 15o,ooo cubic meters made in the kilns at Domnarffet

and Skutsklir.
Although rails are enumerated as one of the many articles inito

which their crude material is manufactured, comparatively few are

made. Swedish steel is too precious to be turned to such vulgar ise,

and therefore in the very yards of the steel works themselves one
generally sees English or Welsh rails.

It is by thus combining these reciprocally related interests that it

is possible to make all three remunerative. Yet even thus, the life of
all would be short, in fact that of the iron trade would have been

extinguished long ago, but for the practice of strict economy in the

consumption of the vegetable fuel, and the application of the rule. ol

scientific forestry.

NOTE.-The area of Sweden is ............. 445,OSo kilometers.
Of this there is covercd by water...... 37,380 "
And by forest........... ... ..... 3oo,ooo "
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Only about 13 percent. of the total area is under cultivation and yet
she exports to Britain $8,ooo,ooo worth of dairy produce. In ti vel-

ling through the country the farms are so scarce and so hidden away
in the valleys of the vast forest clad ranges, that one wonders where
even the 5o,ooo kilometers of agricultural ]and are, and still more, how
,what there is can bc made to yield such a balan:e of agricultural
exports, considering how large a proportion of the population is engaged
in mining and manufacturing pursuus, and is therefore a home con-
sumer. By far the most extensive forests are in the north, and are not
available for the fuel supply of the great metallurgical establishments
of the middle zone. rhe forests within reach of the furnaces have
therefore, been replanted and rectt nany times over during the cen-
turies of mining and metallurgical activity. It is found that the most
economical lile of the coniferous trees is 40 years, within which period
they attain a diameter of from 8 to i o inches, you seldom or never see a

'larger tree in Sweeden or Norway. Calculating from the statistics
alone, to make 55,ooo tons of pig iron and charcoal blooms at the

'Kopparberg furnaces, there are consumed 450,000 cubic meters of
charcoal, or approximately 9 cubic neters to the ton of ore,.or i ton of

icharcoal to the ton ofiron of both grades ; for one cubic foot of pine
Icharcoal weighs 5 Ibs. to 7 lbs., say 6 lbs., therefore, i cubic meter
4
lweighs 210 lbs., and if 55,ooo tons of iron ore are made at the
ýDnmnarfert works with 450,000 cubic meters of charcoal, each ton of
tiron consumes 8.2 cubic mneters of charcoal, or 1,722 lbs. One cubic
foot of pine weighs 18.9 lbs., and therefore, a cubic foot of charcoal

iweighs approximately 33 p.c. of the weight of 1 cubic foot of the sane
wood, but taking the reduction of bulk into account, the charcoal from
i cubic foot of wood weighs only from 20 to 25 p.c. of the weight of the
original wood, or 5.04 lbs. Akerman (In Swedish Mining Industry
Iron and Steel Institute, 1898) gives the consumption of charcoal per
ton of pig iron at from 4.8 to 8.2 cubic meters, a very large margin of

4difference for different ores, different charcoals, and different establish-
ments. This therefore, rather conforms to above calculations of 8.2 cubic
meters per ton of pig and charcoal blooms, at the works of the
Kopparberg Co.

American practice agrees with these figures. J. A. Church (T. of
1A. I. of M. E., Vol. IV, 1 t9-1875) gives:

1,922 lbs. of charcoal as consumed to the ton of pig in the Bay
Farm Furnace, Michigan.

,9ri lbs. of charcoal as consumed to the ton of pig on the Mor-
gan Farm, Michigan.

2,456 lbs. of charcoal as consumed to the ton of pig on the Deer
Lake, Michigan.

1,76o lbs., or So bushels of 22 lbs. each make i ton of iron at the
Hinkle Furnace.

ýr But the weight per bushel would indicate coal of exceptional quality
(Potter T. of A. I. of Mining E. 23-371). The weight and not the
bushel measure is the only reliable standard ; for according to
Wetherbee, (Eggleston T. of A. I. of M. E., VIII, 384) the weight of
the bushel of charcoal from different woods is as follows:-

White pine............... 9.8 White ash ................ 16.3
Spruce ............ ....... 11.2 Beach..................... 17.3
Poplar .................. 12.2 Yeilow birch ........ 18.7
Hemlock ................ 12.8 Maple..................... 18.9
T. Sterry Hunt, in the Geological Survey of Canada Report for

1869, p. 247, quotes the experiments of François in the Pyranees, who
gave as the mean for hardwood charcoal 21.9 lbs., and for softwood
charcoal 16.4 lbs. per bushel of 2,150.42 cubic inches. Also the result
of Marcus Bull's hivestigation on American woods, which gave per
bushel of:-

Red cedar............. 12.52

White pine............1 5.42
Yellow pine ............ 17-52

A sh or birch............ 19.25

à%iaple or oak .......... 21.23

The wide discrepancies indicate the extent to which variations in
manufacture influence results. Similar incongruities of statement meet
us as to the yield of wood and charcoal per acre. Sir Lothian Bell
(Iron Steel Inst. in America in 1890) states on the authority of
Chevandier, that the forests of the Vosges yield 72 cwt. of dry wood
per hectare= 2,471 acres, or 29.2 cMt. per acre. Assuming even this
high figure to be correct, Sir Lothian demonstrates easily, the imprac-
ticability of running a large furnace that would consume 40,000 tons
of fuel yearly on charcoal; 217 square miles would have to be cut over,
and yet, if using coke, 1.33 square miles of a 3' seam would feed the
furnace for half a century.

Birkenbine in T. of A. I. of M. E., VII, 149, tries to reduce the
conisumption of charcoal to the standard of cord wood and trives at
the conclusion that 4 cords of soft wood will make i ton of pig iron.
If therefore, only i cord of wood, as he states, is the yield from an acre
of replanted timber land, and 4 cords are considered as making r ton
of pig, to make the output of Soo,ooo tons of pig 2,ooo,ooo acres must
be cut over nnually. In fact, however, when a large quantity of char-
coal iron was made in the U. S. the forest lands around the furnaces
were stripped and yielded about 30 cords to the acre.' Forest con-
serv-tion and careful cutting and re-planting are not practiced.

Akerman in his report for the Philadelphia Exhibition on the
Swedish Iron Industry, gives still lower figures for the yield of Swedish
forests. He states that 2.8 hectares, or 6.92 acres must be cti over
annually to yield a ton of pig iron. Since the Centeninal year Swedish
methods of both forestry and metallurgy have improved. Of course,
on their system of cutting the forest is perennial, unless distroyed by
fire or wind. Moreover, in the above estimates, the assumption is that
only the large wood is consumed, whereas with modern kilns good
charcoal is made of inferior material, and in the producer, saw.dust,
and large twigs and anything that will burn is turned into gas, and
thus made into as valuable a fuei as the best of wood. Nevertheless,
only in very favorably situated districts, can large quantities of iron be
made with charcoal. Such a district would seerm to be the original
seat of the iron smelting industry of the old regime on the St. Maurice,
Province of Quebec, whose waters are said to drain 200,000 square
miles of forest land, and at the sane time literally breed bog ore, so
that the mineral and the fuel to reduce it grow simultaneously side
by side. (Griffen T. of A. 1. of M. E., XXI, 974.)

Yet if there be pure iron ore accessible to a territory covered by
good timber, and intersected by water ways and provided with abund-
ant water power, the establishment of such combination of enterprises
would confer a national benefit and should be profitable, for the value
of such iron and steel is not to be measured by the price of conimon
pig or ordinary steel. At present the price of most Bessemer pig in the
U. S. has been about $io at the furnaces, whereas Swedish charcoal
pig iron is worth £5 cif., Swedish malleable iron bars are quoted at £9.5
cif., and hollow steel ingots, such as are used for bicycle tube making
are quoted at $120, duty paid into the U. S. But such complicated
enterprises as those of Sweden, can no where be carried out profitably
unless the same econonical methods are adopted which Sweden
applies. If they can be duplicated anywhere it is surely in Canada.
For Canada like Sweden possesses boundless forests, intricate water
ways, immense water power, pure iron ores, and sulphur mines.

But should the fuel or iron ore not be available for work on such
a scale as the operations of the Kopparberg Co.. there are ores
accessible to the Ottawa in treating which the saw-dust and ivaste
lumber of that river, might be used. Whether the iron ores of Ontario
and Quebec within easy reach of the Ottawa are as abundant as some
claim I cannot of course decide, but the analyses published certainly
represent ores of such remarkable purity, that they compare favorably,
not with the best, but with the average of Sweden's Bessemer ores.
In the following table 1, 2, 3, are examples of the purest Domnarfert
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Bessemer ores; 4, 5, 6, 7 of good Swedish ores of second grade, and 8
to 16 are examples of Canadian ores from Quebec and Ontario.
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Analyses are given of other Ontario ores by T. D. Ledyard on
some Ontario Magnatite, Vol. XIX, page 30, T. A. I. of M. E. They
indicate ores even lower in phosphorus. The amount of pyrites in
these ores seem to be well within the limit of Swedish practices, where
owing to the methods of firing in charcoal hearths, the percentage of
S. must nevertheless be small. This is attained by roasting. The gas

calcining furnace of Westman is largely used.

The Canadian ores represented by above analysis come nearly up
to the standard of Swedish ores from the Norbergs District Vestman-
lands, Can, and are purer than much which is sold as Bessemer ore
from Lake Superior, taking the following as examples :-

M ountain iron ................... ......
Ilolm er . .. ...........
Tubal.. .... ......

Ph.
.045
.055
.065

It is estimated that 700 to 8oo tons of vegetable matter goes to
waste daily at the mills on the Ottawa, or say 450 tons of dry wood.
If half of this, or say 200 tons could be converted into charcoal in the
Ljungberg kiln it would yield 55 tons of charcoal and make over 6o
tons of pig, while the saw-dust would make gas enough to convert the
pig into steel and to manufacture the steel into specialized forms. This
amount of iron may seem insignificant, yet it is more than one-tenth
of Sweden's output.

At present it is costly disposing of this valuable vegetable matter
as waste, yet in Sweden every grain of saw-dust, all the bark, and what-
ever will smoulder is carefully collected and turned into gas. Fish are
abundant in rivers which turn half a hundred saw-mills. Even if the
law permitted of the pollution of the rivers, self-interest would forbid.
Attempts have already been made in the United States to utilize saw-
mill waste in iron making. The Plattsburg or Norton Furnace was
built in 1877 as an auxiliary to Norton's saw-mills for the treatment of
Chateaugay ore, (T. of A. I. of M. E., IX, 77), but without much
success. The appliances and metallurgical experience viere however,
at tnat date vastly inferior to those now accessible. The Kopparberg

Company for instance, now uses the Ljungberg continuous kilri, in
which refuse wood is burnt into charcoal, at 33 per cent. less cost than
in heaps, and with 22 per cent. higher yield. The company reports
that the yeaîly output per kiln is 200,000 hectoliters (=550,000
bushels) of charcoal. The kiln is charged by means of hoisting and
conveying machinery. The work is mechanically discharged into
pockets, whence it is conveyed by rope transportation to the top of the
blast furnace. The company exhibited at Stockholm, tar, acetate of
lime, methelated alcohol, and other bye products of charcoal kiln.

Waste such as saw-dust, shavings, bark, etc., too small or unfit for
conversion into charcoal, is grasified in producers of peculiar con-
struction. If the charge be sufficiently open to allow the free passage
of air, the charge in the producer is 12 feet deep, if compact, as for
instance, when saw-dust is being burnt, 6 feet in depth. In the latter
case, forced blast is introduced, on a level with the solid hearth, for no
grates are necessary, there being clinkers and very little ash. For-
merly it was considered necessary to condense the moisture and the
tar, before the gas was burnt ; but now the ligneous fuel is dried before
being thrown into the producer, and the gas, if the producer be no
further than 50 feet from the furnace, is burnt as it is made. The
introduction of the wood gas producer enables charcoal iron to be made
into open hearth steel, aud this to be manufactured into articles which
require high or accurately controlled heat, and the gas is made out of
material whose disposal elsewhere entails cost and serious inconvenience
to the lumberers.

If the circumstances in Canada be as supposed the methods pur-
sued in Sweden are certainly well worthy of study by Canadian lumber
men and iron miners. To the combination of the two great industries
of lumbering and iron smelting is largely due the prosperous condition
of both in Scandinavia. To practice conservative forestry is what
every enlightened economist and lumbermen on both sides the line
preaches, and what no one practices on a large scale, nor I fear will
any one practice it, until obliged by law to do so. It requires no
argument to prove, that a perennial blessing is better than an annual
one ; but before the full benefit of scientific forestry can be achieved a
large immediate sacrifice must be made, and afterwards the lumberman
would I suppose have to be satisfied with a lower average scale of
profits. To associate pulp making with saw-milling is doing no
violence to either industry, but it would certainly strain the versitility
of our most enterprising lumber merchants, were they to undertake as
an adjunct the delicate task of iron smelting, steel making and tool
manufacturing. Such complex industries must be the product of
growth. But the first step towards the realisation of stich a system of
exhaustive and economical utilization of nature's resources might be
the establishment, if necessary under independent management, of iron
and steel works, conveniently situated to the saw-mills of the Ottawa,
and under contract with the saw-mill owners to supply mill waste.

NOTE. -According to Mathews (T. of A. I. of M. F, XI, 84) one cord of wood
charred in a retort yields 70 bushels charcoal of 2,561 cubic inches ; 225 gallons of
pyroligneous acid, %2 gallon of wood alcohol, 25-30 gallons of tar. But for furnace
use retorted charcoal is not considered econoniical, and the Kopparberg kilns do not
show so high a yield of bye products.

-- a meIne')l r_
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The failure of such old enterprises as the Huill furnace, need not deter
the pronoter of such an enterprise, if they arc satisfied of an abundant
supply of pure ore; for a revolution in iron and steel making lias taken
place within the last 25 yCars. Morcover charcoal, iron and steel are
even rarer products than they were Ihen ; for in 1875 thc U.S. sro.
duced 515,700 tons of charcoal pig, whercas the output fell to 255, 2 1
tous il £897.

l'he production is never likely to bc in excess of the denanid.
Such iron furnaces and mills need not be on the immense scale of the

great coke and coal iron and steel plants. ''ie famous Sandvik
works of Sweden which supply tIe United States with the flmer bicycle
steel for tubing, turn ont only co,ooo tons of flîmislied product annuîîally.
Another coipany which exhibited ifs products in a separate pavilion
ai Stockholm, the Finspong, muakes only 6,ooo tons of open hearth
steel ingots, 6,ooo tons of open hearth steel castings, 6oo tons of
wrought iron bloonms, and 2,500 tons of nanutfactured articles.

Compared with the enormous production of the United States for
examle, whose blast furnaces inade in 1898 1 1,900,000 tous of pig
the largest stacks touching 700 tous per day, Sweden's output if
measured by quantity is almost inappreciable. Neverthcless by adher-
ing to the principle of never sacrificing quality to quantity, lier
comparatively siall contribution of iron and steel to the world's total,
owing to its unique excellence, and its wonderful properties iaintains
Sweden in a proniient position anmong the nietalhirgical powers.
Hier enviable position and bright example are therefore worthy of
being taken to hcart by Canadian miners, mietallurgists and lunber-
inen.

NnE. -There bae neen great oscillations in production b)etw% cen tlhese date,.
The productionl re t, 628,140 tons in i890, but for years past tise production ias
not not-abîly exceedlel that el 1897.

COMPANY NOTES.
Hurricane Point Mining Co., 15'2 per cent. Dividend. -The first animal

meeting of tihe "l ilurricane Point Goid .lining Co." wtas leid in their oflice in
llalifa, Ion January iith last, and a very satifacttory meeting it was. This%
property is situated at hbansc, iarbor, Nova Scotia. aind nas forneriy known as the

" Palgrave Mine " and worked for some lime by Mr. Il. K. iiiser and others and
paid tell ; but unfortunately the got invoived in law suits and for a long tnie tihe
mine was closed up and no vork lone.

On tie death of Nir. Palgrave, in England, his ieits decided to discontinue law
jproceedings and tie popersy fell into the iands of the contestants, NMesrs. Alc.
Millan and others of lsaacs Iiarbor, who solk it to NIr. George A. P'yke, lion.
D)aid .\cKeen, Patrick O'Msulliii, Esq., and others in ilaifax, and Niessrs.
)Iurchall and others of Sydney, C. il. The new comipany took it over in November,
1597, and pump1 ed out the mine, s.ade repairs tu the nmill'and mîuachitery atd by
Januiary of last year had it in good vorking order. ini i umontihs they t"ok out 2785
tons tquartz, yielding 1766!' ounces of go:J, worth $34,097.55, ieaving a profit of
$S5,5oo. The gold fromt the " Illuricane Point Mine " is of very fine grade going
over $59.50 per once. fi is situated on a point of land near the entrance to
Isaacs itarbor on the cast coast of Nova Scoia, and part of the areas that are being
w.orked are under tie sea. This promises Io ie one of the gond dividend paying
gold nssuing properties in the Province of Nova Scotia, and as it is well and carefully
mlanaged the owners vill no doulbt Io welil on their investnent.

Tie directors of the company who were re.elcted are :-bir. George A. lyke,
Nierchant, President t lion. Set. or McKeen, Vice.iresident :P. O'Mtillin, Esq.,
'resident of Peoples' Biank of iHalifax, J. E. ilurchall, Esq., Sydney, John Mc-
b Nîlian, Esq., is..acs Harbor. Directors.

Payne Mining Co's Dividends.-The follow.ing report of tise operations of
1 tis cosmpany under late of ist July vill ie of interest :

We have the pleasure of subimsitting go you tise following brief report of opera.
lions of tie Payne atining Co., f.com the commencement to April 30th,iS<. andI nclhiing returns rcccived on all nre shipped to that date. It is in no sense a report
oie operations of the Payne Mining Co., alone, but covers also tise period from

October, 1896, to April ist, IS97.dusing which tine the mine was operated by
ler.A W. AlcCune, Scott NlcD)onaild and WV. L. 1 loge, the ownerb, whol(, hiow.

eser, turned over to titis company ail the profits realized during that period, after
dieducting tie cost of operating, and tihe amsount paid for the property, said >rolits
anounting to $85,ooo. Tise shti dowsn of tie mine in April, cause] by tic fire,
c.Ienabld us to clean up, and ftsrnislhedl us wvith tie opposrttunity to niake a complete
estaenent, and we have nade it to cover the ctitire out put of the mine fromt the
b-eginning, thinking such a statemtent vould lie more atisfactory to tIse present
s",ckloldiers of the comupany tisan a statenent from Apol, sS97, wh-ien tie Company
t k possession of tie propert'.

There were mined and shipped to sielters dt-rsng that period 17,46S tons of
Iry ore, which ielded i,831,6oo ounces of fine silver, and 17,786,ooo pounds of
lead, and neted the company $973,932-45.

The profit and loss account shows a credit balance of $627,oS9.42, of wihich
amttouni $55o,ooo.oo in dividends have been paid, leaving a balance un hand of
S77,oS9.43 in cash and book accotnts.
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The comsspany has thus paid in dividends more tihan 6o per cent. of its receipts,
over and nbove thle purchase price of the mines, ail tie imuprovenents and tie costs
of operations.

t is a mtostemarkale siowsing and spcaks volumes for the great value of tie
property.

A lire broke ouit in April, 1898, at tie mine, near the mousth of tunnel No. 3,
wthich consumused tie ore house, blacksmsith shop, rock breaker, and tie upper end o!
gie tramsswaty. Tie head of tlhe tranway hias been re.built lower down ie hill, at
1 unnel No. 5, lhu avoidinig tie sleepest part of tise grade and shortening the line,
and tie rock breaker ias been set usp at flie shipping point on the K. & S. Ry. and
wsill lie run by water poner.

.s a result of tihese chianges tie cost per ton of extracting are and tie total cost
(if operatioi should lie les in hlie future tisan in tie past.

The mines w% etc onedsctl and worked by the Payne Mine, fron October, 1896, lu
April, 5397 t and by the l'ayne Mining Co., froi April, 1897, to April, 189S.

The financial stateients lserevith show tie coibined receipts and expenses of
bsotht comps)anies.

Yours, very trtuly,
(Signed) W. L. IIOGE.

President.
F. E·. SARIll.'NT,

Secretary,

l)etail uf expenditure.-ayne Mine and Payne Nlining Company, April 30th,
189s: -

Tramîway . . . . . . ..
Wagg.'n rad .
ifuildings.

L.abor .. .. ..
Suip y and equipmnent .-. .

E-xi) osives .... . . .

.IN'.aying
Candies ....
Stable .
Intere>t arti eschsange .......
Cus.tom ..... .. .... . ..
len 11ill..... ..
j. l. Way .....
l'et.er Nelson. .... .
Ore >acking .........
Ore hauing........... . ..
General e.xpense..........
Salaries....................
Inve..tmsents .. .. . . . .. .

$ 40,891 34
9,457 29
6,394 Su

... ........ . 132,715 26

. ....... .. 15,627 54

......... .... . 3,772 89
. ......... ... 2,864 8o

..... . ...... ... 2,403 00
....... .... 1,006 22

4SS 75
..... ...... . . 00

.---.·. - 52 50
.... ..... ...... 251 31

50 00
.5,790 33
19,530 62

.. ............... 28,616 49
... .... .. 5,084 oo

75,321 40

$360,289 54
BALANCE SIIEET.

l'ayne Mine and Payne Nlining Company, April 30th, 189S:
Liabilities.

Capital stock, 1,ooo,ooo shares at $2.50.............. ......... $2,500,000 00
Protit and lo.s account.......... .............. $627,oS9 42
Les, dividends paid . ... ... ..... .. 50,000 0o

77,oS9 42

$2,577,089 42
Assets.

M inerai claiis... ....... ................... ........ ....... $2,499,982 50
Subscriptions.,.................. .... .... . .. .... . 17 50
Cash and book accotunts ............................... .... .. 77,089 42

PIROFT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
Payne Mine and Payne Mining Company, April 3othi, 1898.

Dr.
Investmients. .. . ...... $ 75,321 40
Isprovemients........ .......-... 56,743 43
Labor.. ..... ..... . ... ....... ...... ....... ......... 132,715 26
Ore sacking . .. . . .... ... .......... l5,790 33
Ore hauing . ... .··· ..-. 19,530 62
Mine supply .. ................. .............. . 26,488 O
General expenses .............. . .... 28,616 49
Salaries ......... . ...........-. ....... .. ....... .... 5,oS4 oo

$360,289 54BIalance profit to balance shcet ........ ................. *...... 627,089 42

Cr $987,378 96

Ore sales ... ....... .............. .................. $ $975,932 45
Bioaring hlouse.. . ...... . ... . .• •• •• ••. ..-.- ... . 11,343 66
Charity...... .. .. ... ............. ................ .. . 82 oilospital.. .... ... ... . -........ . .............. 20 85

$987.378 96
Dividends ,iid up Io April 30th, 18S8..................... ...... $55,38

Dividends silice April 3oth, S :98:--
April, :89 .................................. .·. $ So,ooo
NIay, 189 . .... . . ........ ...... ............ 25,000
June, 898 ..... .. .... . .... ... 25,000
july, 189 8... .... .... . .......... 25,000
August, 1 89. .. ... ....... ......... 25;ooo
Septeiber, 1898 ... ......-. - . ·. 50,ooo
October, 1898........... .... ................ .... 50,000
November, 189S ...... ...... ..... . . . oooo
Jecember, 189S ..... . ........ ........ .......- SoooJanuary, 1899 ...... ......... .... .... .. .. 25,000
February, 1899 ........ ........... . . .... ....... 25,000

-- 450,000

$1,000,000
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Up to April 30, 1898, the company paid $230,786 duty on lead contents of ore,
all of which was shipped to the smelters in the United States. The freight and
smelter charges for the same period amounted to $362,686. As soon as the
Canadian Pacific Railway erects smelters for the treatment of silver, lead ores and
the new silver-lead smelter of the Hall Mines Company is completed, it will be seen
that a great saving can be effected in duty and freight.

The earnings of the mine at present are said to be about $70,ooo net per
month.

The Consolidated Cariboo Hydraulic Mining Co.-The following is the
report presented at the annual meeting held in Toronto, February 17th, 1889.
Your directors beg to submit their report at the first annual meeting of the share-
holders, together with the manager's report, balance sheet and auditors' report for
the year ending December 31st, 1898.

During the period under review the Morehead Dam and Ditch were completed
at a cost of $118,458.68, which amount is $6,541.32 less than the estimated cost
thereof.

The company has acquired the mining leases and additional water rights as
outlined in the report presented at the meeting held in January, 1898, at a cost of
$20,ooo.

Vour directors bave decided to appropriate the sum of $17,ooo recommended
by the manager as necessary to complete the equipment of the mines and place the
property on a basis for profitable production.

W. D. MATTHEWS,

Assets.

Mines, Mining Leases, Water Rights, Canals, Re-
servoirs, Hydraulic Plant & Appliances, Build-
ings, M achinery ...........................

Mining Leases acquired during season ............

INVENTORY. (See Manager's Report).

Provisions, Mining Supplies, Explosives ..---.
Lumber, Saw-logs and Sluice Blocks .........
Tools and Implements......................
Blacksmith's stores.........................
Horses aud Mules ............ ... ... ....
Wagons and Harness.......... .............
Quicksilver ..................... ....

Cash on hand, Mine Office................
Personal Accounts receivable....................
Balance brought forward from Operating Account..

PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS-

Morehead Ditch and Dam ...... .... .....
Drain Tunnel.........................
Installation of Steel Riffies .................
Lands and Leases......................
Equipment of Lower Bench ......... ......

Liabilities.

$3,894,558 38
20,000 00
-- $3,914,558

37,754 3'
9,959 67
6,646 72
1,614 12
1,675 00
1,781 25
2,685 8o

- $62,216
1,000
5,176
2,527

clay, which produced 4,4039 ounces of gold, valued at $75,166.16, an average
yield of 21 cents per cubic yard, an improvement of about 3 cents on the average
for 1897.

A run of 40 days 15 hours was made in Pit No. 2, during which time 89,989 2
miner's inches of water was used in the removal of 436,200 cubic yards of tailings,
bowlders and other waste material, whichà produced 351 / ounces of gold, valued at
$6,021.70.

The removal of this waste consumed about one-third of the season's water
supply, added materially to the cost of the season's operations, and caused a pro-
portionate reduction of the season's product.

The installation of the permanent sluice plant and gold saving appliances in the
bed of Dancing Bill Gulch was commenced on July ist and completed August ist.
This plant consists of two lines of sluices 7 feet wide by three feet deep, each line
240 feet long, both paved with improved steel riffles, which are the best in use for
the recovery of fine gold.

After the installation of the plant, the work of opening the lower bench was
commenced. A run of 16 days and 3Y2 hours was made, during which time
31,416.4 miner's inches of water was used in the removal of 35,670 cubic yards of
gravel and slide rock from the bottom bench, which produced 1,389 ounces of gold,
valued at $23,953.50, an average yield of 67.15 cents per cubic yard, which is
18. 15 better than the average produced from the test pits sunk and prospected
during the season of 1896 and 1897.

The opening work was attended with many delays and difficulties, on account
of the immense slide of bedrock found underlying the old workings near Prospect
Shaft No. i, the immense deposits of bowlders found in the old workings on the
east side of the channel under the main sluice from Pit No. i, and the hardness of
the underlying bedrock in which the working sluice cuts had to be sunk and
advanced to facilitate the removal of the gravel to the sluices. During the progress
of the run two bedrock cuts were excavated for a distance of 300 feet each and
lowered in the rock from 2 to 6o feet in depth.

Then the workings were carried to a point under the old main sluice from Pit
No. 2, and the bedrock uncovered under the deposit of slide rock, a rich stratum of
gravel containing coarse gold was encountered and appears to continue up the
channel on the flat rock on the east side. The gold recovered is heavier than any
found in the upper workings, one nugget weighing 634 ounces and valued at
$115.00.

WATER SUPPLY.

The water supply during the season was somewhat in excess of that in 1897.
This was to be expected, as the record of rain and snow fall exceeds that of 1897.

Inches.

Rain and snow fall from Nov. 1st, 1896 to Nov. ist, 1897 ......... 25.56
"9 "9 "i Nov. Ist, 1897 to Nov. ist, 1898........28.57

Making the precipitation for 1898, in excesr of that of 1897....... 3.01

Two inches of the extra precipitation occurred during the winter, and should
have caused the water in the storage reservoirs at Polleys and Bootjack Lakes to

118,458 68 rise higber than it did in 1897.
3,533 42The winter snow passed off under influence of warm days and nigts of low
3 ,533 42 temperature, at tumes considcrabîy below freezing point, conditions most unfavor-

11,600 able for making water, and explains the cause of the failure of the water or risc in

7,424 0 the reservoirs as igh as expected.
724 $142.33812 On the other hand, the summer rains were in excess of the previous season.Tbey came inprtracted storma of several days' duration, which are favorable for

$4,126,816 64 increcasing the flow, and much more water finds its way into the reservoirs and
canais.

Minerts inches.

Capital Authorized ..... - .... ... $5,000,000'
" Issued. ..... . ... . .. ...- $4,000,000 00

Accounts payable...........................
Bills payable...... ......... .............
Bank of M ontreal.... ... ... -..--.-.

Examined and found corre

TORONTO, ist February, i899.

OPERATING ACCOUNT, SEASON

To operating expenses as per Mines Account.
" Incorporation license........................
" Expenses reorganization..................
" Interest account........... .... ...........
" Head Office expenses . ... ................

By Bullion recovered......................
" Balance ................................ .

MANAGER'S REPORI

24,917 07
50,000 00

· · · · 51,899 57

4
A 126.816 641

Quantity of water used in 1897 ... ............. ............ 223,416
Theoretical quantity expected for 1898 ................... ... 250,212
Actual water used in 1898, per Mine Report..................264,880.9
Exeess of actual over theoretical......... ................ ... 14,668.9

About 7½ days' water for 2,000 miner's inches.

ýp4'L.V'GU U4 The Morebead Dam and Canal are now completed, at a cost of $1 18,458.68,
ýct, this amount being $6, 541 .32 under the estimates.

. S. ANDREws,Auditor. The mine may, in future, depnd upon double the supply of war afforded by
Auditor. the South Fork and Dancing Bill water systeni, and will ensure a steady supply

throughout the scason even under more unfavorable conditions than have occurred
1898. since the commencement of the equipment of the property.

The Morebcad system is not complete, howevcr, without a small pooling
$96,506 68 reservoir to collect and conserve the carly spring and late water wben not delivered

1,687 50 in the quantity required t0 operate the mine, and 10 conserve the water flowing
6,421 31 down the canaIs at limes when the head gates are ordered closed down.
2,143 86 The necessary pooling reservoir can be made in the valley above the main

909 18 South Fork canal, a short distance above the South Fork reservoir, which will
$107,668 53 hereafter be used for pooling water for use in the South Fork Pit NO. 3.

105,141 36 Such a reservoir can be made by the construction of an earth dam containing
2,527 17 about 4,500 cubic yards of eartb, and can be constructed, together with the

$107,668 53 necessary gates, at a cost of $5,000.
This pooling reservoir will materially simplify the problen of the economical

use of water in the mine.

The MoeeaLyte Asnt ANDlte LEoevewtota.ml oln

QUESNELLE FORKs, B.C., December 31st, 1898.

GENTLEMEN,-As the Manager of the Consolidated Cariboo Hydraulic Mining
Company, Limited, I hand you this, my annual report for the season of 1898, which
reviews briefly the work perfornied in connection with the equipment, opening and
operation of the Company's mine.

The work of cleaning the canals of accumulations of ice was commenced in the
latter part of March and conipleted on April îoth.

The catchment water was pooled in the South Fork reservoir and washing gravel
commenced on the 14 th of April, in pit No. I. Washing was also commenced in
Pit No. 2, to remove the vast accumulations of bowlders and tailings deposited by
the early Chinese miners in Dancing Bill Gulch and on the work out ground fronting
the lower or bedrock bench, also the slide and.other waste material from the north-
west rim, the complete removal of which was necessary to make possible the instal-
lation of the permanent sluices and gold saving appliances.

A run of 70 days 19 hours was made in Pit No. r, during which time 143,475
miner's inches of water was used to wash out 350,000 cubic yards of top gravel and

LANDS AND LEASES.

The twenty-five Placer Mining Leases purchased during the season are situated
on Long Lake Creek, Little Lake Creek and Morehead Creek.

The area of the leases is 2,II2."Ô acres, These leases cover the auriferous
deposits of an ancient river channel of stupendous proportions, for a distance of
42,530 feet, about eight miles, commencing at the old Cariboo Company's line west
of the South Fork reservoir, and extending down to the confluence of Morehead
Creek with the Quesnelle River.

Appurtenant to the above described property, are valuable water and reservoir
rights, one for I,ooo inches of water from Morehead Creek and 1,0oo inches of
water from Little Lake Creek, together with the right to use said Little Lake for a
storage reservoir. These additional water rights increase the company's water supply
to 7,000 miner's inches.

The acquirement of this most valuable property adds at least four hundred
millions of cubic yards of auriferous gravel to the Company's holding, making the
total quantity of auriferous gravel available for future washing, amount to about four
hundred and sixty-three millions of cubic yards.

.. .
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COMPLETE PLANTS FOR THE EXCAVATION AND TREATMENT OF

ROCK, COAL and ORE
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY O

lotary and Side Dumping Ore Cars with McCaskill Wheels and Boxes

Cages and all Hoisting Appliances . .a .a .a .a .
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THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

OPERATING TilE MIN.i AND Ôl'ENIN(; TIE LOWER IIENCII
P'IT No. S.

coMtMEIst: A-RI. 19TH AND) ENi>NG oV 'VF t n.R IST, 1898.

Days. Iluurs. Qiy. Miner's lnches.

8 2t1 19.717.6 Cleaning out ice and troten Cay.
40 3 80,257.8 Washing top gravel and day.
17 9 34,749.9
4 9 8,750.0 "

70 19 143,475.3

SUi.IMARY OF MIN IN -IT NO. 1.

4j Time occupied in. washing ....... .... ......... o days 19 huurs.
(Quantity of water usetd ............. .. ... ..... 143,47. miners inches.
QUantity of material remvd-

Ice and frozen Clay ....... ............. 42,300 cuie yards.
Clay from top, west side of Pit.................o6,oo d

Top grael anti oay, east siger................. 2ran,7 e a

uyo!Total quanti:y material washed ............. 350,000 "

fwater p nmince3s inchm...i................n' n244 h es

Gold recovered c .......... ................... 24,4o03o Ounces
Value ..... ..... ........... . .. ............. $75,166.16
Average yield per cubic yard...... . .. 21 cents.
l'roduct pet day of 24 haus. ...................... 5,058.67

VIT 'No. 2.

COMiMP.NCING A'R1L 14TIl ANIS F.NisNi: No EstE i sT, 1898.
Renoval of accumulations of Chiniese tl,,wel.lrs ani tailings and other waste

material, preparatory to installation of gold saving appliances and opening of lower
or bedrock I.ench.

WVATER UsE»l.AI-ER

l1ow UsaS.
Days. Ilours. )ty. Miner's Inches.

4 uî%
.^3 4

15 89,9S9.2

S,958.5
55,072-5

5,708.2

12,750.0

7,500.0

Clearing out ice and frozen clay.
" earth, top waste and

slide rock fron N.W. tim, and
accumulations of iowlders front of
Lowcr Ilench.

Clearing out accumulations of bowl.
(ets and tailings (rom bed of
Dancing Bill Gulch.

Clcating Chinese bowlders from
front of Lowcr liench.

Clearing Chinese bnwllers from
1.wetr lIench.

SYNtatARY OF Ct.ARING OUT WORIs 5ONF. IN PIT NO. 2.
Time occupici in w ahing.,...., .... .. .. ...... 4o days, 15 hours.
Quanti!y of waterused....... ........ .... . ..... S9,989.2 miner's inches.
Quantity of material removed :

lice and frozen clay andgravel. .... . .......... 31.200 culbic yards.
Accumulations of tailings tnd Ibowders. . 72,000
Top wa.c carth and slide rock from N.W. fin.... 333,000

Total waste remuved . .......... 4"6,20 "
I)uty of water per mincr's inch........ ...... ..... 4 .s4 " "
;oild recovere•... .... ....... . ........ 351.% nunces.

Value ....... ......................... $6,02.70
Vid I per cubic yard.... .................... .o 37.oo cents.
Il'ro4uct per day of24 hours ......... .............. $146.S7

PIT No. 2 LOWER OR UIEDROCK IIENCII.

COMMFNCNG AliGUJST IST AN> ENI)ING. NOVg>tn.ER IST, $$98.

VATE. UsP. .

Iliw UsFD.
Days. Ilour. Qty. Mines's Inches.

14%

13

3_ i

23,166.6

8,249.8

35,416.4

Vashing botm gravel and lower.
ing cutl.

Washing l.aiton, gravel and lower.
ing cuis.

SUMVAkY OF OININC. RtIN ON .OWER MW-Ne tt.

Time occupied in washing. ...... .................. 6 da)%33» hout.
Quantity of water used ...... .... ................ 31,4:6.4 miner's inches.
Quantity of gravel washed .... .......... ........... 35,67o cubic yards.
Duty of water pe miner's inch ................ .A culic yards.
Gold recovere........................ ....... . ,389 ounces.
Value ........................................ $23.953-50.
Yizld pet cubic yard ......... .................. .. .67.1 ji cents.
Ptoduct per day of 24 houts.. ..... .. ............... $,483.58.

An immense bedrock blide encountered near Prospect Shaft No. i interfered
materially with the progress of washing grave], and reduced the duty of the water for
the washing done on the lower bench.

SUMMARY OF.nta 5sEAsON'S w'ORK.

Total time occupied in washing. .. ................. 128days 1634 hours.
Total quantity of water used ......................... 264,880.9 miner'., inches
Total quantity of pay grave! washed ......... ....... 385,67o cubic yards.
Total quantity of Chinese tailings andi other waste naterial

removed ... .............................. .... 436,200 cubic yards.
Gold product for season........... .................. 6,144 ounces.
Value of gold recovered ... ...... .... ........ $105,141.3b.

The receipts and expenditures attending the cquipment, opening and ope-ration
of the Company's Mine for the season, will be found distributed in detail in the
following statement:-

EKPENDITURES FOR SEASON OF 1898.

Permanent imiprovements-
Drain Tunnel..........................
Lands and Leases . ...................
Installation of Steel Riffies ..............
Equipment of Lower Bench .............

.ORE3SEAI) )A1
Dam-

Cleaning Dam Foundation . ............
Excavating Dam Foundation ... ....
Making Dam Embankment .............
Facing Inner Slope with Rock..... ....
Trunk Conduit and Gate Tower..........

Ditch-

$ 3,533 42
1,322 O0

11,6o0 os
7,424 01
-- $ 23,879 44

ANS) 1)11CIl.

$ 327 36
2,852 5:

14,866 71
3,918 44

15,6o8 t2
- $37,573 14

Right of way Cleating........ .... .... $ 1,471 23
Excavation of Ditch. .............. 46,571 29
Jaw.Bone Pipe Line...... ... ......... 2,954 42
Flumes................ . ........... 2,378 34
Waste Gaies .......................... 1,002 70
Engineering, Walling and Incidentals .... 5,448 28

Special-
Clearing Reservoir Site. ............... $ 7,321 14
Changing Government Roads . .... ....... t,133 6o
Telephose . .............. ......... 1,174 55
Camp Builings ....... ............... .,429 99

Total Cost Dam and Ditch .....

Total Cost of Permanent Improve.
nients.................

Operating E.Irenses-
Lands and Ieases..... ................
Mining-Exbsives... ...... ....... .$20,089 90

Labor, etc. .................. 31,766 33

South Frk Ditch Maintenance..........
Sluice Maintenance . ...............
Portable Hydraulic Plant Maintenance....
Mine Light Maintenance ...............
Camp Maintenance................ ....
Buildings Maintenance..................
Melting llant Maintenance.............
Wagons and lIarness Maintenance.......
Telephonc Maintcnance........... ....
Roads and Trails Maintenance. .........
Insurance Account.....................
Transportation of Miners, etc ..... .....
Stable cxpen.e.... ................
Bullion Expense, Carernment Tax and

Transportation ..... .... ..........
l'oF.age and Telegraph...... ........
Mine Office expenses ..................
Incidental expenses.............. ...
Stationery and Printing............ ....
Management ........ . .......
Wagons and flarness Account, Loss on

Pack Train Riging, sold...........
Ilorses and Mules Account, Loss on Park

Trauin, sold. .. ...................
Tools and Inplemcnts, Depreciation for

Sean,. ...... ,. .. ..... ......
Quticlsilver Account, /ossfor Season.

Total Operating Expenses for Season.

$69,826 26

$11,059 28
5: î8,458 68

5142,338:12

$ 432 34

5î,856 23
5,963 65
7,047 57
2,402 15

230 90
1,244 35
1,088 15

75
IS7 95
49 50

364 85
663 35

4,983 56
3,199 92

3,382 S
328 86

2,504 74
456 15.
190 52

5.î6: 50

1,026 75

1,443 So-

668 93.
927 6o.

Sumrnmary-
Total Permanent Improvements for Season........ $42,338 r2
Total Operating Expenses for Season.......... ... 96,506 68

Total Expenditure for the Season ..... ...... ...

S 96.5o6 68

$238,844 SQ

6
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Receipts for the Season-

Gold Recovered ...................................

Inventory-
There is on hand at the Mine, as per Inventory taken Octo

follows :
Miscellaneous Provisions and Mining Stores.......... $ 32,795
Explosives .................................. ..... 4,958

Total Stores ...............................
Quicksilver, 56 Flasks............. ................ $ 2,685
Blacksmiths' Stores............. .................... 1,614
Lumber, Logs and Sluice Blocks.....................9,059
Live Stock........................................ 1,675
Wagons and Harness ............................... 1,781
Tools and Implements......................... ... 6,646

Total ........................... ............

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM.
The Water Supply System, as now completed, consists of the

L

Main South Fork Canal from Polleys Lake reservoir to the
mine..... ............... .............. .......

Canal from Drop Gulch to South Fork reservoir..........
Canal from South Fork reservoir to Dancing Bill Gulch .....
Ditch from Dancing Bill Gulch to South Fork reservoir .....
Old South Fork Ditch from South Fork reservoir to French

Barr Bluff..................................
Morehead Canal, from Morehead Lake reservoir to its junction

with South Fork Canal .......... ..................

Total length of Canals and Ditches completed..............

All the above named canals and ditches are in good condition,
South Fork Ditch from South Fork reservoir to French Bar Bluff.
be improved, and used hereafter for the delivery of surplus water fo
Fork Pit.

CONDITION OF THE MINE.

Since the opening of the lower bench in Pit No. 2 at Danci
Mine may be considered in good condition for the use of the increa
from Morehead Lake.

The installation of the hydraulic plant in the South Fork1
called Pit No. 3, is now under way, and will be completed early ne
the use of the spring freshet and any surplus water that cannot be
Pits Nos. I and 2.

The heavy body of indurated clay overlying the gravels on the
No. i is rapidly decreasing as the workings are advanced easterly u

There is a marked improvenment in the average yield of the top
i as the workings are advanced up the channel.

The character and grade of the gravel in the lower bench is as1
and is likely to improve as the workings are carried up the chann
Chinese workings.

When the improved condition of the working pits, the high g
and the increased water supply is considered, it is reasonable to exp
duct should double that of any season since the opening of the hydi

The sum of $17,ooo should be appropriated to purchase h
appliances required in addition to that now in stores, to complete1
the South Fork Pit, construct a pooling reservoir for the Morehea
complete the Bullion Retorting and Melting Plant. When this w
the property will be fully equipped for the economical use of the
supply and the successful and profitable operation of the Company'
Bill Gulch and Black Jack Gulch.

With the additional force required to handle and utilize th
supply and perform the extra work attending the opening of Sout
expected that the operating expenses for the ensuing season wil
will probably not exceed $io8,ooo.oo.

This report deals with the revenue and expenditures attendi
opening and physical operation of the mine, and does not inc
expenses.

The Hammond Goid Reef Mining Co.-The following is the Directors'

$105,141 36 Report of the affairs of this company to the end of December, 1898:A very considerabie amount bas been expended upon the property in the
erection of the miii and in development work. At the outset, work was carried on

ber îstsimultaneously upon the reef proper and upon two very promising quaitz veins
Iber 3st, 1898, as leading from the reef. Upon sinking to a considerable depth upon these veins it

was found that while pay values were disclosed, they were flot sufficient ta warrant
43 further sinking until sucb lime as tbe company migbt hbive cheap power available.
88 A depth of i40 feet was obtained upon B vein, and a depth of 50 Ieet upon E vein,

$as well as several pits from 5 to 20 feet, and as it was found that the free millinggo $37,74 P values did flot exceed the values from the main reef, and as the latter were workabie
12 at a much Iess expense, attention was directed entirely to it, and the season's work
12 has been wholiy upon tbe main reef. The work prosecuted upon the reef bas been

67 at tbree points, viz. : the most easterly point at wbat is known as the cross cut on
001 2 347 X. A shaft on 338 X, situate about midway between the above-mentioned
25

572 cross cut and the westerly boundary of the property. This sbaft bas been sunk to a
- $ 3,46 56 depth of 84 feet, and drifts run across the formation of the reef 45 feet at the 65 foot

- $ 23,462 56 te ore at that depth appearing to be of the regular reef caracter for the

$ 61216 7 whole depth and width opened up, and tbe gold values sbowing improvement with$ 61,216 87 dph
The third point wbere work bas been prosecuted is immediately on the westeriy

uine of tbe company's property, wbere an open quarry some 30 feet in widtb by îoo
feet in lengtb bas been opened up diagonally across the reef to a deptb of from 15 ta

Capacity, 20 feet, the greater depth being on tbe westerlv side, wbicb is bigher ground.
ength miner'sAi
miles. inches. of the ore taken from this quarry bas been put tbrougb tbe miii witbout selection,

the last run of 396 tons yielding $3.85 per ton on tbe plates, the concentrates having
19 3,000 been saved for future treatment, and running in value from $33 to $70 per ton.
1 3,000 Complete tabulated records bave been kept of assays, both of ore and tailings, and
1 3,500 the work of the miii has shown very satisfactory resuits. The ore taken from tbis
1 1'ooo quarry showed a marked improveinent as the work progressed, tbe best resuits

obtained being from tbe ore taken from tbe bottom of tbe quarry ; and your
1 1,000 directors would recornmend the concentration of ail work, for the present at least, at

tbis point, as surface development from tbe nortberly end of the quarry to the
Io 2,500 nortberly wall of the reef bas disclosed milling ore for the wbole distance about 200

- feet. At tbis point tbe reef is 462 feet in widtb. From various points wbere work
33 miles. bas been prosecuted on the reef, 2,283 tons of ore bave been put througb tbe miii,

giving a resuit on the plates Of $3.70 per ton, witb tbe concentraies yet to be
excepting the old îreated. Vour directors are convinced from tbe work already done, tbat larger

This ditch will quantities of ore can be mined by open quarry w(rk, sufficient ta supply a very
>r use in the South large stamp miii, and have decided upon the immediate erection Of 30 additionai

stamps, additional ore crusber, air compressor and aerial wire rope tramway, with
tbe necessary electric motors to drive tbem, arrangements baving been made with

ng Bill Gulch, the the Folger-Hammond Mines Company, Limited, ta develop their water power and
sed ate supîy generate electric power, wbich will be available for the use of this company uponsedreasonable ternis by the time the additional stamps are ready for operation. our

Pit, which will be dire¶tors are convinced that witb 40 stamps, and witb electric power generated by
xt spring ready for water available, that this ore can be mined and milled for at least $1.25 per ton
profitably used in and tbat even tbis figure can be mucb reduced witb a large plant. Witth tbis plant

the company sbould be on a dividend paying basis witbin the present year, and a
west side of Pit mucb larger plant sbould be gone on witb during tbe next winter, wben, following
p the channel. the example of many other mines upon deposits of similar magnitude, the cost ofgrthave n PN. mining and milling can be reduced below $î.oo per ton. X"our directors bave flotpdeemed it advisable during tbe vear to place additional treasury stock on tbe market
good as expected preferring ta arrange advances to the company instead, and bave contributed from
el above the old their own holdings sufficient to bring the treasury stock up to the original amount

200,000 shares, at which the treasury now stands.
grade of the gravel .Tbe present plant and buildings consist of a well constructed and tboroughiy
pect that the pro- equipped io-stamp miii. A commodious and substantial assay office and laboratory,~auic xcaatins. complete with every appliance, an office building, large boarding bouse and diningraulic excavations.
ydraulic plant and camp. A large store bouse, frame barn, 40 fi. by 6o ft., a blacksmith sbop with
the equipment of wood working shop overhead, and pump!ng station at lake.
d System and to A good road bas been constructed from tbe lake, and for a considerable distance
orkalong the reef, connecting the various workings witb the mii, together witram-

e increased water ways were necessary.e inres atDacing The eaviest supplies for next season's work bave been placed on tbe groundsultais winter.

he increased water
h Fork Pit, it is
l be increased, but

ng the equipment,
lude Head Office

Very respectfully yours,
J. B. HOBSON,

Manager.

North-West Ontario Mining and Development Co., Limited.-This
company was recently registered in London with a capital of £5o,ooo in shares of
£1, to acquire a mining property comprising 39 acres on Shoal Lake, Lake of the
Woods, Ont.

The Directors are: C. J. Ponsonby, Dashwood House, E.C., Chairman;
George Deas, 35 Queen Victoria Street, E.C. ; T. Wentner Smith, 23 Finsbury
Circus, E.C. ; W. H Moresby, 2 Hare Court Temple, E.C. ; James Hill, Welling-
ton, Surrey. Advisory Board in Canada : The Hon. J. N. Kirchhoffer, Barrister-at-
Law, Brandon, Manitoba, (Senator of the Dominion of Canada) ; J. M. Savage,
Rat Portage, Ontario, (Manager of the Western Lumber Co., Limited, Ontario); C.
W. Chadwick, Rat Portage, ex-President of the Board of Trade, Rat Portage,
Ontario, (Director of the Bullion Mining Co. of Ontario, Limited.) Consulting
engineer ; John F. Talbutt, Mining Engineer, Rat Portage, Ontario.

Knob Hill Mining Co.-This Company held its annual meeting in Montreal
this month, Mr. S. H. C. Miner, Granby, presiding.

The superintendent's report and the financial statement were read to the meet-
ing, and were favorably commented upon, after which the election of directors was
proceeded with, resulting in the following board being chosen : S. H. C. Miner,
W. H. Robinson, Jay P. Graves, H. E. McIntosh, A. L. Whise, D. A. McCaskill
and C. J. Chisholm. At a subsequent meeting, the following cxecutive were
elected : President, S. H. C. Miner ; Vice-President and Western Manager, Jay P.
Graves; Secretary-Treasurer, A. L. White.

Whitewater Mines. -During December about 3200 tons (subject to correc-
tion) of concentrating material were put through the mill, and the yield of concen-
trates may be approximately stated at 200 tons. This high ratio of concentrates is
due to the fact that in order at aIl to realize on the material filled back into old stopes
in the upper workings it had to be milled at once, otherwise it would have been lost
owing to subsidence and caving of the hanging. This material having had all the
clean ore sorted from it was, of course, extremely low grade in lead. Most of such
material bas now been disposed of, and better results may be expected from the
operations of the current month. Shipments of concentrates from the mill have been
interrupted during December for several days, because the wagon road was blocked
by small but troublesome snow slides, produced by a week of very soft weather.

Canadian Pacific Exploration, Limited.-The second ordinary general
meeting of the Canadian Pacific Exploration, Limited, was held this month in
London. The Right Hon. Visconnt Powerscourt, K.P. (the chairman of the
company), presided.

The Secretary (Mr. H. B. Cheslyn Callow) having read the notice convening
the meeting.

The Chairman said : The circular which you received from the board informed
you of the reason for the postponement of the annual general meeting, and I have
no doubt that you will agree with us that it was to the advantage of the shareholders
to hold over the meeting until our managing director could be present to give you
all the information in his power, and to answer any inquiries you may wish to make.
I thnk the balance-sheet is sufficiently explicit, and calls for no further explanation,
but I will mention that the calls in arrear have been practically all paid up. The
mining share investment which appears on the credit side of the account consists of
shares in an Arizona mine. We believe we have an excellent property in the Porto
Rico mine, and we have considerable hopes of much benefit arising from our
acquisition of an interest in Arizona. The company bas besides a few mining
properties which are as yet unproven, but any one of which may at any time turn out
to be of value. Turning now to our principal asset, the Porto Rico mine. You
have all received the valuable report whieh our managing director made in October
last. You will observe that in it he estimates the value of the ore at $16 per ton,
less 6 per cent. loss ; that is to say, $15.14. It is very satisfactory to find that the
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results of our six weeks' working have not only been up to this estimate, but even in
excess of it.

The result of the first crushing of clean ore for ten days was 142 tons, giving a
return of 291 oz. of retorted gold. Tbe cable's report for the month ending January
i8th, shows that 540 tons were crushed for 561 oz. of gold. I may mention that in
January, 1898, we also sent 40 tons of sorted ore to the smelter at Trail, which
showed a return of 148 oz., Or 3 oz. 14 dwt. per ton of 2000 lb. In referring to the
general prospects of the mining industry in British Columbia, the Chairman said :
Anyone who has watched the development of this Province must be convinced that
it has a brilliant futnre before it. The Chairman then read the following cablegram
just received from Mr. A. B. Irwin, and dated 8th February, 1899: " The weather
here is now exceedingly cold. Has been 29 degrees below zero. Mill running
steadily. Stopes looking exceeding well." He conclnded by moving the adoption
of the report and accounts.

Dr. Trouncer seconded the motion.
Mr. W. H. Corbould (managing director) said : It affords me great pleasure to

have the opportunity of being here to-day. At the commencement of the company I
predicted that British Columbia was one of the coming mining districts, and I think
you will agree with me that the returns which our chairman has just given us bear
out the fact that I was not mistaken in my opinion regarding the mineral resources
of that part of the Empire. Those of you who have seen a copy of " Rossland in
1898," issued by the Rossland Board of Trade, will doubtless have observed from
the illustrations the rapid progress that has taken place in the Kootenay district,
which only a few years ago supported a small number of trappers and hunters.
Large works have been erected in diffierent localities for the treatment of ores, and
mines have been developed to a considerable depth. The power from some of the
rivers which for ages past has been of no value, has now been harnessed, and the
electricity generated by this means transmitted to the mines. I may mention that on
the Kootenay River the power plant there develops about 20,000 horse-power,
which is transmitted thirty miles to Rossland, and the owners contemplate utilising
two other falls, which will give them 6o,ooo available horse-power. All over the
country there is an abundance of fuel and water. As to the value of the Iodes in
depth, the Le Roi has been proved to a depth of 700 It., the War Eagle to a depth
of 500 ft., and our mine, the Porto Rico, to about the same depth.

We, under the cricumstances, decided to throw up our options, and settled
down to place the Porto Rico mine in a paying state. To have retained the options
and have made several payments that were due would have crippled us and left us
with a lot of properties, but with no money to run them. Crushings.-During
January of last year the company shipped to the smelter at Trail about 4o tons of
sorted ore from our Porto Rico mine, which yielded a return of 3 Oz. 14 dwt. gold
per ton of 2000 lb. The result of the first clean-up at the company's mill, which
started on 8th December last, was as follows: We crushed 142 tons, which gave a
return of 291 oz. of retorted gold, aiso 20 tons of concentrates, valued at about $500.
On the î8th January the result of the first month's working of the mill at the mines
was follows : We crushed 540 tons of ore and country for 561 oz. of gold, also
concentrates, value $400. We hold an interest in a property in Arizona, which I
inspected during my last visit to the States. If the shoots of gold prove long enough
and the values carry down, as I have every reason to think they will, it will certainly
become one of the big mines of the day. We are now trying to arrange to bring in
some more capital and work the property in a systematic way. (Applause.)

Mr. Skinner called attention to the present high rate of expenditure of the com-
pany, and desired to know whether it would continue in the future. He further
inquired the present cost of working and treating the ore at Porto Rico mine with
ten head of stamps, and asked if the cost would be reduced with twenty or thirty
head of stamps. He also asked what profit the company would derive from the use
of the additional stamps.

Mr. W. H. Corbould (managing director) replied that the London expenses had
been unusually high at the start, because it was expected that the company would
develop into a large exploration company. For that purpose it was necessary to
have a central office in London, a managing director, etc. The directors had now
realised that in the present state of the British Columbian market it was out of the
question to float subsidiary companies. The present cost of mining and milling at
the Porto Rico mine was about eight or nine dwt. per ton, while the value of the ore,
according to the crushings they had received, he estimated at $16 ; the returns,
however, so far, had been over an ounce. Later on, if the development warranted
with an extra twenty or thirty head, the cost of mining and milling should be re-
duced to $4 or $5 a ton.

The motion was unanimously adopted.
Messrs. T. Edwards and G. H. Haywood were re-elected directors of the com-

pany, and Mr. J. M. Henderson was reappointed auditor, after which votes of
thanks were given to the chairman and directors, and the proceedings terminated.

Tangier Mine.-Extracts from Mine Manager's report, dated the 19th of
December, 1898 : "Shaft sinking was resumed on the 8th instant, and the first shots
fired improved vein since last work thereon. Vein is between 6 ft. and 7 ft. in width,
over 3 ft. being well mineralised, showing more galena and less animonial silver than
ore previously exposed. When first encountered hanging-wall was dipping northerly
at an angle of 75 deg., but on further development its position has changed to the
vertical. About 12 tons of very good ore has been sorted and saved, assay value of
which and other points will be forwarded. Owing to extreme hardness of formation,
new machinery, and men, progress has been slow ; but improvement is perceptible,
and hope to report greatet speed in future. In event of property fulfilling expecta-
tions would advise the installation of air drills, ground being too hard to be econ-
omically worked with hand steel."

The Ymir Gold Mines.-The following cablegram has been received from
British Columbia, dated 9th February, 1899: " Have not been able to com-
mence crushing ore owing to the severity of the weather, which rendered it necessary
to drain water-pipe line. We are guite ready to begin. The weather is much better.
Hope to start almost immediatcly.'

Hall Mines, Limited.-The following are the official returns of four weeks
smelting ended 27th January : 22 days, 6 hours smelting, 2,727 tons treated ; yield-
ing 69 tons copper, 39,250 ozs. silver.

fird Mining and Milling Company of Cariboo, Limited.-The shareholders
of this company held their annual meeting in Ottawa last month, when a satisfactory
report of the construction work on the company's property in the Omenica District
was presented. Mr. A. F. Cotton, the Engineer in charge reported: As soon as

Mill Creek was clear of ice the logs which had been laid up on the bank were driven
to the mill. These were all cut into lumber and used in the flume. On May 9th
commenced work on the ditch, the snow being all gone; this work went on steadily
for the remainder of the season. The ditch having been cleaned out and all connec-
tions made up to station station 115, the water was turned on on June 4th, and I am
happy to say both ditch and flume worked admirably ; no leaks of any consequence.
A temporary waste gate was put in at station 115, and all material required was
floated from the mill to this point. The time occupied for a piece of timber to run
this distance was 42 minutes, being a little better than than three miles per hour.
On your arrival with additional men and horses, work in the different sec ions was
pushed as rapidly as possible. The waggon road was extended and is now completed
to the back channel, a distance of over four miles, and is a first class one. Fromni
your arrival up to the time of our departure, October ist, 8,650 feet ofnew ditch have
been completed, 5,200 feet of flume built, and waste gates have been put in at stations
20, 90, 133, 146 and 17o. The total length of tested ditch and flume is 18,ooo feet.
The trestle is completed to station 195, while the ditch is finished to station 248. In
this distance there remain only three short stretches of flume to complete to station
248. At station 196 the ditch is to be tapped by a flume, so as to work to the mouth
of Kildare Gulch. This flume will be i,5oo feet in length, and owing to the increased
grade will only require to be four feet wide and two feet deep. The trestle for this
portion is completed. The ditch to command the upper portion of Slate Creek being
thus nearly completed completed. The ditch for working of the lower i ortion is
completed for a distance of 2,400 feet, and it at a lower level than the other, but it is
to be supplied by the higher one. The two ditches will be connected by a short piece
of flume, down a small ravine, near station 223. By having the ditches at different
elevations, a much shorter pipe line will be required, and still both have a good work-
ing head, the lowest being î8o feet. From stations 120 to 123, the ground through
which the ditch was built, proved to be rather sandy, so it was deemed advisable t
put in 300 feet of flume, which has been done, thus making it secure for all time.
At station 163 a temporary waste gate was put in, and a ground sluice carried over
to the head of Kildare Gulch, where we did a little prospecting, with the following
result :

Taking 150 pans of gravel to equal a yard, we got an average of $12 per yard,
On " Poverty Bar," Slate Creek, we cleared out gn old open cut, and at five feet
from the surface nice gold was found, which gave over $8 per yard. The company
will clean up regularly during the coming season and profitable operations are con-
fidently anticipated. Our illustrations show the progress of the company's works to
the end of last year.

Mikado Gold Mining Co.-Official returns for December: Mill ran 26 days,
crushed 1027 tons, producing 393 ounces of gold ; cyanide treated, 370 tons,
yielding 74 ounces of gold ; total, 467 ounces.

Regina (Canada) Gold Mine, Limited.-Official returns show :-Yield for
December to have been 214 ounces ; cyanide not cleaned up.

Mikado.-Result for January. Mill ran 23 days, crushed 982 tons, producing
407 onnces of gold. Cyanide treated, 520 tons, yielding 143 ounces of bulhon.

Regina (Canada).-For the month of january mill ran 242 hours, crushed 615
tons, yield of gold 255 ounces ( 225 from plates, 30 fron cyanide).

Grant-Govan's Commissions.
GRANT VS. THE GOLD ExPLORATION, &C., SYNDICATE OF BRITIsH COLUMBIA.

This action was heard recently in London, Mr. Duke, Q.C., and Mr. Kelly
appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr. Rufus Isaacs, Q.C., and Mr. Wills Chitty for the
defendant company. Mr. Duke said the action was brought t recover a sum due on
a promissory note and interest. The amount alleged to be due was £2,500 and
interest, and the defendants said only £2,ooo with interest was due, and they had
paid £2,331 into court. The plaintiff was a timber merchant at Revelstoke, in
British Columbia. At the end of 1896 he was the owner of some mining property in
the Kootenay district of British Columbia, and in September of that year a Mr. Govan
was introduced to him. le said he represented a Lordon firm, and was on the
look-out for gold properties to be introduced to the London market. Ultimately
terms were come to by which Mr. Govan was to introduce plaintiff's property to the
London market, and was to be paid 1o per cent. on the property being di-posed of.
The agreement was put into writing, and under it Govan had an option for six
months, and was to send an engineer to report on the properties with the object of
forming one or more limited companies. On these companies being floated Govan
was to receive 10 per cent. on all money and shares received by plaintiff. Plaintiff
was wired for to come to London, and in January, 1897, he agreed to sell the pro-
perty to the defendant company for £25,ooo in cash and £11,500 in shares. In
March, 1897, the company paid plaintift £o,ooo out of the £25,000, and plaintiff
took a note for £io,ooo, and ultimately renewed another for £5,ooo; and the balance
of the last note and interest was now sued for. The dispute arose in this way: In
March of last year the chairman of the company met the plaintiff, and beard of the
agreement between him and Govan, who was a managing director of the company,
for the first time. In March, 1897, Govan had approached Grant and purposed to
take £2,ooo instead of £2,500 commission if the money was paid at once, and thus.
make an end of the mat'er. That was agreed to, and when the company asked
Govan to explain the affair he denied the whole matter. Mr. Grant, however, satis-
fied the company that he had paid Govan the £2,ooo by producing the numbers of
the bank notes. Then Govan admitted it, and the company called upon him to
refund the suit: and pay it to the aompany, which he did, with some reluctance. The
entry of the transaction in the minute-book of the company was as follôws:- " It was
resolved that the repayment of the £2,ooo offered by Mr. Govan be accepted with
the assurance that he received the money in the full belief that he was justified in
accepting the same, and without any dishonourable intention, and thereby unwittingly
made a mistake." Things went on, and in June the other promissory note for £5,000
fell due and the company was not able t pay it. They resolved to make payment of
£2,500 on account and said nothing to Mr. Grant.

His Lordship asked why Mr. Grant should not save £5oo by paying Govan his
commission before it was due?

Mr. Chitty said the presumption was that the £2,5o0 which Govan was to get
from Grant was added to the purchase money. There had, in fact, been a corrupt
bargain, and what the company contended was that, having got the £2,000 which
Grant bad paid to Govan, they were entitled to the other £5oo, which Grant had not
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,id, but which >resumably had been added to the purchase price. Mr. Duke said
that in Novemiiber hast £2,341 r8s. 41. vas tendered to Mr. Grant in settlement of
his claim with interest, but lie refused to accept of it.

bMr. John Grant (the plaintif) was called, and Ltore out hais couinsel's statement.

MICA
Miners and Shippers of Finest IGrades of
ELECTRICAL
and other Canadian Micas. E

BLACKBURN BROS.
OTTAWA, ONT.

lie said when he made the arrangement vith Govan lie did not know thiat he was a
manraging director of the syndicate. lie thought he vas a rich man, and able to
assist hir in forming a company. lie told hlm he was a director of the War Eagle
Mine, and vas going to Rossland to take it over. Mr. Rufus Isaacs argued that the
assumption was ihiat the syndicate had paid so much more for the mine by reason of
the bribe paid by Grant to one of the directors. There was no doubt that Grant got
Govan, in eis position as a director of te syndicate, to use bis influence %vithout the
the knowledge of the board, to pay Grant /,5,000, out of vvhich lac iinmseIfwvas to get
£2,000. lie submitted that that was a corrupt bargain and a bribe. Mr. Grant, 1e
subinitted, was not entitled to keep in his pocket the extra £5oo which he had got by
thai corrupt bargain. 1lis Lordship said lie wtould take time to consider his decision.

COMPRESSOR AND BOILER PLANT
FOR SALE

One Norwalk Iron Works Air Conpressor, 28 X 26 x 16 X 30, also
four i bx i 5 Itibular lloilers.

Conpressor and boilers alnost new. Vrite to

D. A. COSTE,
Sup't Provincial Nat. Gas Co.,

Sherkston, Ont.

THE BABCOCK &

s

I

WILCOX
WATER TUBE

STEAM..
BOILER .

was first patented by Stephen Wilcox, in

1856. Nearly2,000,000 H.P.now
in use. Has no equal for MINES
RAILVAY, SMELTERS, ELECTRIC

LIGHTING or other power purposes.

Large book " STs " sent free or

application.

ABCOOK & WILCOX, LIMITED, ENDE RDERS.
Head Cffice for Canada: 202 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

-eeORIGINAiLand ONLV spetlya pedo"'==Ro LANCASHIRE PATENT HAIR BELTING st"in3.
GENUINE OAK" Tanned Leather Belting.

'n

D. K. McLAREN
OTTAWA.

-i

- - MANUFACTURER AND MILL FURNISHER
GALT. MONTREAL.

"Black Diamond" Steel
FOR MINING DRILLS .
ALL OTHER PURPOSES

IF YOUR DEALER DOES NOT CARRY IT, WRITE

PARK BROTHER & 00. LTD.
337 ST. PAUL ST., MONTREAL, QUE.

'I

A .. ü æ E

""""Mi!Z ,
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MICA
BUYERS'

( EUGENE MUNSELl & Co, l
218 WATER STREET

NEW YORK.

Canadian Branch'
*332 WELLINGTON ST. OTTAWA, ONT.

Schaol of PmticaI Scic, Toronto
ESTABLISHED 1878.

AFFILIATED TO THE UNIVERSITY 0F TORONTO.

LAKE OF THE WOODS.
RaINY RtvEiR DIsTRICL".

Mining iatters have been about normal since last writing ; work is goin: oe
steadily at ait tht camps that continuei operations past the close of navigation. rhe
long spell of extreniely cobi weatlier that has just been followtd by higher temi era.
tures caused a good dcal of suffering Io those who were obliged to travel on the takes
yet very few serions cases of frost bites are reported.

clessrs. Rogers & Ahn have been touring in the cast with an exhibit e'
rich specimens, collected no doubt from many mines and prospects, and the !-ca)
press as vell as some of the Toronto papers have contained glowinq accounts of theu
doings in the exhibition line. Mr. Rogers is Manager of the illion Mtining Com
pany, and one of otir local papers publishes a telegramt from Montreal to the effect
that a nunber of capitalists in iliat city have acqired a half interest in the properties
held by that Coipany. This is good news if the said capitalists are going to go to
work and develo some of the properties into paying mines. We want nien whe
will go to work and get lown into the ground ; any other kind is no use. The iiere
selling of stock, especially if effected throtugh the sophistries of the showman, may le
a bal thing, since st pledges the properties concerned to a degree of success whicl it
many cases cannot justly be expected of then. In the interests of the mining indus-
try it is very greatly to be desired that those seeking an investnent in it shouild pui
down their noney only on soie defimite proposition, some property whose value cî

This School is equipped and supported entirely by the Province ol
Ontaro and gives instruction in the following departments:

i-CIVIL ENGINEERING
2-MINING ENGINEERING
3 -MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
4 -ARCHITECTURE
5-ANALYTICAL AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY

Special Attention is directed to the Facilities possessed by the School
for giving Instruction in Mining Engineering. Practical Instruc.
tion is given in Drawing and Surveying, and in the following
Laboratories:

-- CHEMICAL
2-ASSAYING 3-MILLING 6-ELECTRICAL

4 -STEAM 7-TESTING
5 -METROLOGICAL

The School also has good collection: )f Minerais, Rocks and Fossils.
, 5 .IjiSpecial Students will be reccived as well as those taking regular courses.

FOR FULL INFORMATION SEE oALENDAR.

-?"---_ . L B. STEWART, Secretary.;

WIRE
The Mining Journal

RAILWAY AND COMMERCIAL GAZETTE

ESTABLISHED 1835

THE MINING JOURNI.u. circulates ail over the world anongst
Miners, Enginecrs, Manufacturers, and Capitalists.

THE MINING JoURNAL offers unusuaIl advantages for Advertismng
Sales of Mineral Properties, Machinery, Commercial Notices, Inven-
tions, and al] articles for the use of those engaged in Mining, Engineer-
ing, and Mechanical work.

THE MINING JOURNAL. was established more than 65 years ago,
and still naintains its position as the leading organ of the world's Press
devoted to mining and its allied interests.

Annual subscription, including postage, . s.
Advertisenents i inch, single column, $i per insertion.

.6, QUEr VIC'rORIA SrnE

0 GEO. CRADOC
WAKEFIELD, ENR O P E Original Manufacturers and Introduc

WINN & HOLLAND -

K & CO.
GLAND.
ers of Lang's Patent.

- Montreah
Sole Agents for Canada.

The adjourned Annual General Meeting of the members of tI.t'-

General Mining Association of the Province of Quebec will be held ina

the Club Room, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, on

WEDNESDAY,
lst MARCH, 1899,

B. T. A. BELI.,
Secr tary.

AT 10.30 A.M.

GEORGE E. DRUMMOND,
President.ENGLAND.LONDON,
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probable value lias been attested by soie weil known, capable or reliable person or
persans, and thus eliiinate the clement of speculation as lar as practicable. Any
one operating along other lines is no friend to mîinîing.

R RO t NA.

General Wilkinson went out to the mine last veek. it appears he received
intelligence that the ore body on the lowest level liad widened and vas now over ive
fee, and that thre value also had inproved, being now ten dollars per ton. The
isain shaft is to be put down to the So foot point before stopping.

SU.TANA.
The Rat Portage Veekly News of February tîth, says :-" The best recent

cecan.up for one weck's work at the Sultana, is given at the sum of $1o,373 about.
This report is not given as being absolutely correct." There must be somte imistake
about this, for at tlis rate the arc nust have been north about $28.oo per ton. It
scens a pity that the mine managers are obliged to observe such secrecy about the
amount of thre output of gold, and the value of the ore.

MIKADO.

Gold bricks of the value of almost $15,ooo.oo arrived from the Nlikado last*week. This amouint vas the result of thie weekly clean up, and makes the ore to be
very rich.

Tikn iURLt.
Sinking is gaing on steadily.

SURVEYING, MINING
AND

ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS,

Accurate and .tost Improvcd. . .

MINING TRANSITS, (

Complete I-ne of Engineers
Instruments and Supplies. '
Reasonable Prices. SENI)
FOR CATAl.o...t. . . . r

NOTRE DAME ST., '
MONTREAL, QUE. C

Titn SEN ETis..

Wlien a depth of 135 [cet bas been reached in the shaift on the main vein, a cross.
cut will b run to the foot wall ; this vill be coipleted about the end of Febriary or
a little soolier.

The vein has been cut in the adit run into the side ot she hill to cross it. It
appears the ore is not quite so rich as it is nearer the surface. A station will most
likely be cut, and sinking on the vein begun.

TiiE TRicGs.

The deal on this property which has been on hand so long vas finally closed on
the i i th inst., when Captain Triggs paid over the $5,ooo.oo to the owners and
received the deeds. The Captain proposes to resume operations at the mine shortly.Alr. Allan Sullivau, C.E., is expected to arrive in Rat Portage fron England mna few days. It is said he lias been successful in placing the Scovil.M1oore property,north.east of the Virginia Mine, with capitalisis vho will begin development at once.A survey party leaves town to-morrow for that part of the district to survey a number
of mining locations.

A. .it a s t silver nining in the Port Arthur country, and is
rc.openurîg the Rabbit fountaîn Nme.

Rat Portage, February 14th1, 1899.

DYNAMITE...AND
For Miners
Pit Sinkers

Quarrymen
Contractors EXPLOSIVES

Manufacturers, and Dealers in

Electric Blasting Apparatus, Fuse, Caps, Etc.
000000

ONTARIO POWDER WORKS
176 ONTARIO STREET

DAN'L SMITH
C. A. MACPH ERSON

.. gtos. Ki ston, Ont.

PATENTS The Toronto Patent Agency,Limited
TluT aCAPITAL - - - - $25,ooo.
Tte only Incorporated joint Stock Company iii Canada doing a general Patent Agency business.

Write for Terms THE TORONTO PATENT AIEN0Y HEAD OFFICE-79, 80, 81, 82 Confederation Lifeta N THE TORONTO PATENTBuilding, TORONTO, CANADA.Braneh offices in ail the principal towns and cittes In Canada and the Untted Stat. Correspondenta In England and on the continent.

Electric Blasting Apparatus.
Adapted for Firing ail kincis of Explosive.. sed in iasting.

Victor Electric Platinum Fuses.
Superior to ail others for explodng any make of dynamite or blasting powder.

Each Fuse folded separately and packed in neat paper boxes of 50 cach. All
tested and varranted. Single and double strength with any length of vires.

Blasting Machines.
The strongest and most powerful machines ever made for Electric Blasting.

They are especially adapted for submarine blasting, large railroad quarrying, M
and mining vorks.

Victol- Blasting Machine.
Fires 5 to 8 holes; veighs 15 lbs.. adapted for prospecting, etc.

Insulated Wires and Tapes, Blasting Caps, Fuse, Etc. .

MA caRv JAMES MACBETH & 00., 128 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A. SENO FORCATALOGUC
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IdRtruising Pays

Montreal, Zlst February, 1899.

The Caadian Mining Review,
Ottawa.

We have been advertising in the Canadian Mining

Review for some thirteen years, and as extensive

manufacturers of mining machinery in Caniada we

have great pleasure in stating that we consider

that the money spent in reaching the public

through your columns has paid us an hundredfold.

We consider it, without exception, the best medium

to reach the mining, engineering and investing

public in the Dominion of Canada, not taking into

consideration its foreign circulation. Our con-

tinued patronage will serve as substantiating the

above assertions.

We are

Yours faithfully,

THE JAMES COOPER MNFG. CO.

Per S. J. Simpson.
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WALKER BROTHERS
ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS

PATENT AIR-COMPRESSING ENGINES, GAS-COMPRESSING ENCINES AND VENTILATING FANS
FISHER à WALKER'S PATENT FRICTION CLUTCHES, UNDERGROUND HAULAGE and GENERAL MINING MACHINERY.

WALKERS' PATENT AIR-COMPRESSING ENGINES
single or Compound Steam Cylinders with Corlins or Slide Valves. Air Cylinders arranged for the "Single " or "Two Stage " system of ofmpression, tUe latte

having an Intermediate Cooling Apparatus. [Engines constructed elther with trunk frames or box girder plates.]

The sytem of compressing air by STAGES effects a great economy in Dower and fuel, with a con- WALKER BROTHERS have had thirty years' experience in the design and construe-
siderable reduction of temperature in the compressed air. The air is first compressed in the Low tion of air and gas compressing machinery, and their attention has been constantly given to perfect.
Pressure Cylinder. then its temperature is reduced in the Intermediate Cooler, and afterwards it is ing the details.
again compressed in the High Pressure Cylinder. The Air Valves, as at present made (to their latest patents), are an immense improvement upma

WALKER BROTHERS have supplied a large number of compressors on this principle those supplied twenty years ago.
for Mining and other purposes, with the most satisfactory results. Nearly all they at present con- The aggregate Power of the Compressors at work, about 550 in number, exceeds eSo,oo'IndI-
struct are on the stage systen, both for Mining and Colhery purposes. cated H P.

The latest form of their patent Valves, which is a great improvement on the earlier types, affords WALKER BROTHERS have re-modelled over roo Air-Compressing Engines originally-
special advantages for compressing air, or gas, by the stage system. constructed by other Engineering Firms.

TIHE EBLACKWALL TUNNEL
Por the construction of the Tunnel, Six Air-Compressing Engines were erected. The largest Two Pairs of Compound Engines, were supplied by us.

Messrs. S. PEARSON & SON, the Contractors for the construction of the Tunnel, have kindly written to us, as below,
with reference to the quality and working of our Machinery:-

S. PEARSON & SON, CONTRACTONS. BLACKWALL TUNNEL WoRKs, EAST GREENwICH, S.E.

MEssRs. WALKER BROTHERS, PAGEFIELD IRONWORIKS, WIGAN.. May ioth, 1897.
DEAR SIRs,-We are pleased to cornfirm what we told you verbally the other day, viz: that we consider the Air Cylinders and Valves of your Compressors to be the best for such

work as we have been carrying out on the above Contract.
One of your Engines Pan for almost a Yea.P Without atopping, and it gives us great pleasure to thus testify to the good qualities of the plant which.

we purchased from you. We are, Dear Sirs, Yours faithfully. (Signed) pro S. PEARSON & SON, E. W. MoIR.

PAGEFIELD IRON WORKS, WIGAN, ENG.
REPRESENTATIVE FOR T. PEACOCK M.E. 204 St. James St., MontrealCANADA: R FRNCISSt.PECOCK
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ANNUAL INTERPROVINCIAL CONGRESS
OF

Canadian Mining Engineers, Mine Manacers and
Mining Men

. . UNDER THE AUSPICES OF .

THE CANADIAN MINING NSTITUTE
. . . WILL BE HELD IN . . .

THE CLUB ROOM, WINDSOR HOTEL, MONTREAL
ON Ist, 2nd, and 3rd MARCH, 1899.

Sessions Commencing
10.30 a.m., 3 and 8 p.m.

Lantern Projections
Thursday Evening.

THE FOLLOWING WILL CONTRIBUTE PAPERS FOR DISCUSSION· AT THESE MEETINGS

JAMES DOUGLAS, Copper Metallurgist, New York.
GEORGE M. DAWSON, C.M.G., Director Geological Survey of Canada.
A. R. LEDOUX, Metallurgist, New York.
BERNARD MACDONALD, M.E., Salmon River, N.S.
JOHN BIRKINBINE, M.E., Philadelphia, Pa.
HENRY AMI, Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa.
A. McCALLUM, Peterborough, Ont.
F. CIRKEL, M.E., Vancouver, B.C.
F. T. SNYDER, Peterborough, Ont.
A. H. HOLDICH, Nelson, B.C.
J. T. DONALD, M.E., Montreal.
A. HOLLAND, Ottawa.
A. J. COLQUHOUN, Savonas, B.C.
WM. BLAKEMORE, M.E., Fernie, B.C.
F. HILLE, M.E., Port Arthur.
JOHN E. HARDMAN, S.B., M.E., Montreal.

Yiov. W. G. MILLAR, Kingston, Ont.
1* C. A. MEISSNER, Londonderry, N.S.
MR. CHARLES FERGIE, M.E., Westville, N.S.
PROF. DEKALB, Kingston, Ont.
MR. JOHN B. HOBSON, Quesnelle, B.C.
MR. R. G. McCONNELL, Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa.
MR. J. BURLEY SMITH, M.E., Winnipeg.
MR. JAS. D. SWORD, M.E., Rossland, B.C.
Ma. R. C. CAMPBELL JOHNSTONE, M.E., Nelson, B.C.
MR. JAS. F. LEWIS, Chicago, Ill.
MR. D. SMITH, Kingston.
MR. GEORGE E. DRUMMOND, Montreal.
MR. R. W. BROCK, B.A., Ottawa.
MR. W. HAMILTON MERRITT, A.R.S.M., Toronto.
MR. J. W. EVANS, M.E., Trenton, Ont.

REDUCED RAILWAY RATES
By special arrangements made with the Railway Companies mining men attending these meetings will be carried to and from Montreal at

reduced fare as under.
From points on the-INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY-SINGLE FARE

" QUEBEC CENTRAL RAILWAY
CANADA ATLANTIC RAILWAY
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

In order to obtain these reduced fares members and their friends and all who intend being present at the meetings must obtain from their

Ticket Agent a Certificate which must be signed by the Secretary of the Institute at the meetings.

Everyone interested in Mining or Metallurgy and in the Development of the

Mineral Resources of the Dominion is invited to be present and take part in

the proceedings of these Meetings.

ANNUAL DINNER
Members and their friends will dine together in the Windsor Hotel, on Friday evening at eight o'clock.

JOHN E. HARDl1AN,
FsRESI - NT.

B. T. A. BELL,
SECRETARY

DR.
DR.
MR.
MR.
MR.
DR.
MR.
MR.
MR.
MR.
MR.
MR.
MR.
MR.
MR.
MR.
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Canada Atlantic Ry.
THE SHORT FAVORITE ROUTE

BETWEENLLocomotives,

Ottawa and Montreal. T1pplesmevatorsa
IrTRAINS DAILY LEADERS

EXCEPT SUNDAYSendfor
And Sunday Train Both Directions catalogue

PULLMAN BUFFET PARLOR CARS
Close Connections at Montreal with Trains for

Quebec, Halifax, Portland Clmu,0

And aIl Points EAST and SOUTH.
FAST THROUGH SERVICE BETWEEN

Ottawa, New York and Boston
And aIl NEW ENGLAND POINTS

.0rough Buffet Wagner Sleepers between Ottawa and New York,
Bage checked to ail points and passed by custcms ini transit.

S et, time tables and information, apply to nearest ticket
agent of this company or connecting lines. JEFFREY LÂTEST COAL CUTTER.

E. J. CHAMBERLIN, J. E. WALSH,
General Manager. Ass. Gen. Passenger Agt.

C. jL. SMTHL, Gen. Traffic Manager.
C r

't

GUARANTEED to do more work with one-half less powe than any

now known.

other Crusher

Received two awards at the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago, Medal and Diplomas.

The only awards given for this type of Crusher.

Also received an award and medal at the "Mid-Winter Fair," San Francisco, Cal.

Send for Catalogue or further information to

JEFFREY
mmr,

Rller,Steelan SpecialCli.

ELEVATORS

-AM--,

CON VEYRS
WIRE CABLE
COMVEORS.

YnIongand
abortdistane.onesng

TE JEFFRE MF00. "41 DEYRET
Columbus, hio, s.et

I----ABI~TY
Makes the worth in EDDY'S
MATCHEs-seeing our name
on the box begets confidence.
Lots of other makes where
you get more wood for your
money - many imitations
too, put up "like EbDY'S,"
but they are very different
in use.

This ame tes
tho quallty.

The E. B. DDY 00. Itd.
HIULL, CANADA.

The McCully

Rock and Oro Crushr.*...

Central Shaft with Cwusher-Head supported from top
Instead of at lower end.

Pantd .n
Cemanaen*d UnIt.d States. Waterous,

BRANTFORD, CANADA

Canadian Manufacturera of the McCully Rock Crusher

-MUMB

"Mlý



- THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

SHAFTING HANGERSPULLEYS
FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS, ROPE DRIVING

--- AND AFULL L1NE OF - - -

POWER TRANSMISSION APPLIANCES.
SEND FOR 26O PAGE CATALOGUE.

MANF'G 00. OF TORONTO, LimiTED
WORKS: Toronto Junction.

OFFIOES : 74 York Street TORONTO.

THE SWANSEA FORGING CO.
Successors to ONTARIO BOLT 00. LIMITED.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Track Bolts and Nuts-
Bridge and Roof Rods-Drift Bots-
Wrot and Cast Washers-

Square and Hexagon Nuts-
Railroad and Contractors Supplies.

Carniage, Machine, Pl>ow and Speclal Boita.
Bridge and Bolier"Rivets.
Drop Forgi" ge ail kinds. Carniage Hardware.

WORKS AND HEAD OFFICE, SWANSEA-NEAR TORONTO, CAN.

Bullock Diamond Drills
,*Extract Cores showing the nature of ali formations pene-

trated, and furnishing a sample for assaying.
They are the only Drills which indicate the exact thickness and
character of every stratum.

.... FIJTEEN STYLES AND SIZES....
Adapted to Ail Requirments. Ail

DELVER "ZDlamond Drill
MOLE2,500T1177
Cornt. 2 UN. DIAMECTECR.

1177'

Manufactured Exclusively by ......

M. C. BULLOCK MFG. CO.
W. LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,

"BRAVO" Hand Power Drill
MOLE, 350 r. DEEP.
CORE, 1 3-16 IN. DIAMETCR.

Ai



THE SNOW STEAM PUMP WORKS,
MANUFACTUJRER$ OP

Steam Pumps, Pumping Engines and Hydifaulic Machineîy.
General Agents for Canada, DRUMMOND, McCALL & CO., Montreal.

Local Agent F. R. MENDENHALL, Rossland, B. C.

Pumps Kept in Stock at Montreal and Rossland.

MONTREAL...a
PIPE FOUNDRY CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF...

CAST IRON
WATER AND GAS PIPES

OFFICES:

CANADA LIFE BUILDING

MONTREAL.
WORKS: LACHINE, QUE. PRICES ON APPLICATION.

The Montreal Car Wheel Co.
.MANUFACTURERS 0F .

Works:

LACHINE,
Que

OHILLED
WHEELS

O-ices:

CANADA LIFE
BUILDING§

For Railroad, Electric Car, Street Railway and
Lumber Truck Service, Etc.

THOMAS J. DRUMMOND, General Manager.

MONTREAL.

CANADA RON FURNACE 00. Limited
NI ANU FAC-T R E Re>S 0F'

Brand :
di . . .P

Three Rivers. CMAROOAL Plo IRON
ALSO MAKERS OF PRESSED AND REPRESSED BRICKS.

Canada Life Building
PLANTS AT

RADMOR FORGES, QUE.
LAC A LA TORTUE,
THREE RIVERS, l

GRANDES PILES,
GEO. E. DRUMMOND, Managing Director and Treasurer.

C>IT Mit m



The Dominion Wire Rope Co. Ltd.
. AMONT REA L.---

MANUFACTURERS OF....

"LANQ'S" PATENT WIRE ROPES FOR COLLIERY AND CENERAL MININC PURPOSES.

ALSO ALL CLASSES AND KINDS OF WIRE ROPES FOR ALL PURPOSES.

BLEIeHIERT TRAMWAYS
-- ~1ROBB-ARMSTRONG

AUTOMATIC ENCINES
In our side crank type up to 100 H. P. the
outboard bearing ls connected with the
frame by a "wing" and ls kept perfectly
In line. This allows of the engine being
satisfactorily used for portable purposes
and ls also a great advantage for stationary
plants.

ROBB ENGINEERING CO. Ltd.
AMHERST, N.S.

By Final
Decision in

U. S.
Circuit
Court

of
Appeals,
March 3,

1898,
we defeat

the
last cdaim

FRASER & CHALMERS

MINING MACHINERY
OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

STAMP MILLS, SMELTERS,
STEEL PIPE, PERFORATED METALS.

of the comet
Adjustable

Oates Iron
Works

on
Gyrating

Crushers.

Crushers.

Frue
Vanners.

OTTO
Tramways.

Hoistnng
Engines.

Information and Estimate3 on Application.

W write for Circular on our Improved Two-StamP Mill.

Concentration,
Cyanide and

Chlorination
Works.

Huntington
Mills.

Riedler
Pumps and

Compressors.

Engines.
Boilerse

Fraser & Chalmers
have the best manufacturing facilities for making any-

thing in the Perforated Metal line, placcr grizzlys with

taper holes, stamp mili screens, trommels, coal screens,

etc.. etc.


